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Annual Sale9 over6,000,000 Boxea

such as Wind and Pain in the Stomach,
Giddiness. Fulness after meals. Headache. Dizziness, Drowsiness. Flushings
of Heat, Loss of Appetite. Costiveness,
Blotches on the Skin. Cold Chills. Disturbed Sleep. Frightful Dreams and all
Nervous and
Trembling Sensations.
THE FIEST D03E WILL GIVE BELIEF

IN TWENTY MINUTES. Every sufferer
will acknowledge them to be

A

Admiral

It
Cannot be
Sampson Says
for
Several
Accomplished
Days.

WONDERFUL MEDICINE.

BEECHAIH’S PILLS, taken as directed, will quickly restore Fomales to complete health. They promptly remove
obstructions or irregularities of tho system and cure Sick Headache. For a

Weak Stomach

Impaired Digestion
Disordered Liver
IN MEN, WOMEN

OR CHILDREN

Beecham’s Pills are
•

Without

Rival

a

And have the

LANDING DELAYED.

THE

FOB BILIOUS AND NEBVOUS DI80BDEB8

j-<7

LARGEST SALE

of any Patent medicine In the World,
25c. at all Drug Stores.

JrIFTY

OldeST

dyehouse In the city.

Satisfactory
Tell

Cable

years established.

work

a

specialty.
I

all your friends.

Every customer advertisement.
J^EMEMBER the place.
’S END your work.
FOREST CITY
DYE
HOUSE,
13 PREBLE ST.
an

:

Communication
Opened
With Camp McCalla.

us

SmaSi Town on Southern Coast of
Cuba Bombarded.

REMEMBER THE MAINE,
Is good advice for everybody, but
you should also remember when In
wafit of

SUMMER FOOTWEAR,
that

our stock is complete and in the
latest style, while our prices are as
low as consistent with the quality of
goods we cairy.

Washigton, June 21.—General Greeley received from
liient. Col. Allen this afternoon a despatch stating that the
first American military station in Cuba, Camp McCalla,
Guantanamo Bay, had been brought into electrical communication with the rest of the world, by the establishment
of a telegraph office which opened at 5 o’clock.

SEE OUR
Ladies’ Russet Polish Boot, Kid and
Cloth Top,
$3.50
Men’s Russet Calf and Viol
Bal
-$3.50
We also have a complete stock of
Childrens’ Goods.

&~1icDOWELL,

CENTER

539 Congress St,, Brown Block,
jetsdtf
k
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Gen. Shatter Who Leads Expedition Against Santiago,

TUB

CHAPMAN

NATIONAL BANK

RECRUITS

COMING

BY

HUNDREDS.

PLACE

HELD

OPEN.

of Portland, maine.
Regiments

CAPITA!.,

$100,000.00

Filling Up
Cblokamanga.

are

Rapidly

at

Chickamauga National Park, June 21.
Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.00 —Today was another day of activity here.
Solicits the accounts of Banks.NIer- The equipping work is progressing rapidcantile Firms, Corporations and ly. Recruits continue to oome in by the
Individuals, and is prepared to fur- hundred. It is stated that General Brooke,
General Wade and others have
recomnish its patrons the best i'aciltiles
mended to the Wdr Department that no
and liberal accommodations.
troops be removed from Chiokamauga
until the date of the departure of an invading expedition is fixed.
on
Transports,
they think, o n be loaded with supplies
and ammunition in advance. Then, with
SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR SAVINGS. just time enough to make the journey the

Interest Paid

Deposits.

troops can be moved directly from the
camp to the ports and marched at once
fully equipped, on shipboard.
The GenCULLEN C. CHAPMAN,
President- eral's suggest that this is a better
way
than to move the. troops to the gulf oamp
THOMAS H. EATON,
Cashier.
them again and hold them until the exDIRECTORS:
pedition is toady to start.
They believe
u higher degree of efficiency can be mainCULLEN C. CHAPMAN, SETH L. LARRABEE.
tained by their plan and that muob of the
E. M. STEADMAN,
CHARLES J. CHAPMAN, confusion and delay encountered in the
from Tampa can be avoided.
BRICE M. EDWARDS,
PERLEY P. EURNHAM departure
Tbe department, it is stated, is seriously
HENRY S. OSGOOD,
JAMES F. HAWKES,
considering the plan and it is probable
it will be accepted.
WILLIAM M. MARKS.
lei
M.W&Ftflstp
Major Bradley, surgeon of the United
States volunteer army has been
permanently assigned to the hospital division,
ill st oorps. There are forty patients there
against 7J, two weeks ago. The majority
of the patients are ill with pneumonia
and typhoid fever.
Six
men in
the
hospital are in a precarious condition.
Hundreds of men are still suffering from
the effects of vaccination.

Interviews and

Correspondence Invi’ed.

A Vacation

flemorandum.

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

New Tooth Brush.
Sponge and Bag.
Cake of Travellers’ Soap.
Pocket Stove.

SLEPT AT THEIR POST.

Chickamauga National Park, June 21.
—The story wired from here that there
were eight men of the eighth Massachusetts to be conrt martiallod on a ofcarge of
sleeping on duty is incorrect. Only three
men of this regiment are on trial for this
offense. Privates Edwin Poor and Edwin
Greenway, Co. A, have been tried, but i
decision lias not been reached.
Lieut.
CoL Bailey acting colonel, declined to
of
the
third
man
give the name
pending

Folding Drinking Cup.
Hair Brush and Comb.
Cholera Mixture.

Quinine Pills.

trial.

_

ALL AT

ENGINEER

ORDERED TO REPORT.

Manchester, N. H., June 21.—Capt
Charles H. Manning of this city, retired
engineer, has been ordered by the deportat Washington, to report iram ement
diately for duty at the Charlestown navy
yard.

Hay’s Pharmacy
niddle Street.

THE PUBLIC
ARE CAUTIONED against spurious waters
of refilled APOLLINARIS bottles or out
with

labels

and

of

bottles
used
those
for
resembling

brands

cork

served out

apollinaris.
The

Philadelphia offender, who was
in Chicago,
one
complaints made to us of such illegal

imprisonment

heavily fined,

and

is assurance that all

the

of

a

indictment of

practices will receive vigorous attention.
United

Agency Company,

503

Fifth

Ave.,

New

York.

Sole Agents of

THE APOLLINARIS

CO., LTD., LONDON.

Law

Reviving Grade
eral

of

Lieateaant Gen-

Mole St.

the Associated Press.)

Nicholas, June 21.—5 P. M.—Rear Admiral Sampson says that the

general landing of the troops of General Shatter’s expedition on the coast of
province of Santiago de Cuba, will necessarily be delayed several days.
Reports published in the United States to the contrary, are pure guess-work.

Therefore it is only fair to
Philippines.
that Agulnaldo Is proceeding in
perfect harmony with Admiral Dewey,
who, in turn has received notice of the
navy department's intentions respecting

Washington,

grade of lieutenant genoial in the army,
[t authorizes the President
whenever he
leems it expedient to appoint a lieutenant
general to be selected from those officers
u the military servi ce distinguished for
jourage, skill and ability, the limitation
n the bill as to choice from officers, “Not
celow the grade of major general” being
itrioken out by the committee. The committee disclaims any idea of having any
single military commander in view and
tsserts the object is to permit the eeleoto command the
•ion by the President
trmies of the TJnited States of one who
Bhould have higher rank than any other
effloer, ns essential to efficiency of management. While Major General Miles has
frequently been urged for a lieutenantjenernlship the members of the comroit;ee olaim that his name i3 no more than
suggestion and that the resolution
leaves it open to the President whom he
shall appoint, the appointee, however, being subject to confirmation by the Senate,
[t was pointed out today
by a ranking
member of the committee that if there
for in
should be a battle at Santiago
stance, in which General Shatter should
some
should
heroic
and
perform
figure
work, he would stand a fair show for the
coveted rank and so with other commanding officers on whose careers the selection

correspondent to the Times says:
“General Linares, in command in the province of Santiago de Cuba, telegraphs
that sixty vessels, supposed to be carrying the American expeditionary forces, have arrived off Santiago de Cuba.
“General Blanco is sending six battalions to prote’ct the coast of the province of
Santiago de Cuba.
“Great enthusiasm prevails in Havana.
Order is maintained, and no yellow
fever is reported.”
London, June 21.—The Havana

Madrid, June 22—1 A. M.—An official despatch from Havana says:
“An American vessel bombarded the town of Casilda, province of Santa Clara,
about 5 miles south of Trinidad, with which it is connected by rail, for three hours.
She fired 150 big shells.
“The

troops and the gunboat Dependiente cooperated in a brilliant defense; and
was obliged to retire, after damaging some houses and shops.’’

the American vessel

the Philippines.
Lieut. G. L. Logan, one of the hardest
worked of Capt. Crowninshield’s aides in
the navigation
has gone to
bureau,
Buffalo and will thence take a
draft of
sailors to man tha cruiser Buffalo, now
Lieut. Logan will
lying at New York.
be assigned to duty on the Buffalo under
command of Captain Hemphill at present
in oharge of the recruiting service in the
navy department.
By formal orders today the practioe ship
now building at the Bath Iron
Works
has been christened the Chesapeake;
the
Confidence
has
been
re-christened the
tug
Wanda, the tug Hercules becomes the
Chiokassa and the yacht Kanawha retains
her name.

with

consideration

and

had

On board

the Associated

Progs

Des-

patch boat Dandy, off Santiago de Cuba,
Monday night, Juno 20—via Kingston,
Jam., Tuesday, June 21—11 a. m.—As
soon as the fleet of transports had arrived
at a point about 20 miles off Santiago
this afternoon, the steamer Seguranoa

having on board Gen. Shatter
staff, left the other vessels ljing

nd his
to and

steamed to the flagship of the American
order to visit Rear Admiral
fleet, in
The general went on board
Sampson.
the flagship and the Seguranca then went

Incident.

With the United States transports, off
to Acerraderos, a little over
17 mi 63
Santiago de Cuba, Monday, June £0—
west of Santiago do Cuba, near which
noon—vis Mole St. Nicholas, Haytl, TuesGen. Garcia is encamped with 8000 Cuban
day, June 21—1 a. m.—The fleet of the
soldiers. Gen. Shatter and his staff and
United States transports having on board

16,000

on

Rear Admiral Sampson went ashore and
t > Gen. Garcia’s headquarter*
about a milo inland, where they span*

men, under the command of Gen.

the boats which

curried

liors.'s and

however, say the health
probably obtained all the privileges to mules. mSurgeons,
n is unexpectedly good.
which she was entitled to in
Cninese of the iirst
of
land was obtained in
The
sight
waters.
It was said at the navy departthe vicinity of Santiago de (Juba, and
ment that nothing had been heard from
the
topine s's of the blockading
when
the Admiral, himself, since a
despatch
received from Hong Kong the day before hips were seen they sent a thrill of enthuthe soldiers and they arc
siasm
through
yesterday brought to that port by the
ZaAro.
As the despatch boat left Dewey now eagerly awaiting tho landing in
about Thursday last at the
latest, she (Juba.
could bring no news of the arrival of the
transports. She did bring, however, news ORDERS TO ARREST AMERICAN
of the great success attending the insurSPY.
gent arms and notice of what was boiop
dons towards forming a provisional gov
Corunna, dune 21.—The Spanish comeminent by the insurgents under Aguin
mandant hero has orders to arrest an alaldo. From the reception accorded this
news, it would seem that the officials
here see in it no oause for apprehending
the disturbing of the plans framed for tin
government of General Merritt when hi
command over
assumes military
th<

Forces,

Sliaftci’s Troops Will Go More
11 Few Diys.

Voyage of (he Troops Ships Was Without

Shafter, arrived off Santiago de Cuba at
noon being exactly six days out from Port
of troops was in progress and one report
stated that the troops were landing under Tampa.
a heavy Are from the Spanish forces.
The army of invasion left Egmont Key
Secretary Alger and General Miles dis- at noon on Tuesday, June 14, convoyed
posed of the reports saying that no such Kv wnrshins.
information was at hand, and Secretary
After the fleet got Into the rough waters
Long made the same disclaimer for the
It may be true, how- of the Florida straits the transports were
navy department.
ever, that the landing is now in progress, formed Into three lines, about 1000'yards
but although it is not impossible, officials
while 600 yards separated the ships.
consider it improbable that any
landing apart,
The
easily-advancing transports preis going on under Spanish Aro. The landa
very
impressive
spectacle,
ing itself may take considerably longer sented
for miles over the blue waters.
stretching
than was anticipated and officials believe
that at least three days more will be re- It was one of the largest fleets ever gaththe
men-ofquired before the troops are on shore and ered together, like grim looking
watchdogs on the outin any sort of organized condition. Some war hovering
human
of
the
At
skirts
freighted
ships.
of the army officers allow even more time,
every precaution was taken to guard
one officer h iding that it will take
quite night any possible attack.
to get all ths stores as well as against
a month
Throughout the voyage not one Spanthe troops off the transports.
The purgunboat or sign of the enemy was
pose, however, i* to get off the troops ish
Arst, leaving the stores to be taken off seen.
On Friday the convoying fleet of warlater and the siege train last of all.
was re-inforced by tho MontgomThe officials of the navy
department ships
oil Puerto Principe.
Tho
were not deeply ooncerned over the report ery and Porter,
from Hong Kong that Chinese authorities voyage was tedious and uninteresting.
of
the
sick
at
The spectacle
transferring
had ordered the United States despatch
boat Zahro out of Chinese waters without sea was presented on Saturday Tor four
to while the
the fleet
ships’
allowing her to take supplies to Dewey, hours carried lay
14 to the hospital ship
boats
The reason for this unconcern was a conviction that the cruiser
Charleston and Olivette.
The weather throughout the voyage was
three big transports have already reached
and consequently there was litManila, carrying a large quantity of just excellent
But 1!
such supplies os the American Aeet there tle suffering from seasickness
of
typhoid fever and some measles
would most require.
Then, too, it was cases
the
former
being
especially
felt that the ZaAro had
already been developed,
treated

Wanted by American

LOOKING FOR IAMG.

NOT A GUNBOAT SEEN.

Washington, June 21.—Two months ninth Ohio regiments. Brigadier General
ago today war broke out between
the Guy Y. Henry, a distinguished
cavalry
United States and Spain, according to officer of the regular army, arrived here
might depend.
The oommittee also favorably reported the
proclamation of the President and the today from Tampa and the present plans
to the House the bill giving the adjutant
declaration of Congress. The end of that are for General Henry to
command a
general of the army a post now held by
General Corbin, the rank and allowance period finds nearly 16,000 United States division, made up of the brigades of Gencf a major general.
troops lying off Santiago, preparing to erals Duffietd and Garretson, this division
land; it finds cable communication estab- comprising 8000 men, to be for tho speedy
lished between the department at Wash- reinforcement of General Shatter. Ic will
THE FLEET SAILS BACK.
and the advance guards of the ex- at once swell the American forces
at
■Washington, June 21.— A good piece of ington
de Cuba to about 24,000 men.
news thut came to the navy department pedition in Cuba, end it
finds Cuban Santiago
through the medium of the 6tate depart- territory in the possession of United But the expedition will not stop at that
ment was from a reliable authority In
States
backed by a squadron number as there is a determination to
Marseilles,‘ France, stating that positive and marines,
nearly ail of the commercial ports of send forward a sufficient force to crush
Information lias been received there that
the Cadiz fleet had returned to Cadiz Cuba blockaded.
any Spanish command which oan be conafter its pretentious departure with one
This is all
from
apart
centrated at that point.
great
Dewey’s
formidable of ships, the
af the
most
at Manila and from the splendid
The reports from Santiago that about
Vittoria, disabled and In tow of one of victory
Tho Vittoria is one of results achieved in organizing
several 41,000 Spanish troops are in and about
the other ships.'
the broadside ships of the Spanish navy, armies now in the
reliable
Therefore the the city, do not agree with the
camps.
being very similar in that respect to the officers of tile administration feel that estimates In the possession of the war devessel
of
the
Numancia, another
squadthey have a right to look back with pride partment. According to tho latter figures
ron.
over what has been
accomplished in the there are not to exceed 14,000 Spanish
RHODE ISLAND VOLUNTEERS.
short space of two months, working in a
troops at Santiago, while one hundred
Providence, June 21.—The volunteers large part with raw material in both the miles away to tho northwest at Holguin,
under the second call, who are to form a
army and navy.
tho Spanish corps commander, General
part of the first Rhode Island regiment
The government has now determined to Pando, has 10,000 men. The war departwhich is now in camp «t Falls Churoh,
General ment is satisfied that tho Cuban
At the send heavy reinforcements to
forces
Va., will leave here tomorrow.
City hall they will be reviewed by Gov. Shafter at Santiago. The first expedition under Garcia can keep Pando from reinDyer and staff. The volunteei-3 will leave will leave
Newport News Thursday morn- farcing Santiago. Should this not be acfor
ihout seven o’clock from the depot
General Duffleld’s
Stonington, where they will take the ing carrying Brigadier
complished, the Spanish foroes at Santiago
second army would be
A ferry separate brigade of the
Stnnington line to New York.
augmented to about 25,000
boat will be in waiting at the pier to tike
armed, well
arc well
made up of the ninth Massachu- men.
Thoy
[ho men to Jersey City, whose they will corps,
seasoned to the climate,
and 34th Michigan and the disciplined,
33rd
the
Dun
setts,
:ake the train-to
Loring.
of
that
about knowing the fighting grounds
third Virginia regiments, in all
locality and are probably as good an all
will
follow
round
Expeditions
rapidfighting force as the Spaniards can
LiASTERS STRIKE IN MANCHESTER 4000 mon.
of Tampa, for while Fernan- bring to bear.
There is no purpose on
way
by
ly
tho part of the authorities to leave General
Manchester. N. H., June 21.—Fifty lasore
Miami
considered
to have
and
dina
Kimball
lasters’
Shutter with an
shoe shop in
5ers at the
force to meet
for
concentrating these seasoned inadequate
East Manchester, went on a strike this many good points
Spanish soldiers.
morning. The drmand a restoration of troops, yet army officials are now satisfied
Up to the close of office hours today,
srioes which prevailed
previous to the that Tampa can bo retained with advan- neither the war nor navy department had
received any
•ecent out down. The lirm refuses to disas to
as the main point
of embarkation. the arrival of detailed information
3uss the matter with the union commit- tage
The
troops at Santiago.
tee.
Tonight, in
Central Labor union The next forces to go will include those entire information today was confined to
rail the strikers met and were joined by of Brigadier Generul Garretson of
the the one brief despatch from Captain Allen
of the Signal
)ver 100 operatives from the other departservice, to General Greely,
of the first division, seoond
ments of the tabooed shop. The prospect second brigade
btating that th» troops transports had ar.s now that every department
will join army oorps, embracing the sixth Illinois, rived. lhis was enough however, to start
hands with the lasters.
the sixth Massachusetts and eighth and baseless rumors that the actual landing
__

are

assume

Reported.

June 21.—The House committee on military affairs today favorably
reported a joint resolution reviving the

Admiral Cervera Whose Ships

the

American spy, who arrived hero on
the British steamer Horn ate. but up t >
commandant h-« been
the present tho
unable to And the man he is look ng lor.
is
believed to be hlaue.n on
The latter

leged

board.

proceeded

sevoral hours in consultation with tha
Cuban general.
At the conclusion of
the conference,
Gen.
Shatter and the
other officers had little or nothing to say
the plans for landing the
regarding
American troops or for the co-operation of
the Cubans.
The best information obtainable is that there will be no attempt
to make
a general landing
for two or
three days; but small bodies of troops
will be put ashore, probably tomorrow,
at (Several points, both east and west of
Santiago, including Aoerraderos. This
will give Gen. Shatter an opportunity to
become moro familiar with
the work
before him and to ascertain the best place
for a general landing.
The transports and the warships which
convoyed them here came close in shcra
this aiternoon.in fullviaw of the lookouts
on
hlnrro castle, and they will lay tonight 15 miles out from Admiral Sampson's fleet, guarding the entrance of the
harbor of Santiago de Cuba.
The result of Rear Admiral Sampson’s
investigation of the vurious Fropi sed

!

“—-— --——-

-- I—

7
landing places was also laid before the
army officers, but Sen. Shatter is not prepared to announce a definite selection Young
without investigating the matter further
himself. Sen. S ircla gives the Americans
assurances that they need have no fear of
son tract mg diseases on the southeastern
coast of Cuba as the climate there is not

unhealthy, only extremely hot

at this seaof the year.
The Cuban general declared that his own troops, 111 fed und
clothed as they were, were In good health
and therefore the Americans need not fear
fevers or other serious ailments.
Sen. Shatter examined the condition of
the Cuban soldiers during his visit and
was impressed with
their hardy and so 1diery appearance, though he recognized
the fact that they need clothes and provisions, both of which were given them
during the day
The interview closed with the understanding on the part of both generals ttiat
small bodies of troops are to be landed
at once at several points along the coast,
where they will be safe from anv serious
attack by the Spaniards and will be uble
to keep the enemy in doubt, for the present, as to their ultimate intentions
Among the troops which will bo landed
number of men from the
a
first
are
tngineer corps, who will begin work at
once, preparing for the movement of the
muin body of troops.
It was nearly dark before the officers
to the Segurancia and then
returned
she steamed back to the flagship and took
up a position for the night, Before nightfall all the other transports and the convoiyng warships had drifted nearer to the
shore and the Spanish soldiers, watching
from the bluffs on both sides of the enof Santiago harbor, must have
trance
been impressed by the great array of vessels standing oil' shore. There were nearly
(iO of them, including the troopships and
the men of war,
comprising Hear Admiral Sampson's fleet and the squadron
of Commodore Schley.
The 80U0 Spanish soldiers and perhaps
2000 sailors guarding the city and harbor
of Santiago de Cuba, doubtless concluded
that there was but a small chance of overcoming the force of American warships
and some 20,000 American soldiers and
hurled against
sailors which will be
eon

Kafttna thn

»\>oconf-

nmalr

le

nrov

The

despatch boat of the Associated
Press, left the fleot for the cable station
just at nightfall, when the warships had
taken their positions in a semi-circle in
front of the harbor entrance, with the
troopships further out. The sea was comparatively smooth for the iirst time in
weeks
several
and .the great fleet was
almost motionless.
The soldiers, most of whom
behel d
the shores of Cuba for the first time in
their lives, watched the steep mountain
the gathering darkness
sides through
with
many thoughts of home passing
through their minds.
The newspaper despatch boats which
had been steaming baok and forth among
the transports since the arrival of the latter were held up at every stage of their
passage with the request to take lett rs
to the nearest mailing point,
giving accounts of the voyage and announc ng the
safe arrival of the army off the enemy’s
coast.
According to the regulations established
at the outbreak of the war, not a light
was visible
on any
of the ships and the
cordon of men of war lying under the
near
Morro
castle kept their
Spanish guns,
vigil with more than usual care during
the dark
hours of the night, to guard
against the approach of a destroying torpedo boat, which might attempt

to run
one well

out of the harbor and
with
directed shot, sink a troopship in the
of
the
sea and send^the souls of
depths
those aboard into the realms of eternity.
NOT

COMINE

HER?.

1 he San Francisco Goes to

rrovincetown

Today.

Boston, June 22.—U.

S.

cruiser

San

to
Provincetown
The
vessel
has
linished taking in coal and supplies and
the repairs to her engines were completed
this evening. She will go out of the harbor about nine unless in the meantime
she reoeives orders from
Washington
changing the present arrangement.

Francisco will return

morning.

tomorrow

PRISONERS TO BE DETAINED.

Key West,

Fla.,

June 21.—4.15 p. m.—
United States Marshal Horr rec eived instructions from Attorney General Griggs
today to hold all persons captured
on

Spanish prize ships

r

IE )

7

O

Volunloar

KILL
Soldier

Ilis

Tula

Hullet iu

TO THE PUBLIC.

will

hereafter
warrant every bottle
bought of us, and will refund tho money
to anyone who is not satisfied after
using
two-thirds of a 25 or 50 cent bottle. D.

W. Heseltine, 387 Congress St., Edward
W. Stevens, 107 Portland St., King S.
Raymond, Cumberland Mills, Wm. Ox-

nard, 921 Congress St.,
Congress Square Hotel.

H. P. S.

Goold,

Hln

and

Men

Off

Now

Sun’s WashOn board the Associated Press despatch
Information
ington correspondent says:
tone Dandy, off .Santiago de Cuba, Monhas just been reached in Washington of
June ^0, 1 p. in., via the Mole at.
the attempted assassination in Havana of day,
Nicholas,
Tuesday, June 21—3 a m.—
Mariano
Captain-General Blanco, by
The United States army, ior the invasion
Salva, a young member of the volunteer
of Cuba, commanded by Gen. Shafter,
army, and of a condition of affairs in the
15,000 strong, arrived off Santiago de
Caban
a capital
almost
bordering on Cuba at
noon today.
revolution as a consequence.
The time of its debarkation has not yet
The attempted killing of Gen Blanco
been determined upon, hut it will probatook place recently as lie was leaving the
be within the next three days.
bly
Palace, about to accompany some of the
When the fleet of 37 transports with its
officers of his staff to inspect the earthof fighting men swept up the
works on the outskirts of the city. Salva, freight
southern coast today and slowed 'up withtho young Cuban who sent a lifle bullet
in sight of the doomed city of Santiago
Into Gen. Blanco’s loft leg above the
de Cuba, the anxiously awaited soldiers
thigh, is a member of the volunteer guard were
greeted with ringing cheers which
on duty around the
His younger faintly echoed to the transports from the
palace.
brother was also a volunteer, and was decks of the blockading warship far in
recently arrested on a charge of conspir shore.
ing with the enemies of Spain against
They were answered by the troops most
the
established
He was heartily and all felt that the Anal blow
government.
thrown into prison, was tried before a
at Santiago de Cuba was at hand.
court-martial and condemned to death.
It was ten o’clock this morning when
His brother made every effort to save
the lookout on board the Brooklyn rehim, and a number of appeals were made
ported seeing the smoke of several steamto Gen. Blanco
without
avail. When ers away to the southeast, and a moment
the Undines of the Spanish court martial
or so later
he announced that a dozen
were laid before him, he unhestitatingly
transports were in sight.
approved them and the young volunteer
The signals were exchanged from ship
was shot.
to ship, gladdening the
hearts of the
There was considerable dissent among
Then the auxiliary
weary blockaders.
the volunteers at that time, but no open cruiser
Gloucester, formerly Mr. J. Pieroutbreak.
Salva very quietly
Mariano
steam yacht
p nt
Corsair,
continued
his duties at the palace and dashed Morgan’s
away to meet and welcome the
made no reference to his brother’s death.
troops.
On the day of the shooting ho succeeded
About half an hour later a grim forest
in obtaining permission from his com- of masts had
sprung up apparently from
manding officer to exchange with a the sea and a most impressive soene was
brother soldier and ha secured the coveted
presell ed as the army swept gracefully
post in front of the palace.
towards tho shore
up fioiu the horizon
Young Salva waited until the time where the great struggle is to take place.
Gen,
Blanco usually came out in the
The transports were ranged in three
afternoon, and then he took up his posi- shifting lines with the battleship Indition on the outer steps of the palace, a ana
op the extreme right and tho other
short distance from the platoon of volun- men of war on the outskirts of the fleet.
until
teers, also on guard, and waited
In this order tho transports and their
Gen. Banco came out when he raised his escorts steamod slowly in towards the
rifle and tired.
hills where Morro’s walls
gleamed in
Gen. Blanco, with an exclamation of the
sunlight,
The utmost confusion
pain, sank down.
It was intended to take the entire fleet
reigned for a few moments, until the to the lines of Bear Admiral Sampson’s
nature of the wound was discovered, and fleet of
warships, hut an order from the
the Captain-General was taken indoors admiral
stopped the advance of the ships
again.
and
about 11 miles to the southeast,
salva made no effort to repeat the shot escorted
by the Gloucester, Gen. Shafter
nur to escape.
went forward on the Segurancia to confer
As soon as Gen. Blanco had been re- with the Admiral.
moved
Halva
was arrested, and was
The transports lay to on the smooth sea,
thrown into Morro castle, where he still while the
plans were discussed by the
is, awaiting the death which will evi- leaders on hoard the flagships
Not the
dently be meted out to him. The position faint,fist intimation of their intentions rein which Gen. Blanco now finds himsell
has
been
allowed
to
the
landing
garding
is a doubly serious one. The volunteers
Undoubtedly, however, some of
escape.
are wildly
excited over his action and the
troops will be landed at Guantanamo
are
bitter in their condemnation of him,
bay In order to receive the marines there,
and especially loud in their demands for but it is
generally believed the main body
the return of Uen. Weyler. The autono- of the
troops will be landed much nearer
mists are rapidly deserting Blanco, tak- to Santiago.
ing refuge with the insurgents them
The
long and trying journey from
selves. Blanco has few friends, and all
Tampa has left the men in a much better
the misfortunes of the
war, past and condition than anticipated.
There ate
present, are laid at his door.
14 mild cases of typhoid on the hospital
ships, among them being Major Horton
HIH ACCOUNTS HHORT.
of the 25th infanry, and several cases of
but thore are no serious cases
measles,
Braintree, Mass., June 21.—The AssoPress
ciated
notified of sickness. Owing to smoothness of the
correspondent
generally
Water Commissioner T. Have Deering of passage the soldie s were not
sickness and they are ail
by
the sudden death of his colleague John V. affected
ashore
anxious
to
and
wildly
get
begin
Scollard, this morning, and the latter
Dr. Deering fighting.
expressed great surprise.
The
horses and mules on board the
stated
that the accounts of Collector
Scollard had been in a tangled state for transports have suffered severely, many
some time, but as he
and Hon. James T. of them having died.
The American fleet off Santiago has
the third commissioner, had
Stevens,
not finished the examination of the books, been materially strengthened by the addition
of the warships which convoyed the
he was unable to make an accurate statement.
“As early as last February,” said transports here, consisting of the Indiana,
Dr. Deering, “we began to reoeive com- Detroit, Montgomery, Bancroft, Helena,
plaints about the water bills.
People Ericcson, Foote, Hornet, Annapolis, Caswho would send checks in payment of tine and Eagle.
may take place,
their; water taxes for a long time theWherever the landing
operations and the information of
would not receive
their receipts. Eventhe
last
ten
show
days
conclusively that
tually the receipts would come, but there
bitter work
is ahead for Gen.
was
such delay and the citizens were some
Shaffer’s
men
before
the Spanish flag
fault.
About
a
month
we
told
ago
finding
The
Mr. Scollard that we were raady to elect comes down from Morro’s walls.
him collector again if he would be more Spanish infantry, cavalry and guerilla
estimated
Admiral
Sampson
forces,
by
prompt in his collections.
to number from 30,000 to 45,00U
“Mr. Scollard said that's all right, and today
told us the sum he had on deposit at the men, are stretched from Guantanamo to
bank.
We went to the bank where he Cabanas, a distance of 50 miles, ready to
claimed the money was on deposit nd concentrate at the point of attack, but
starving and harrussed from the inland
were astounded to learn that the amount
on deposit
was a
thousand or two dol- by the insurgents, the situation of the
Spaniards is desperate, and naval officers
lars less than the sum named.
“We could not believe it and thought familiar with the situation, fully expect
we had misunderstood
the amount ho the fiercest lighting about Santiago.
stated.
We have been hunting for him
several days to have a talk about the
CHAMPIONS DEMORALIZED.
matter, but were unable to get hold of
him. The books are in our possession
now and accountants
will go through Klobetlanz
Was Wild and His Support
them.
■

Columbus, Ohio, Juno 21—Hon. H. M.
Daugherty called the Republican state
convention to order at 4 p. m. Chairman
Daugherty in opening the convention
endorsed the war against Spain and the
war department’s policy.
A letter from
Senator
Hanna was read.
It aroused
much enthusiasm.
On
being introduced as temporary
chairm-. n, Gen. C. II. Grosvenor reviewed
the pledges of the party at the Bt. Louis
convention and what had been clone since
the inauguration of President McKinley.
ABDUCTED SULTAN’S SISTER.

London,

22.—A
band of 40
brigands, according to a special despaten
from Constantinople, has abducted a sisA
CARD.
ter of the Sultan. The princess was seized
We guarantee every bottle of Chamwhile she was out walking at Kililtoberlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
park, a few miles from Constantinople,
Remedy and will refund the money to where she resided.
any one who is not satisfied after using
it.
It is the most successful medicine in
CRUSHED IN ICE FLOE.
the world for bowel complaints, both for
St. John’s. N.F., June21.—The British
children and adults. For sale by D. W.
steamer
Captain Ganslien, from
Heseltine & Co., 387 Congress St., Ed- Dunkirk Para,
for Tilt Cove, to load copper for
ward W. Stevens, 107 Portlaud St., King Swansea, encountered
an ice floe off the
S. Raymond, Cumberland Mills, Wm. Ox- mouth of Notre Dame
bay on Saturday
nard, 921 Congress St., H. P. S. Goold, and was crushed, sinking within two
hours. Jler crew of 21 men launched the
Congress Square Hotel.
boat and pushed through and over the
iloes to land, a tedious
work, which took
all night, and arrived at Tilt Covo Sunday afternoon after many
hair breadth
during the darkness. They report
escapes
the ice is unusually
imheavy and in
mense

LOUISIANA

The Life Of The

June

quantities, rendering navigation

very unsafe.

POPE’S CONDITION.
Rome, June 21.—In consequence of the
renewal ot alarming
reports as to the
health of the Pope, Dr
Lapponi, his physician, today said His Holiness has quite

recovered from a slight attaok of rheumatism In the shoulder.
Today be has
transacted business and prornanded in
the gardens as usnab

Miserable.

Chicago, June 21—Klobedanz was wild,
miserably supported and hit hard when
hits meant runs and the Champions fell
easy victims to the nearly perfect play 6f
the Orphans. Attendance 4000. The score:

Chicago,

1 4 0 0 5 0 2 0 x—12
03000000 3—6

Boston,
Base

hits—Chicago, 11; Boston,

rfirfi—Oil lmtirn

1

ilnctrm

Thornton and Donahue;
Bergen.
At

Pi

Klobedanz

Cincinnati—Baltimore, 4;

nati,

Er-

12.

Knft:oriQ:_

and

Cincin-

2.

At

St.

Louis, 6.
At

vilie,

Louis—Philadelphia, 9;

Louisville—Washington, 3;

St.
Louis

14.

At

Cleveland—Brooklyn, 7; Cleveland,

At

Pittsburg—New York,

10:

Pitts-

burg, 3.

Faithfully

reproduced
Near New

understand well how to
Altogether, the wildest

PliilippineSi

Santiago.

until further orders.
The
message created much
surprise
among oflloials here as all but military
had
been
prisoners
recently paroled and
MICHIGAN POPULISTS.
were to have sailed for Spain this week.
Grand Rapids, Mich., Juno 21.—Only
The prisoners concerned have been penned
up on the prize ships in the harbor ever 27 delegates were present when the state
road
since they were c iptured. There are more convention of the middle of the
than two hundred. The military prisoners populists was called to order today.
The
muin populist
are at Fort McPherson, Atlanta.
convention, comprising
those favoring
held
tofusion, will be
morrow. simultaneously with the DemoREINFORCEMENTS FOR SANTIAGO. cratic and Silver
Republican convention?.
John O. Heable
was made temporary
Washington, June 21.—The war depart- ohairman
of
today’s convention. In his
ment has issued orders to Brig. Gen.
address
he
stated
various reasons why
Henry M. Duffieid to proceed with his
entire brigade from Camp Alger to Fort tne runicai populists ought not to affiliate
Monroe, where they will take transports with the Democracy. Among these were
of Bewail for the vicefor Santiago. The brigade comprises the the nomination
9th Massachusetts and the 83d and 34th presidency and the consequent shelving
of Watson, the alleged machinations of
Miohigan, about 3000 men in all.
silver leaders against the greenbacks and
the refusal of Democratic
state legislaBATTERY OF REGULARS
GOES tors to prevent demonetization of silver
besides
by
private
gencontiacts,
alleged
SOUTH.
eral selfishness and
contrariness of the
R.
June
Newport,
I.,
21.—Battery H, Democracy. Committees were appointed
7th U. S. artillery, 100 men, left here to- and a recess was then taken.
night for Tampa, via the Fall River line
to New York.
OHIO REPUBLICAN CONVENTION.

Knowing Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy to be a medecine of great worth and
merit and especially valuable for coughs,
colds, croup and whooping cough, we

Shatter

I^eg.

New York, June .'1.—Th

MANILA MEN IN

THE TRANSPORTS ARRIVE-

BLANCO.

ieeptheir secrets
Indians

th# Swamps

Orleans,

no7moved a s“epn
not,

com

munication with a race, the
Malays or
Tagalas, of which they know little .or
nothing. They are well acquainted with
the Chinese, Japanese, and even with
the
Kanaka, but.Jhe census roturns show few

inovou

that
comforts
would demand.
H RTy
Terrible

living'*

forward

the
VT1tnont any of the
the poorest American

their villages would easily pass
muster
for a scene in the native quarter or Manila
or in the interior of Luzon or Mindanao.
It Is because they keep to themselves so
much, because they lie hidden

away
wilder regions of

imong the swamps or
southern Louisana, that although
they
are only a Jew miles from the city of New
is
little
known
of
Orleans, very
them.
These towns or camps are seldom visited
and they are close-mouthed, living according to their own laws, never appealing Jo American justice,jpunishing|orime
and offence, even to the death

penalty
without a word of the proceedings
ever
reaching the outside world.
Put, if a
man wishes to understand the
Philippine

mense

Little Rock, Ark., June 21—The Democratic state convention met today and
nominated for governor Daniel W. Jones;
for secretary of state Alexander C. Hull;
for treasurer, Thomas E. Little; for auditor, Clay Sloan; for attorney general,
Jeff Davis.

BRITISH EMBASSY MOVES.

Washington, Jane 21.—The British ambassador, Sir Julian Pauncefote, was at

the State Department today and
gave
notice that the embassy would soon be removed for the summer to Pequot, near
New London, Conn.

GERMAN GENERAL SHOT AT.
Berlin. June 21.— During military reviow today at Deutsch Eylau, near Osterode, East Prussia, a soldier in the ranks
whose indentity is not yet
established
fired at General Von Habe,
wounding
him In the leg and killing his horse.
A
searching investigation is proceeding.
a

7'

SUTHERLAND

SISTERS’
HAIR GROWER ANG
SCALP CLEANER

Are the only preparations that will
store the balr to Its original
healthy condition.

-AT ALL DRUGGISTS-

*

nterest in the Discussion Sot Very
Intense.

__

Disaster AtrenlI» Launching of
IluUleshp,

mass of water to

completely submerging
stages of the yard and

*rise

on

all

sides,

of tho lower
immersing hnn-

one

dreds of people.
Up to the last reports, 30 bodies had
The victims were mostly
Been recovered.
working people on a holiday, who had
trespassed on the shipbuilding yard
where the launching took place.
They crowded upon a staging from
which they had been warned off, but the
on the spot was inodeforce of police
quote to control the immense mob.
200
About
persons were thrown into the
water when the staging was demolished
backwash
of the huge ship when
the
by
the plunged into the water. Most of those
rescued were by means of the numerous
rowboats in the vicinity, but many were
swept away by the flood tide which was
running and sank before assistance could
reach them. About 60 of the spectators
were injured and had to receive surgical
of
treatment. Many plucky
rescues
drowning persons were made by onlook-

to visit Luzon without the trouble of a trip across the Pacific,
he can do so by a journoy of a few. hours
from New Orleans, if he can seoure the
servioes of a guide who speaks Spanish ers.
and will lead him to St Malo, the largest SCENE OJf TERRIBLE CONFUSION.
f
the
Philippines settlements. The
London, June 21.—The bodies of five
Malays or.Philipplne islanders, settled meD, lb men and 11 children, have tjeen
at Blackwall, the scene of the
recovered
□ear New Orleans, are
popularly known
that followed the launobing of
as Manila men.
The word Philippines is disaster
the British first class battleship Albion
never heard in connection with them un- t
day by the Duohess of York.
aud Duchess have teletil after death, when
The Duke
the Philippine
assurances ot their profound reUnion, “La Union Phiiippina,” of New graphed
and sympathy.
Orleans takes oharge of their bodies and gret
Thousands who witnessed the launchsees that they are buried.
ing, Including the Royal party, left the
There is no record of when this Manila scene quite ignorant oi ine aisaster. The
was destroyed had been
staging that
colony was established. It is known to be erected
for workmen near the
stern of
50 years old, and is probably older. It
cruiser
in course of conthe Japanese
may have been there a century ago, dur- struction in the Bluckwall
It was
yards.
ing the days of the Spanish dominion in a light structure about 50 feet long and
Louisiana, when both that colony and notices
had
been posted warning the
the Philippines were owned by Spain.
it was dangerous.
The name St. Malo suggests this, for St. i ublio that
efforts of the
the
some
Malo, France, was the birthplace of the 200Despite invaded the stagingpolice,
whioh compeople
Louisiana smuggler and pirate Latltte,
manded a good view of the launching
and the bayou and settlement there were
The great waves completely
probably named by him—and the Manila ceremony.
carried
demolished it and on receding
men are even to-day given to smuggling
most of its occupants into deep water.
The fact that the Manila men settled
The water was alive with struggling peowhere they did would indicate the early
and
debris.
origin of the oolony. St. Malo is in St. pleIt was floating
a scene of
terrible
confusion.
Bernard parish, which immediately adThe shrieks of the unfortunate people
New
Orleans. The
joins
original mingled with the oheers over the successtongue of St. Bernaru is Spanish, the ful launching.
was
Fortunately there
white
settlers thoro
being from the plenty of help near In the shape of police
(Janary islands. “Iatenos,” they called boats and other craft. The
shipbuilders
themselves: “islanders” or “islengues,” with
drag, and the firemen who were
the
word has been corrupted in the
In
an
ornamental capacity at
creole tongues. As the original language employed
the ceremony, wore all prompt in affordoi St Bernard whs Spansh, it 1= natural
succor, A number of nurses had come
ing
:hat the Manila men speak n th ttongue
to witness the launching.
Some of these
should have settled there.
Women are and
many others were revived by artifiprohibited from landing iu St. Malo, on cial respiration.
Some were injured by
the
ground that they are likely to colliding with the debris.
demoralize the
population and arouse
There was an ample supply of restorastrife and trouble, and the men are quick
tives soon available and everything possiwith
their
oreeses when they
are
enough
ble was done for the rescued.
aroused or angered. This prohibition is
the result of experience. Some years ago
GREAT BOAT
RACE TODAY.
some of the Manila men of St Malo took
wives to themselves.
The chief of the
island had a young and very handsome
Yale and Cornell Contend for
wife, a half breed from Manila, who Harvard,
showed in her complexion and bearing
Aquatic Honors.
her
Castilian
ancestry. Tiio woman
proved false, and soon St. Malo was in,
New London,
Conn., June 21.—This
the midst
of a bitter
quarrel which
threatened
to destroy the settlement. old whaling town is tonight witnessing a
There were several men killed, and peace visitation of the
good old days when the
was not
restored until the woman had
of
the American
Thames
disappeared. What became of her was metropolis
of the greatest
internever deiinitely known, but
tradition was the scene
declares that sho was under judgment of collegiate boating contests of the counthe council of elders, tied to a stake in
During the late afternoon and in
the neighboring marshes until either the try.
fact
throughout the night, incoming
mosquitoes sucked out her life blood or
she starved to death.
There is another trains from all directions brought hunstory that she was beheaded by the out- dreds of prospective spectators of the
raged husband and her body sunk in
Lake Borgue. However it occurred, the great triangular boat race between Yale,
fact remains that she disappeared and Harvrd and Cornell.
there seems to be little reason 10 doubt,
In this city, the headquarters
of the
from the character of the Manila men,
of the various crews were
that she was murdered; but no one has sympathizers
inquired into her fate. The colony of St. to be found at Hotel Mohican while at
Malo has been allowed to execute its laws the Crocker
house, there was the usual
in accordance with the traditions and throng of
boating enthusiasts
of
the
practices
Philicpino islands.
Down the
bay on either side of the
The, Manilajj men who leave St. Malo river, at the Pequot casino, Fort Grislive in solitary tents in the midst of the wold house and
private residences, merry
them parties of college ?men, yachtsmen and
swamps.
Occasionally one of
wanders to New Orleans and makes that others gathered
whiling
away the evening
city his home—but this is very rare—and in the most social manner.
To the old
they are as rare in New Orleans as in timers it was noticable
that the craft
other parts of the country.
which sought anchorage in the harbor,
A tew months ago tho authorities of St
or the purpose of being on hand
for toBernard parish rescued from one of these niorrow’s
in not is apbig
event,
Malay settlements a beautiful girl of six proached in numbers the magnitude of
or seven years, a perfect
type of the Cau- wuo npuummo ttUUIUOU IU XUX’IXIWX J'0.1 IS.
casian. The mother had wandered into In
fact, it was readily to be seen not
the camp, whence no one knows, ami only in the harbor, but at the railroad
died there, leaving her child behind. The stations
at the
hotels, the boarding
Manila men were trying to bring tne houses and even on the streets, that the
but
the
authorities were interest
girl up properly,
in this year’s contest has not
convinced that they could not do so, and yet reached a
point to occasion the incomthat it would be a great mistake to let ing of the old-time crowd. At few of the
such a child remain in a settlement of lurger hotels, the
sporting element was
wild and desperate men. Bo they took in evidence.
The sympathizers with the
her away from her adopted father and boys from Ithaca were by far the most
brought her to New Orleans, where she courageous in their display of eagerness
has been put in an assylum. Both the
to place money on the result. Harvard
old Malay and his ward'wept bitterly and followed In the majority of oases as tho
protested against the parting. It was second favorite, while the representatives
one of the few eases where the Manila of Yale were compelled to witness
the
men have been
Interfered with by the rather ususual situation of finding themauthorities. As for tho mother, she was
selves a negative quantity, as it were, in
probably one of a hundred or more the betting.
women who have sought refuge from the
The men were afforded light diversion
world in this island. It is almost within after supper and at an early hour quietof
the
in
sight
spires of New Orleans, yet
ness reigned at all the quarters in order
its life and ideas more than JO.uCO miles that the slumbers of the men
upon whom
and 5,000 years awav. As the Malays are so many hopes are centered might not be
Dot mechanics but simply fishermen, they disturbed.
The weather tonight gives
usually induce one white man to take promise of conditions tomorrow not only
up his residence among them to build favorable, but ideal.
their
boats. All the residents of St.
The races is scheduled for 2 p. nt. The
Malo bear very sonorous Spanish names
personnel of the crews who will compete
and nearly all of them speak Spanish, tomorrow is as follows:
but beneath the Castilian veneer—very
Yale—Payne Whitney, bow and captain;
thin veneering it is, too—is the wild Harry P. Wicks, 2; J. P. Brock, 8; RobMalay nature, the spirit of piracy, ert B. Flint, 4; James W. Niederken, 5;
gambling and amok. The head man or Fred W. Allen, 8; John C. Greenleaf, 7;
chief is El Maestro (the master), who is William B. Williams, stroke; J. Mel. Walthe ruler and judge over them. The ton, coxswain.
ciders have, by right of age, some part
Cornell—W. C. Dalzell, 1; Wilton BontIn the government of the colony and ley, 2; S. W. Wakeman, 3; T. J. Bailey,
there
80
there are a number of Malays
4; C. L. Moore, 8; R. W. Boardslee,, 8;
years of age and more, dried up and E. J. Savage,
7; F. J. Briggs, 8; F. G.
shriveled In appearance, but still able to Colson, coxswain and oaptain.
U, ten it to their work and go out on their
Harvard—F. Bobyns, stroke; Nicholas
Biddle, 7; J. H. Perkins, 6, (captain);
fishing excursions.
and
like
of
pirates,
men
look
The
many
C. L. Harding, 6; F. I. Higginson. Jr.,
them are deserters from vessels and left 4; Elliot Wadsworth, 8; J. B. Kernan, 2;
work upon shipboard to enjoy the quiet C. S. Berby,
bow; C. P. Orton, coxThey live frugal swain.
ind peace of St Malo.
of
rioe
diet
fruit,
and
a
beaus
‘Hough on
THE MODERN 11EAUTY
meat not
—prettyjmuch as Euzon—with
>ftener than once a week. Their faces thrives on good food and
sunshine, with
in
their
ire
diabolical
ugliness and
Her
of
exercise
in
the
cheek
with
high
bones
and
thiok
open air.
plenty
ferocity,
upper lips, rendered all the more un- form glows with health and her face
bristly tuftB of wiry blooms with its
sightly by short are
If her system
beauty.
short in height and
mustaches. They
fat in shape. There is
and
needs the cleansing action of a laxative
a
gross
report that leprosy shows itself among remedy, she uses the gentle and pleasant
them; but if that Is the case their white
neighbors do not know it; indeed, they Sydru of Figs, made by the California
know very little about these people, who Fig Syrup Co. only.
_

re-
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BODIES recovered.

Lonton, June 21.—During the launchnew British
first-class battleMalays, especially Philippine Malays, ing of the
of l3-9B0 tons, at Blackwall
In Louisiana’ ship Albion,
living in the country.
there are four large colonies of today, christened by the Dnchess of York,
lowever
at which the United States
These colonies have been
them.
estab- a ceremony
Col. John Hay, and Lieut.
lished here from time immemorial and ambassador,
United States naval
attache,
their members havo lived so exactly like Colwell, tho
the displacement ; caused an imthe Philippine islanders that a skotch of assisted,

wants

Mr. White said the minister had not
ent the document to the Senate. He had
jrought it himself and had adopted it as
iis own.
“Is it an official paper?”
inquired Mr.

Morgan.
i„

(Louisiana Letter .in New y0rk Sun )
Should the United States decide to
hold
the Philippines even for a short
time, the
Americans would he brought into

islands, if he

HAWAIIAN DEBATE LAGS.

the

er.r-»s“-p*?

..

ARKANSAS DEMOCRATS.

on

■

ARGUMENTS REPETITION OF LAST
WINTER’S SPEECHES.

i enator

White tho Chief Orator Ye»terday

and He Had

Not

Finished His Argu-

ment When

the

His

Skillful One.

Speech

Washington,

a

Adjourned—

fegsion

in the

June 21.—Intorest

isoussion of Hawaiian annexation,which
i 3 pending in the Senate, already has beEarly in the present session
( an to lag.
t he Senate debated the question behind
During that
c losod doors for six weeks.
c

ime a majority of the speakers were acorded close attention. It is evident from
t he proceedings today that the Senators
argu1 fill not become enthusiastic over
to them,
are not now new
! ments whioh
ir. White,‘Democrat of California, the
t

c

1 ?ader of the opposition, spoke for three
l ours and a half. His argument was skil-

oratorical
ul and was presented with
but it failed to command the atc bility,
t antion from Senators it really deserved.
] ,Ir. White had not concluded his argu1 uent when the resolutions were laid aside
He will resume his speech
I or the day.
<

!

Mr. Mitchell, Democrat of Wisconsin,
pened the discussion today with a brief
peech in opposition to the resolutions.

Among the bills presented was one prodding severe i enalties for the malicious
i njury or destruction of submarine mines,

1

orpedoes,

fortifloations

or

other

coast

1 iefences.

Washington, June 21.—Almost immediafter the Senate convened the reso1 utlon for tho annexation of Hawaii was
J aid before it.
Pending its consideration Mr. Roach of
\orth Dakota, who had been quoted inja
;

,tely

luomugwu | U|IU1
: lexation

wu

of Hawaii,

personal privilege.

rose

He

VW

VMV

uu

question

of
said he had not

to

a

nade the statement attributed to
him
ind, as a matter of fact was opposed, and
ilways had been to the annexation of
Hawaii.
Mr. Mitchell of Wisconsin delivered a
in opposition to annexation.
In

speech

She course of his address he declared that
the nation just now was shorn of
its
judgment. He thought the seizure of
Hawaii would remove all doubt as to our
land grabbing intentions.
He declared
Shut the annexation project was a olurnsy
cover for the
from
sugar
magnates,
iround the edges the
saccharine juice
tripped to the advantage of alt who cared
to avail themselves of it.
Mr. Mitohell’s
At the conclusion of
Mr. White of California, the leadof the opponents of annexation, took
the door.
A call for a quorum by Mr. Jonos of
of 61
Arkansas developed the presenoe
Senators.
maintained
Mr. White in beginning
that the question pending was not only
of vital importance, but the issues presented with it deserved and ought to have
the careful consideration of all. Some he
thought, had been carried away by the
Bxcitement of the moment and had been
swept along by existing conditions. But,
said he, if this body is too important to
it has
carefully consider this question,
failed of its purpose, it has not responded
to the idea of the framers of the Contitut ion.
Mr. White ventured the opinion that it
would not hasten consideration of the Hano
waiian question, in the Senate, that
reasonsjwere to be assigned for action upon
it.He declared that while territory had been
acquired by treaty, in no case had territory been acquired by such “A monstrous
piece of folly and contradiction,” as was
the pending resolution.
The resolution, he said, deolared there
had been a cession which Congress was
to “accept, ratify and confirm.’
He demanded to know what cession had
been mado and what lawyer in the Senate
would state that there had been a cession.
Ho maintained that there had been no
cession as there could not have been without the concurrence of both parties.
Keferring to the possibility of annexation of the Hawaiian islands by executive
lotion, Mr. White contended that the executive would be
justified in taking

speech,
sr
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act of war and only from the enemy.
Mr. White gave some attention to the
possibility of the Hawaiian islands hemming a state of the Union in case of
;heir acquisition and congratulated the
lountry upon the faot that no one had
He
Been found to contend for the right.
iharaoterized the conditions on the island
is “a heterogenerons compound of manifest inefficiency.”
He contended that there
were other
juestions than the annexation of Hawaii
He
involved in the present discussion.
referred to the assertion that the Amqrl:an flag when once unfurled in a country
Bould not be taken down, and
said
whether this was true, must depend upon
die oiroumstances under which it
was
raised.
It must depend upon whether it
is justly or unjustly raised. If planted as
result of uncalled for invasion and in a
ipirit of conquest and of rapine and
nurder, it could not he maifiteined, but
f planted on foreign soli under proper
ind patriotic circumstances it must lie
naintained there if to do so should cost
;he country its
greatest strength; its
nost powerful effort and the best blood
if the nation.
Mr. White read, among other things,
in eiuoidation of the Monroe doctrine and
;hen said:
“In enunciating the Monroe
loctrine we declared we desi red no inter'erence of European powers wth affairs in
;his hemisphere, but by those who framed
;hat doctrine it was
in contemplation
;hat we ourselves had no intention to in:erfero with the territorial possessions
lutside of this hemisphere.
“The acquisition
of
the Hawaiian
slands would be the entering wedge of
is as
whioh
hat imperialistic
policy
foreign to the purposes in view when this
was
as
are
the
;ovornment
organized,
mrposes of the dospotlo government on
Mirth to our system.
In the oourse of his speech Mr. White
lad the clerk read a protest of the .Tapan:se minister against
the arguments and
sonclusions of the foreign relations committee as presen tad in its report of the
Hawaiian treaty.
The particular object
if the minister’s criticisms was the statements of the committee concerning the
purpose of the Japanese government to
interfere in Hawaiian affairs.
Mr. Morgan
indignantly commented
upon suoh a crltiolsm of the Senate comHe declared that no
mittee.
foreign
minister had any right to send to tnG
Senate suoh an attaok upon Senators.
in

GLORIOUS

gan?

Mr. White declined to say whether or
not it was official.
“If it is an official document filed by
;he Japanese minister to this country,”
ieclared Mr.Morgan, “it is a very serious
assault upon the
md very outrageous
mivileces of the Senate.”
there was
Mr. White said
nothing
nysterious about the paper and it did not
nfiinge upon the rights of the Senate.
“I do not object,” said Mr. Morgan,
‘to the Senator
making use of any
material he desires. I do object to what
I consider the wrong of the department
>f state in receiving such a document as
hat if it be an official paper.”
“I do not say the document was certiied to by the Japanese minister,” said
Mr. White, “but I have understood that
t was filed.
“Well, what I complained of,” continued Mr. Morgan, “is thnt the Secretary of State should permit to be filed in
iis office a paper imputing to a committee of this body, ignoranoe at least and
I regret
xtrhaps worse—prevarication.
vo have come
upon a time when other
will
of
the
iepartments
pergovernment
nit such criticisms which are insults if
rot outrages upon the Senate of the United
States."’
At 4.30 p. m., the Hawaiian resolutions
vas laid aside,
Mr. Whi te not
having

OF JULY!
Official

Programme:

Portland’s Grand International Joint
Celebration of the 122nd An-

niversary

xmoluded.

A bill was passed to amend an act en;itled an act to provide for temporarily
increasing the military establishment of
the United States in time of war.
Mr. Hawlov, chairman of the military
iflairs committee, seouftd the passage of
t bill to protect harb r defences and fortifications constructed
or
used by
the
United States from
malicious
injury.
The
bill provides as a penalty
for
maliciously injuring any sub-marine torpedo, fortification or harbor defence system a fine of not less than $100 nor more
than $6000 or imprlso: ment for not exceeding five years or both.
At 6.25 p. m., the Senate went into exscutlve session and adjourned at 5.45 p.m.
hn

of the

United States

Mr. Pottigrow, S. D., chairman of the
sommittee on Indian affairs, presented a
jonference report upon the Curtis bill for
;he protection of the people of the Indian
Territory and it was agreed to.
House bill granting the right to Niagara
t-tiver Bridge and 'Tunnel Co., to
construct a bridge across Niagara river, was

passed.

i omorrow.

(

“It has been filed,
replied Mr. White.
‘It is apposite to and relevant to the concurrence of the committee on foreign relaiions.
“Is it official,”
persisted Mr. Mor-

new advertisements.

-AND-

50th Anniversary of the
of the

GRAND

:

TRUNK

:

Opening

RAILWAY.

Grandest Patriotic Public Demonstration Ever Attempted in Maine.

uuuBii.

June 21.—After passing
several bills of minor importance today,
House
in
the
committee of the whole
considered
without disposing of, a bill
to refer to the court of claims certain
claims of persons for property taken or
destroyed by the confederate invasion into
the Southern counties of Pennsylvania.
The bill brought on a long debate, in
which it was vigorously advocated and

Washington,

The Bells of the City will be
at Sunrise, Noon and Sun-

Rung

set, and a National Salute of 45
(iuns Fired from
the Battery
and Fortifications.

apposed._
POSTPONE STAMP ACT.
June 21.—The Secretary of
the Treasury today sent to Congress a
recommendation that the time fixed when
the sections of the new War revenue act
relating to adhesive stamps shall go into
Bffeot be extended from July 1 to July 15,
and also that the rate of discount on purcases of $100 worth or more
be Increased
from one to three percent. Although the
of
force of the bureau
engraving and
printing is rushing the work of getting
out the stamps with all possible speed, it
is found that it will be utterly impossible
to have them ready and distributed gen
erally throughout the country within the
oext ten days allowed by Congress.
|
The matter was determined at a meetthe
held
Senate
committee
today by
ing
on finance.
The question of a postponement of the date came up in connection
the
with
supplemental war revenue bill
and was considered as an amendment to
The committee after considerthat bill.
ing the matter at some length, referred
the bill to a sub-committee with power to
The sub-committee
act.
consisted
of
Senators Allison, Aldrich and Jones.
They sent for the commisi oner of internal revenue and after a conference decided to postpone indefinitely the further
consideration of the bill and the request
for tho extension of time.

Washington,

THE WEATHER.

6 A. M.—Monster Parade cf Antiques and Horribles,
Introducing many new, Novel and up-todate features never before seen.

8 A. M.--Grand
in the Harbor,

Rowing Regatta

Of Single Scull, Four-Oared,

Working Boats, professional

Shell and
amateur,

and

open to all comers.

10 A. M."Grand International Pa-

rade,
Comprising the Royal Scotch
Highland Regiment of Montreal,
Royal Artillery of Canada, Battalion of U. S. Volunteers from
Connecticut, Crew of C. S. Monitor Moatauk, P. H. S. Cadets, 3d
Battalion 1st Regiment U. R. K.
of P., Patriarchs Militant, Hibernian Knights, Portland Veteran
Firemen’s Association, Portland
F'ire Department, and other military and civic bodies.

M.--Saillng Regatta of 5
Yachts,

2 P.
Washington,

June 21.—Forecast for

Wednesday, Maine, New Hampshire and
Vermont:
Fair
weather. Northerly
winds.

Boston, June 21.—Local Forecast for
Boston and vicinity for Wednesday: Fair
and generally cloudy weather, Westerly
winds.
Local

Heather

Jtceport.

Portland,

June 21.—The local weather
bureau office records as to the weather
are as follows:
8 a. m.—Barometer, 29.628; thermometer, 61; dew point, 52;
humidity,
73;

wind, SW; velocity, 7; weather, cloudy.
8 p. m.—Barometer, 29.794, thermome-

dew point, 4S; humidity, 59;
ter, 62;
wind, NW; velooity 4; weather, clear.
Mean daily thermometer, 64; maximum,
thermometer, 70; minimum thermometer,
57; maximum velocity of wind, 12 SW;
total precipitation. Trace.

Over the inside course, of which a full
view may be had from Fort Allen Park
ana the Eastern slopes of Munjoy Hill.

3 P. M.—Ccmmeraoration Exercises
oi the Opening of the Grand Trunk

Riiway.
4 TO 5 P. IVI—Balloon Ascensions.

Tlie Celebration will
with a

conclude

Weather Observation.

The agricultural department weather
bureau for yesterday, June 21, taken at
3 p.
m., meridian time, the observation for each seotion being aiven in this
order: Temperature, direction of wind
state of weather:
Boston, 66 degrees, NW, clear; New
York. 64 degrees, NW, clear; Philadelphia, 64 degrees, NW, clear; Washington, 64 degrees, N, clear; Albany, 60
degrees, W, clear; Buffalo, 66 degrees,
NW, cloudy; Detroit, 63 degrees, NE|
clear; Chicago, 58 degrees, NE, clear;
St.
Paul
74
SE,
degrees,
clear;
Huron, Dak., 78 degrees, SE, dear; Bismarck, 84 degrees, NW, clear; Jackson-

ville, 7S, SW, cloudy.

Pe-ru-na for Cholera Morbus.
Cholera morbus is very

distressing. Nothing

re-

like Pe-ru-na.
The following is from
Fort Wayne, Ind.
“I had a sudden attack of cholera morbus
early In the night.
The cramps put me in
agony, so I could not suppress my
groans. The noise I made brought a
neighbor, who gave me Pe-ru-na. In
fifteen minutes I began to feel better.
The cure Pe-ru-na effected seemed
like magic.” All druggist#sell Pe-ru-na.
lieves it

Grand International Patriotic and
Popular Open Air Concert in
Deering Park at 8 P. M.
BY A-

CHORUS OF 500 VOICES, and

CHANDLER'S BAND,
Illustrated with Gigantic and BrillE.
iant Lime Light Pictures by
with
repreand
C. Swett,
interspersed
of the
sentations of scenes and incidents
IK a*
Gallant
our
including
present war,
their
val and Military Heroes,and
at Manila, Havana, Santibrave

exploits
Cardenas, Famous Fighting
Ships, Cartoons, Etc.

ago and

Should the Weather Be

Stormy

Concert Will Be Given In

City Hall.

the

MISCELLANEOUS.

that the success of Tammany,
the state of affairs In Chloago and even
the reign of bossism in some of the oities
of Maine was due.
In the course of his remarks the speaker

government

AT OLD BOWDOIS.

S

I
I

j

Day

£

INTERESTING

STOCKINGS
wear

out

others

to

5

one.

Datable Thread

^Double Wear
13
IT- Portland agents,
Ask
^

our

k. F. HILL &

CO.,

about Sbawknit
Stockings, Johnson
Pants and Petersburg Shirts.
They sell
honest goods at honest prices, at 500
Congress street.
UlJUULTlJlJuLrUULnjlJTJTJuLn

|

Children like

[UUUUMinhfe Gelatin?
c!
C

£ and

IT’S INEXPENSIVE,
b
HEALTHFUL AND PURE,
□
makes Delicious Desserts with very r
little trouble.
r

Ask your Grocer

H

J forMiaute Gelatine,put up by 5
Whitman Grocery Co.,

5

h
Orange, Mass.
Also manufacturers of the cele- 5
brated Minute Tapioca*
5
Our little Booklet, over SO Dainty
DeBeerta (free) by mail.

CITY OF

Spoil

the

Class

Exercises.

jjC

PORTLAND”

Notice to Coal Dealers.
The committee on public buildings will receive sealed proposals until the 25tli day of
June, 1898, at. noon, for furnishing 700 tons
or
less of best
quality broken Lehigh
coal and 400 tons or less of best quality egg
size Lehigh coal, 2240 pounds to the ton, to
be delivered and put in and trimmed in the
bins of such of the public buildings and
sclioolhouses ot the city and islands, and at
such times as may be designated, the coal to
be in all respects ot the best quality and in
the best order, and to be well screened on
the wharves before delivery, and weighed
and inspected by such vreigher and inspector as the Committee
d jsignate.
may
Separate bids will be received at the same
time for furnishing 800 tons or less of Cumberland coal from the Pocahontas mine, or
coal of equal quality, suitable
for steam
purposes, 2240 pounds to the ton, to be de-

PROGRAMME

said:
“There never was
history when higher

SUC-

CESSFULLY CARRIED OUT.

a

time

in

education
universal as today.

human
was

so

Neverso
theless the question is persistently asked
does such education fit a man to grapple
manlike with the practical affairs of life?
The college never makes a man, it but
developes him. Sound, stalwart material
is
broadened by the college; weak
effeminate stuff, simply inflated.
The self-made man calls his college

popular,

I

any

two

•bowers Did Not

brother a theorist and a critic, and such
too
ofter is the oase. The collego man of
Graduates—Howard R. Ives is the Presis fast freeing himself
ident of the Class— Percival P. Baxter today, however,
Every year thousands of
from theories.
Delivered the Oration and Thomas L.
who
earnest young men are graduated
Pierce Was the Odist—Alumni Gatherrealize that the world is a fruitful field
ing to Participate in the Commence- for
workers, but a desert for idle is. Pre-

Portland

ment

Well

Represented Among

the

Exercises—Chief Justice Puller

Among Tiioso Who Are Expected.
tSFSOIAL

TC

THE

PRESS.1

Juno 21.—This is comBrunswick,
mencement week at Bowdoin and already
» considerable number of the alumni and
members of

pared for the struggle they go forth with
light-hoarted hopefulness that in itself
augers success.
“In years past the collego was essentially religious, over half its graduates entering the ministry. The minister of former
years was something of an autoorat, but

who has not
youngest is Eaton,
PORTLAND.
Average height is five
is 14S
feet seven inches, average weight
is 82 3'earsw°ter Low of Battery D, 2nd
pounds, and average age
Pieirce Artilllery, left
The prophecy by Thomas Lewis
ye8terday for Fort McPher.
,on.
a., where he will
and the porting address by Guy Hayden
join the signal
vo
rece
o
which he has just been attached
Sturgis, which followed were the suc- ^orps
by government orders.
with applause which testified to
omas
iiat Gordon left
cess of their authors. The ode by
for New York yesterday
»n
o
was
Lewis Pierce was sung after the pipe
accompanied by George Taylor
mt
honors
James Bachelder.
peace had been smoked in time
They ore summoned as
witnesses in a law suit pending
The ode is as follows:
fashion.
in that
olty.
Who hath the courage in his heart
^
noting of the Universalist society
To think what the morrow brings*
was
eld last
In whose eye doth the tear not start
evening to hear the report
t e
To see youth’s drooping wings?
committee made up of Messrs.
the
ray
Swift have we soared aloDg
aige and
Johnson, who were instructed
Of youthful love’s warm light—
,0 wait
upon Rev. Mr. Kimmell and inWho faints not as the fading day
? te him
to continue his pastorate for anForetells the coming night?
) her
year.
A favorablo response was reInto the darkness must we go
ceived.
Afior one long farewell—
Work on the lighter no under construcWho blames us if our steps are slow,
Our hearts with memories swell?
tion at the
Portland Ship Building comFond, tender memories of all
oany for Randall & McAllister has so far
The college days now past,
Which, long life through, whate’er befall advanced that its launching day can be
We’ll cherish to the last.
axed for week after next.
The Phantom and
light house steamer
us
for
the strife,
They’ll give
courage
Lilac were on the Maine
Dispel the clouds of care,
railway yesterday.
Lighten the burden of this life
That each true man must share.
Mrs. Philbriok has returned to Bethel,
Old Bowdoin 1 All we owe to
and

yet

SOUTH

our

seen

his 20th.

I’”,v,at0

_

..

you,

We’ll strive our best to pay
As thou wouldst wish, by standing true
“Until the break of day.

the
governing boards are today he typifies the intellectual leader.
although the day in which the One-third of our best authors, one-half of
ilurani take the greatest interest, the day our best known
Then the halls were cheered and the exlawyers and physicians,
tf the meeting of the Alumni association and two-thirds of our eduoators are coleroises were over. As this is written this
its feast of
in cl the alumni dinner with
lege graduates. Forty-two of the fifty-six evening the seniors and their fair friends
will
be
vlt and reason,
Thursday. signers of the Declaration of Independence, are
The class
dancing in Memorial hall.
Among the early arrivals are three of the one-half of the United
States Senators day committee was composed of Stephen
of the Supreme court of the
members
Day
and Representatives, sixteen of the thirty- Emerson of Brunswick,
Charles
date. Chief Justice Peters, Judge Haskell two
Speakers of the House, .twelve of the Moulton of Bath, and Charles Cogswell
tnd Judge Wiswell are here and so is
twenty-four Presidents, two-thirds of our Smith of Watorbury, Conn.
States -..m_innrl -mrlnno
Justice Putnam of the United
THE CLASS,
!Jourt of Appeals.
Among the distin- have been college educated. If the college
The
men
who compose the class
young
;uished visitors who are expected is Chief man has ruled this country in the past,
are:
Robert Willis Alexander, N. Harp
Justice Fuller who Is a member of the
future?
the
he
in
how much more will
swell; Percival Proctor Baxter, Portland;
:lass of ’53, which this year will
have a
“We cannot all be presidents, senators
Harlan Melville Bisbee, Rumford Falls;
reunion to celebrate its 45th anniversary. and
and shall be
can
we
diplomats;
Arthur Winfred Blake, Portland; John
Dio cQmi_onT\4nnniQl nf
tVii
nloca nf 1
politicians. I mean politicians in a high wimtir London,
of the
Berlin, N. H.; Jonn
will bring together a number
himholds
if
he
The college man,
sense.
Fessenden
George
Dana,
Portland;
men who were
members of the student self aloof from
politics is quite as danger- Lincoln
Dilaway, Brunswick; Frederick
Rev.
and is
Jody of the college of 5S years ago.
ous to society as is the demagogue,
Elllis Drake.
Bath; Albert Cooledge
Egbert Smyth of Andover is a member of to a degree responsible for misgovernEames, Bethel; Clarence Elery Eaton,
The trustees
;hat class who is expected.
ment.
Jay; Ernest Charles Edwards, South
ind overseers held meetings
today and
“The college of today is more practical
Windham; Herbert Nelson Gardner, Patfor
the
work
before
them.
arranged
than ever beore, its education is broader
ten Theodore Gould, Portland; Hugh FinFor the visitors today, however, interest
it is as necessary to the busiand freer;
lay Graham, Earlston, N. S.; Ernest
centered not in the doings of the grave
the
lawyer, dootor or
ness man as to
Lockwood Hall, North Bridgton; Francis
and dignified trustees and overseers, but
a
is
cultivating
all it

present,

___

Above
minister.
where
spirit of true dem ocracy
nor plutocracy avail.

Allan Hamlin, Brunwsick; Moulton Auin the class day exeroises of the 61 young
neither
gustus Hills, Welsh, La.; Guy Charles
It is
men who compose the closs of 1898.
aristooracy
Arthur LeRoy
Howard, Farmington;
the day when the serious observe the con(*If eTory man who graduates today
Edward
Hutchings,
clusion of their student life according to feels his
his duties and Hunt, Lewiston;
responsibilities,
Howard Rollln Ives, Portland;
the programme which they have arranged his
man resolves to bear Brewer;
powers, if every
Clarence Fairbanks Kendall, Biddeford;
for themselves and it is the day of days jiig
a great step in advance
proper burden,
Harry Clifford Knight, Gardiner; Eben
mothers and sisters and sweetlivered as above.
taken.
The Committee reserves for the
been
will have
Davis Lane, Yarmouth; William Witherle
the right to reject anv or all bids should hearts.
Brunswiok’s quiet streets grew
“Unity is necessary to progress. We
they deem it lor the interest of the city so
Meldon
Jaoob
Portland;
animated as the morning progressed and mast all move, but we must all move to- Lawrence,
to do. Bids should be marked
“Proposals
for Coal,” and addressed to CHAS. H. RANWendell Phillips Methe maidens appeared wearing their new
the rearguard Loring, Topsham;
is
when
It
only
gether.
DALL,
Chairman
Committee on Public
Kown, Boothbay Harbor; Donald Baxter
summer gowns, surmounted by the latest comes
Buildings.
inel8dtd
up that the vanguard can go on.
McMillan,
Freeport; Thomas Littlefield
creations of the milliners which did not
bound
fast
the
by
Progress and Unity
William Cumsucceed in marring the beauty of the faces oollege man will march on hand in hand Marble, Gorham, N. H.;
William
which they sheltered. It was a day when In every branoh of human interest and mings Martyn, Derby, Conn.;
Charles
Portland;
Eugene
Merrill,
everybody guessed about the weather and human activity.”
Robert
Thomas Minott,
Phippsburg;
kept guessing hour after hour. SomeWilbur
Condon
John
The class poem by
Charles
Robertson Morison,
Freedom;
times it rained a little but not enough to was a
graceful expr esslon of the worth of
Day Moulton,
Bath;
Joseph Ernest
seriously interfered with the day’s pro- Bowdoln
the associations of
college,
HHH
1 .OO BMBSi
Odlorne, Richmond;
Dwight Riobard
The exercises of the day began student
gramme.
influand
their
uplifting
days
Pennell,
Lewiston; Charles Sumner
In American or French
Way. with the meeting in Memorial hall ences.
Thomas Lewis
Pettengill,
Augusta;
the oration
when
the
forenoon
in
All dyeing and clensing done
UNDEK THE OAK.
William
Emerson
Portland;
Fierce,
The
were
delivered.
ind
second to none in the world.
poem
Clarence
At three o’clock in the afternoon the Preble, Litchfield;
William
hall was well filled and the exercises in
The Salem Cadet sun was still trying to drive away the Proctor, North W'indham; Walter Joseph
every way successful.
Andrew Soott,
band is here, as usual and to the music olouds and although it rained a little at Sargent, Brewer; John
times and the people on the benches re- Ellsworth;
Charles
rtf its nwr.hpst.r.q
thfl
1n
Jinrl
Cogswell Smith,
PRACTICAL, DYER.
still the exercises Waterbury, Conn.;
Oliver Dow Smith,
gown, marohed into the hall, under the tired under umbrellas,
Works Simond’s Dye House, 83 India St., Cenlead
of
Edward Stanwood, Jr., the iiy line iuuraui&o uaii. nnio buuucbsiuhj' West Buxton; William Winthrop Spear,
tral Office 8 Elm St. Telephone 1BG-5.
The column was carried out. On the historic oak hung an Rockland; Edwin Ellis Spear,
Washingmarshal of the day.
jel3d2w
Ktanwood,
Jr.,
made up of tall, well proportioned young American flag, and before it was a draped ton, D. C.; Edward
were seated the friends
Brookline, Mass.; George Frederick Stetmen whose faces and figures gave evidence lnolosure In which
Stubbs,
cf the excellent
afforded
old of the class, the bright costumes of the son, Bangor; Richard Henry

“GENTLEMEN’S

GARMENTS.

Whole

Suits

CLEANSED AND PRESSED FOR
$£

J. IV. J.

LONIIOLDT,

CHANGE

AGENCY.

OF

training

Penn Mutual Life.

The patrons of the Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company of Phlailelphia will please note
that
MR BERTRAND G. MARCH
has succeeded Messrs. Hall & Hodge as General Agent for the State of Maine.
jei8dlw»

by

Bowdoin both mental and physical. The
class president, Mr. Howard Rollin Ives
of Portland, presided. Prayer was offered
by Mr. George Lincoln Hilloway, the
class

chaplain.

ladies being in pleasing contrast to the
vivid green of the lawn and the foliage of
The
seniors
the surrounding trees.
marching across the campus, under the
trees whioh have looked upon so many

were naturally the
similar processions,
bad taken
center of all eyes until they
The oration was by Percival Prootor their places under the oak.
Then PresiBaxter of Portland, whose subject was dent Ives Introduced Arthur Leroy Hunt,
“The College Man in Politics.”
Mr. who gave the opening address, in whioh
Baxter delivered his oration with force in appropriate language he expressed the
It evidently embodied feelings of the seniors at parting from the
and expression.
and thought,
the result of much study
college, its faculty and the other mem-

THE ORATION.

ELIZABETH

CAPE

BIRD

RAILROAD’S

SHOW.

A short time ago there was published
in the New York Evening Post an article
on the subject of trade in tropical bird’s,

calling attention to the circumstance
The
and the language was well chosen.
that they were almost entirely
brought
the achievements of colinto this country by the sailors and minor ora or dwelt on
the proofficers of vessels as an individual specu- iege graduates in the ministry,
lation. It seems their importation into fessions and the government, arguing
this climate is attended with great loss of ;hat the llgures which he quoted disproved
life, it not infrequently occnrrin g

hat a
sailor loses his entire investment in birds
by death on tho voyage, in one instance
w

jr

icraicu

iiRji

a

Buiiur

wxxu

t

xust

over

foa’-ilftbs of his number of birds by death
wai yet able to sell the small remaining
number to realize a profit on the whole.
The birds that stand this
change of
climate are likely to fce the most hardy

beautiful—the theory of the surviva
of the fittest—but even these
must of
course be warmly housed in winter if
they
sr) bo be
kept alive for any length of time.
The Portland and Capo Elizabeth Railway Co. is now placing on exhibition at

av.ti

Cape Cottage Park a collection of these
tropical birds, including among them

Virginia cardinals, and other
Southern United States birds. Some of
the tropical birds have already
succumbed
to this harsher climate, but it is
thought
that most of the birds will with
good care
live and be a source of entertainment to
some

bird.lovers who have never had the opportunity of seeing them under their native

tropioal

skies. It is said
the company
will from time to time add to this collection if it can succeed in acclimating the
birds to the outdoor summer air of Maine.
Already the collection is sufficiently
varied to be most interesting, and it is
a pleasant
sight on sunny days te see
these feathered songBters of rare and
brilliant tropical plumage flying
about
1
in the largo aviary placed in the
apple
tree corner” of Cape Cottage Park.

creditors

IVY DAY AT BATES.
Lewiston, June 21.—Today was Ivy day
cited many of those incidents which serve
at Bates College.; A large crowd attended
to enliven college days, and the shouts of
the exercises and ivy was planted at the
laughter and the applause with which corner of Hedge laboratory.
col- many of these references were greeted inMiss Muriel Chase was the class poet,

She assertion sometimes made that a
lege education unfitted a man for the
In politics, Mr.
rnctical affairs of life.
Baxter argued, the college man should
take an active part remembering that all
that the
men are equal at the ballot box,
people desire good government and that
the union of men in all the walks of life

dicated that

they

were

understood and ap-

preciated by the members of the class.
The address

also

included

the

class

and Charles S. Calhoun, the orator.
The
graduating class attended last chapel at
8.30 a. in., and

sang,“Auld,Lang Syne,”

of Mechanio Fails,
Capt. J. B. Hammond of New Gloucester,
N. K. Lougee
and daughter of Nashua, N. H., Mrs. R.
M. Stevens and daughtor of Portland.
The committee on annual reuion arrangements for the coming meeting which will
the second Wednesday and Thursday in August.
Among the latest arrivals at their cottages are E. S. Merrill, M. A. Floyd, M.
C. Hutchinson, J. B. Torten, Mr. Lawten, N. F. Little, G. E. Lefavor, J. M.
occur

and E. S. Beals and J. C. Kent.
Friday is the day set aside by the school
the
as flag
The new flag which
day.
scholars bought will be fluug to the
breeze while appropriate exercises will be

oc-

Elmer E. Lombard, of Portland, Edw.
E Tompson cbosen assignee.
George H. Hatch of Pownal, William.
T. Dunn chosen assignee.
Win. T. Kittredgo of Portland, Edward
H. Perkins chosen assignee.
Scald head is an eczema of the scalp—
very severe somotimes, but it can be
cured. Loan’s Ointment, quick and permanent in Us results.
At any drug
Btore, 50 cents.

Washington, June 21.— The following
from the issue
pension changes, resulting
of June 10, are announced:
ORIGINAL.

Francis E. Dwinal, Mechanic Falls, $S.
.ADDITIONAL.

Geo. II. Fogg, $8 to $13.
ORIGINAL, WIDOWS, ETC.

Mary C. Erskine, Arrowsic, S3.
MEXICAN WAR WIDOWS.

Nancy

E.

Hassan, Powers, §8.

addition and otherwise improving
his
residence on Mechanic street.
The business meeting and sociable of
the Y. P. S. C. E. connected with the
Elm street church, was held at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. John A. S. Dyer, Mon-

!_MISCMCXAlflgOPB._, I

Given

Robert Smith, a machinist of the
iauk, spent Sunday with Mrs. Hill,

MonPine

street.

quiet

but
very
ocourred at Willard last

pretty

wedding

evening, the
Mr.
being

the squad of recruits which releft to strengthen the 1st Maine

con-

Altracting
parties
bert
E.
Barbour of
Willard
and
Regiment Volunteers at Camp in Chicka- Miss
Alice S. Carey
of
this oity.
mauga were Ned Dyer and Bert Doughty. The ceremony was performed by Rev.
A notable
Mc- Mr. Ayers in the
feature at Bartley
large bay window of
Dullum’s theatre is the new orchestra of the parlor under an arch of
evergreen,
pieces

unaer me

oi

direction

jj.

a.

Biven and managed by P. E. Robinson
it is composed as follows i
First violin,
F. A.
Given; second violin, C. G.

Richards,

double bass, W. P,Harrington;
clarinet, P. E. Robinson; cornet, Mr.
Mason; trombone, F. O. Wellcome.
The ice cream and strawberry festival
given last evening under the auspices of

Bethany Congregational ohuroh was highly successful. A grand concert was given
by

a quartette from Camp Burdett, assisted by Miss Anna Peables and others.
There will be a caucus of the Republicans of South Portland at the Town hall

in the person

holding the Largest Amount ot
the 2Sth Day ot August 1898.

on

This coupon is given away with
every 25 cents worth purchased.
INow is the time to secure a Bicycle free. All
coupons must be at our storo
with
the
name
and
27th,
1898,
office
Aug.
address of the sender.
post

ASK FOR COUPONS.
We

are

also

giving great

values

in

seasonable

day

next.
Dr. C. A. Ring is having a
from his residence to the main

pipe
pipe

laid

thus
water to his residence.
J. W. Armst rong is painting his refreshment stand near the new theatre and

bringing Sebago

making general improvement

about

his

meet

this
8

place.
The Samaritan
afternoon with
Franklin street.

society

will

Mrs. L.

B.

Prooter,

Massonomo tribe, L O. R. M., held a
council fire Monday evening and Ocean

View Commandery, U. O. G. C.
ness meeting the same night.

a

busi-

our

MEN’S DEPARTMENT.

from which was suspended a magnificent
floral ball, the gift of a friend in Co. K,
Connecticut volunteers.
The bridesmaid
wtaa

xuioo

uminu

m,

linn,

uuu

uoou

Howard W. Carey, brother of
the bride.
The wedding was private,
only the relatives and immediate friends
being present. The bride wore white
organdie over white silk and carried
man

was

bouquet

of brides’ roses.
The presents were many and beautiful,
among them being a handsome couch
from Mr. Barbour’s fellow employes at

a

Men’s
Men’s
Men’s
Men’s

Suits for business wear at
Suits for dress wear at
Blue Serge Suits, fast color, at
Pants in worsteds and cashmeres

$5.00, 5.98 and 7.98
$7.98, 10 and 12.00
$7.98, worth 10.00
$1.98, 2.50 2.69 and 2.79

at

BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT.
Boys’ Long Pant Suits, dark and light colors,
$3.69, worth 5,00.
Boys’ Long Pant Suits, better grades, at
$0.00, 7,00, 8.00 and 10.00
Boys' Long Pant Blue Cheviot Suits, all wool, at
$5.98, worth 8.00
Boys’ Wash Suits, warranted fast colors, at
50c
Boys’ Wash Suits, better grades, at
75c, $1.00, 1.50 and 2.00
Boys’Wool Jean Short Pants, blacks and browns, at
42o
Boys’ Long Pants,
87c to $3.00

FURNISHING GOODS.

& Allen’s; a beautiful
dinner set from the members of the Arm;
Balbriggan Shirts and Drawers at
on Saturday next at three o’clock of the a fine
picture from the operators of the
Ribbed Shirts and Drawers at
afternoon to choose delegates to the ap- telephone
exohange; a handsome French Jersey
proaching state and distriot conventions. clock from friends in the Connecticut Natural Wool Shirts and Drawers from
Let there be a full attendance.
vounteers, several of whom were present A
complete line of Fancy Shirts, all styles and
as special guests. Light refreshments and
CAPE COTTAGE.
The Union Mutual Insurance company
will give a banquet at the Casino on Fri-

in all

clothing

departments.

BARBOUR-CAREY.
A

Among

3ently

Away

Coupons

property.
»

_MlSCTtXAKKOPS.

i

day evening.

A large number were present. The following officers were elected:
President—Mr. J. A. S. Dyer.
Vice President—Mr. Frank K. Evans.
Secretary—Mr. Merle F. Smith.
Treasurer—Miss Mertle Goodwin.
Snpt. Junior Dept.—Mrs. J. W. Minott.
Lookout Com.—Mrs. .T. A. S. Dyer,
Blanche Hoyt, Georgie Dyer, J. L. Whitney.
Prayer Meeting Com.—Misses Grace
Evans, Isabel Osgood, Helen Morrison,
Lida Nickerson.
Social Com.—Frank
Evans, Ernest
Sargent, Mrs. Ernest Sargent, Mis. W.
J. Baker.
Missionary Com.—Mrs. J. W. Minott,
Mrs. W. W, Morrison, Miss Sadie Worth.
Flower Com.—J. W. Minott, Hattie
Goodwin, Alma Osgood, Mildred Woods.
Visiting Com.—Mrs. F. W. Smith,
Mrs. Geo. Goodwin, Mrs. J. E. Hayes,
if ter a visit at the home of her
Sadie Goodwin.
daughter,
Snnday School Com.—Helen Logan,
Mrs. Dr. Brown.
Howard Latham, Mrs. D.
Jones, Mrs.
The town assessors are making their Judson Wass.
innual visitation with a view of fixing
WEDDINGS
:he valuation of
real
and
personal

Cressey,

fruit

Jones

punoh

were

during

served

21o each
25c each
45c to 98o

fabrics,

from
39o to $1.45 each

the ev-

ening.
Mr. and Mrs. Barbour will be at home
to their friends after June 30 at Beach
street, 'Willard.

Straw and Crash Hats in great

variety

and low prices.

O’CONNOR—SHEEHAN.
A very pretty wedding took plaoe at
the Catholic Cathedral yesterday morning
when Mr. J. J. O’Connor of the Grand
Trunk road, and Miss Annie J. Sheehan,
daughter of Mr. James Sheehan were
married
Rev. Father M. C. Mcby
Donough. The bride was gowned in
white lansdown
silk
trimmed
with
chiffon and wore the bridal wreath and
veil. Miss Ida Kerrigan was bridesmaid

IRA F. CLARK & CO.,
One Price Spot Oasli

CLOTHIERS,

HATTERS AND

26 and 28 Monument

FURNISHERS,
Square.

and Mr. Edward Baker best man. Messrs.
■
A new cinder sidewalk is being built Florenoe Driscoll and Frank
Fropriotor,
Magner were OHA-RIiBS ZEX. RJE1SXiOM‘i
jelSdlw
on the westerly side of West High street.
ushers.
Samuel Alexander of the Two Lightf
After the ceremony a delicious wedding
Life Saving station is passing the summer breakfast was served at the bride’s resiwith W. P. Staples of Bowery Beach.
dence on Dow street.
There were many
beautiful presents including an elegant
CAMP BURDETT.
and table from the Cathedral
Upon his own application, Private onyx lamp
in whioh for nearly fifteen years,
choir,
1st
Co.
Connecticut
K,
Regiment
Morley,
the bride has sung alto.
Volunteers, U. S. A., has been transMr. and Mrs. O’Connor left on the noon
ferred to the
32nd Michigan Regiment
for an extended trip through the
stationed at Tampa, Fla., and left yester- train
after whioh they will reside at
provinces,
the
to
station
of
his
new
comjoin
day
14 Newbury street.
Private
was
at Yale oollege
pany.
Mosley
A singular incident in connection with
lines of Goods we carry that you should
at the time of his enlistment, but belongs
the ceremony at the cathedral was the
in Mlohigan, apd the transfer permits of
see before buying your summer Outfits,
that
a dove flew into the ohurch and
faot
his serving with a command from his
namely:
alighted on one of the pews not far from
own state.
the bridal couple and flew out just as the
last words in the ceremony were spoken.
Mrs. Charles Reed, who has been the
»
Mrs.
Martha
of
B.
has
reWeeks,
LOST ONE OF CREW.
guest
turned to her IiomeiinjLancaster, N. H.
June
21.—The
Gloucester, Mass.,
schoonMr. George W. H. Roach is confined er Eliza H. Parker, Capt. Daniel MoDonto the house with la grippe.
ald, has arrived at Ariohap, C. B., and
In each of these lines we carry extenB. C. Green and daughter, reports the loss of one of her crew, George
Mrs. H.
sive assortments in staple and fancy
Lloyd, 23 years of age and a native of
Vlnvo
XT
TT
J-~
The sailor
Oyster Ponds, N. S.
was
goods, including many exclusive styles,
■visit relatives.
drowned by the capsizing of a dory
on
only to be found in Men’s Furnishing
j]
Mrs. Augusta Webber of West Renne- the banks.
Establishments of the best sort.
bunk is the guest of her sister, Mrs. O. H.
We adopt all the New leading ideas and
Littlefield.

THERE ARE THREE

BICYCLE-GOLF SUITS,
NEGLIGEE SHIRTS
and NECKWEAR.

.Venn

statistics, which gave the number in the as the other classes were
Mrs. H. J. Barnard of Portland spent
marching out.
class as 61, one of the largest
of BowThe class ode and ivy ode by Marion Sunday with her sister, Mrs. J. E. Braddoin’s classes. Of these young men, IS
S. Coan, were appropriate and were sung ford.
17 will
propose to study law
study with fervor, In spite of the rainy weather
Mr. J. Fields Murray of Waterville was
who are actuated by a common desire for medicine, two will enter the ministry,
the guest of Mr. Hiram B. Griffln, Saturwhich prevailed.
the welfare of the people will put an end two will become journalists,
and the
day.
the
to the sway of
demagogues and others so far as they have determined on
PEAKS ISLAND.
Mrs. Jennie Barnes Pope left Saturday
the
speaker their future will be divided among a
bosses. On the other hand,
for New York to be gone two weeks.
declared that the men of education who number of occupations. The tallest man
Mrs. Joseph Craig and daughter have
The following were present at the openlisdained to take part in political life is White, who stands six feet three inches
returned from Montreal, where they atThe man whose head is ing of Fifth Maine Memorial
srere as much enemies of the public good above ground.
building tended the funeral of Mrs. Craig’s brother,
whom they con- nearest the ground is
Gen. S. H. Manning, Mr. J. B. Young.
rs
the demagogues
Martin, whose last Saturday.
of
united height is five feet, four inches. Our oldest Thomas Ward of Lewiston,
It was to this laok
demned.
Frank F.
Mrs. Williams of Portland has moved
who has seen 33 summ rs, Goss of Auburn,
ictioD on the part of the lriends of good is Graham,
Capt. H. F. Bushman to the house vacated by Mr.
Clarence

MAINE PENSIONS.

BEFORE JUDGE PEABODY.
of

the student body.
The class
history by Wendell Phillips MoKown re-

bers of

given in the school house.

INSOLVENCY COURT.

These first meetings
curred yesterday:

Edward
Franklin
Strong;
Studley,
New
Gardiner; Guy Hayden Sturgis,
Gloucester; Frank Herbert Swan, Westbrook; Frank Astor Thompson, Round
North
Pond; Aipheus Gould Varney,
Edwin
Kimball
Windham;
Weloh,
Temple; Alfred Benson White, Lewiston;
Ralph Libby Wiggin, Rockland; Cassius
Claudius Williamson,
Gorham, N. H.;
Emery Graves Wilson, North Harpswell;
Daniel Lyman Wormwood, Brunswick:
Stephen Emerson Young, Brunswlok.

entertained at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Chas. Libby, sail the first of July for an
extended trip in Europe.
Mrs. J. C. Wilson has returned from
Pine Point.
Mr. William Rolllnson is building an

THEY

WANT

TO TELL

~

V.

These Qrateftd Women Who Have
Been Helped by Mrs. Plnkhamj

Women who have suffered severely
and been relieved of their ills by Mrs.
Pinkham's advice and medicine are
constantly urging publication of their
statements for the benefit of other woHere are two such letters:
men.
Mrs. Lizzie Bevebly, 258 Merrimac
St., Lowell, Mass., writes:
“
Bines and owned by Andrew Peterson.
It affords me great pleasure to tell
Dr. Rogers, wife and daughter Lilian, all suffering women of the benefitl have
have returned from a visit to Charles- received from taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I can hardtown, Mass.
The Republican of South Portland are ly find words to express my gratitude for
requested to meet in caucus at the Town what she has done for me. My trouble
house at three o’clock on Saturday, June was ulceration of the womb. I was un25th, to choose delegates to the state and der the doctor’s care. Upon examinadistriot convention. Per order.
tion he found fifteen very large ulcers,
South Portland Town Committee,
but he failed to do me good. I took sevS. N. TREFETHEN, Chairman.
eral bottles of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, also used the Sanative
KNIGHTVILLE.
and am cured. Mrs. Pinkham’s
Tho intermediate schools at Kniglitviile Wash,
saved my life, and I would
closed June 10th. Following aro names medicine
recommend it to all suffering women.”
of pupils who were not absent
ono-hnlf
Mrs. Amos Trombleay,
Ellenburgh
day during tho term: Marion G. BradCtr., N. Y.. writes:
ford, Leah M. Bradford, Edith G. Cross,
I
took
cold
at the time my
baby
Moilie McCabe, Forest R.
Hatch, Nina
was born, causing me to have milk
A. Littlefield, Lillian A. Rogers, Ernest
legs, and was sick in bed for eight
H. Russell.
weeks.
Doctors did me no good. I
PLEASANTDALE.
surely thought I would die. I was alMr. and Mrs.
Enoch Gammon, of so troubled with falling of the womb.
Naples, have been the guests of Mr. and I could not eat, had faint spells as
Mrs. Charles
often as ten times a day.
One day a
Libby.
Miss Edna Ijamont left
Monday for lady came to see me and told me of the
Brunswick, where she will pass the week benefit she had derived from taking
as the guest of
Miss Edith Nash.
Lydia E. Pinkham's medicine, and adMiss Jennie
Jewett, of Boston, Mass, vised me to try it. I did so, and had
is passing some weeks at the
home of taken only half a bottle before I was
Mr. Clias. E. Hayes.
able to sit in a chair.
After taking
Mr. Joseph Hasty and
daughter Miss three bottles I could do my own work.
Fannie, of Detroit, Mich., who are being I am now in perfect health.”

extreme

stylos

of Merit.

We call Special attention to our line of
Summer Golf Stock and Ascots.
Ladies’ sizes from 12 in. up.
We desire a liberal share of your patronage and shall endeavor to carry the
goods to deserve it.

Tailors, Manufacturing Clothers
And

Men’s

Monument
jeao Mon.Wed.Fri

Furnishers,
Square.
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purposes. Hereafter we shall get It
and get the truth.

AND
MAINE STATE
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Subscription Kates.
X/AILY (in advance) $0 per year; $3 for six
mouths; $1.50 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier any where within the city limits and at
Wood fords without extra charge.
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the
fate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly)
published
every Thursday, $1.00 per year; 50 cents for 6

months;

25 cents tor 3 months.

Persons wishing to leave town for long or
periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
short

Advertising Kates.
In Daily Press $1.60 per square, for one
week; $4.00 for one mon<h. Three insertions

less, $1.00 per square. Every other day advertisements, one third less than these rates.
naif square advertisements $1.00 for one
week or $2.50 for one month,
“A square” is a space of the width of a column and one inch long.
or

Special Notices,

on

first page, one-third addi-

tional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
Three insertions or less,
square each week.
$1.50 por square.
Reading Notices in nonpareil type and classed
with other paid notices, 15 cents per line each
insertion.
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type,
15 cents per line each Insertion.
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all advertise-nents not paid in advance, will be charged
at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.

The third call for troops, whioh it was
said a few days ago was about to be issued
has been postponed, perhaps indefinitely.
There
arms

troops enough already under

are

to

take

business

we

started out to do. They are deficient in
iquipment and discipline, but when these
ire

supplied

we

shall have

army enough
Spaniards out of; Cuba and
acoupy Porto Jtico. The impossibility of
Spain’s sending reinforcements to either
of the islands makes It certain that
no
matter how long wo delay the invasion
we shall not need any
more troops
than
now.
Indeed we shall not need so many,
for disease will
considerably diminish
to

drivo the

the number of Spanish soldiers in Cuba,
while the efficiency of our regiments will
be greatly improved.

Probably the administration has never
cherished the hope that the
Spaniards
could be starved out of Havana by a sea
blockade. The Island is too fertile for
;bat. The ohief purpose of the blockade
was, no doubt, (o keep out reinforcements,
»nd arms and munitions of war with
whioh the Spanish defences
might be
strengthened

and the
Spanish troops
■endered more efficient. That it
has
served that purpose well there can lie
little doubt. Havana can be starved into
surrender only when it is invested on the
;nud side as well as on
the sea.
That
will take place in the fall—provided Spain
las

not

collapsed before—when the oondi-

;ion for active campaigning
will be far
letter than now and our troops will haTe
leen brought much nearer perfection in

lisclpline

Meanwhile

equipment.

ana

if the

oontinue to live in compeople
parative comfort perhaps it will comport
can

better with

PEESS.

of the

care

our

claim

prompted largely

THE

direct,

by

that the

war

was

considerations

of

humanity.
suggested now that the reason why
Spaniards refuse to exchange Lieut.

It is

WEDNESDAY. JUNE 22.
Senator Morgan thinks the Nicaragua
canal bill is almost certain to pass at this
session. Its Identification with the war
has helped it greatly, as it did Hawaiian
annexation.
The movement to make
Gen. Miles
lieutenant general would seem to be altowill
be
It
gether
premature.
better to wait and let him earn his promotion

as

Commodore Dewey did.

It seems that one of Admiral Camara’s
ships was disabled on the recent oruise
and had to be towed into
port. Capt.
Aunon may be expected,to feel elated because sbe did not go o the bottom.
f

the
Hobson is became he has seen rnuoh at
Santiago whioh might bo of value to the
United States forces in their attaok on the
city. Hobson’s opportunities for observation could not, however, have been very
extensive. After sinking the Merrimac
he rowed to a Spanish man-of-war
near

by, and has since been confined in Morro
Castle.
There are few
on
hoard the
United States fleet who have not had better opportunities for getting information
about the dofences of Santiago than HobA

for not exchanging him now is that the Spaniards
expect the Americans will capture many
important prisoners at Santiago, among
thorn Gen. Linares and Admiral Cervera
sou.

more

probable

and think that he

reason

may

he

exchanged

to

August! has been compelled to retire better advantage
after
that.
The
within the inner fortress at Manila, and Spaniards
no
will
have
American
he now is out off entirely from communi- prisoner of the rank of Gen. Linares or
cation with the
outside werld. Events Admiral Cervera, bnt they hope the fame
have moved pretty fast and not his way, Hobson has
his
got from
exploit will
since he issued that famous proclamation make him the
equal for purposes of exto the Spaniards when Dewey was on his change of either of them.
way to Manila.

Santiago is captured
“yellow journal” is to invade Cuba,
As

soon as

GLADSTONE’S LITERARY CRITIQUES.
the

Mr.
\V. K. Hearst of the New York Journal,
being made arrangements to start a paper
when the city i3 in our possession. Evidently our capture of the city is not going
to be an unmixed blessing to its inhabitants.

Why

the Spanish minister of
marine
should feel so much joy over the cruise of
the Cadiz fleet to Cartbagena and baok it
is difficult to see, unless he suspected that
the ships were unsea worthy and is happily surprised to find that they are not.
It remains to be seen if the people manifest the same elation over this cruise that
the minister does.
The brewers and the retail liquor dealers In New York have gone
to war In
earnest
The latter; are threatening to
establish breweries and the former declare
that if they do they will go into the retail
business.
T’he thirstyjmultltude Is well
content to see the war go on, feeling that
one of its resalts will be bees
cheaper
than before the new government tax was

put

on.

The latest story that the powers are
about to undertake the negotiation of
and
peace between the United States

□ Is Incessant

Activity and

Kindly Atti-

tude Toward Authors.

is put into the mouth of the soliloquist in
‘Maud’ is within the lines of poetical
versimilitude; whether this poem has the

The Modern

patients

Nursery and Toilet Powder.

bedTprpypntincT
Marqui^Trained Nurserjumo

oily

bathing,

sickroom,

—

hundreds
in
Trained
its reliability and curative value.

JfleUlUNN’S

OHIO

ELIXIR OF OPIUM

ICE CREAM

EREEZER.

SPECIAL PRICES.
qt.

E.

FERRETT, Agent,

quarters
SCREENS,

TO MUSIC TEACHERS.

The members of Naomi Rebekah lodge
entertained fifteen of the members of the

Fryeburg lodge yesterday. The members
of the visiting lodge were
met at the
Maine Central depot
at
Cumberland
Mills. Electric cars were in
readiness
Express.)
The English literary journals of the la- and the partyjleft at once for Portland,
where they took the steamer Pilgrim for
test dates devote many oolumns to the
Peaks island. A shore dinner was served
side
of
Mr.
Gladstone’s
literary
character,
at the Peaks Island house.
The party
concerning whioh they are more at one
returned by speoial car and were taken to
than his political career. Th ey note the
Riverton where the evening was enjoyed.
super-abundant good nature with which
The party report having had a pleas ant
he was in the habit of acknowledging the
time.
The visiting members will be enpresentation copies of new books which
tertained today and will then return to
were
showered upon him, and the use
on the afternoon train.
which the writers of these books, or their Fryeburg
Invitations are out for the marriage of
of
of
made
his
letters
acpublishsrs,
Miss Ella Meloher and Mr. Leonard Holknowledgment, whioh were generally of
June 80.
a flattering nature.
“Mr. Gladstone,” ston, Thursday,
A pretty, but affecting sight in connecone of these Journals declares, “helped to
tion with the graduation of the W. H. S.
make many authors famous. He read evwere the three vacant chairs for
Monday,
erything that came into his hands, and, the
members of the class,
Harold H.
with pile3 of volumes about him, h? cried
out oontlnually for more. Lord Beacons- Bodge, Benjamin T. Larrabee and John
C. Warren, who are now in the United
fleld said of himself that he wrote a book
States army. Eaoh of the chairs were
when he wanted to read one; and there is
in red white and blue.
attributed to his pen a stock-letter he is draped
Mr. Echlof announces that the pupils
supposed to have sent to authors who
of Forest street school may
h4ve their
forwarded him their books—a letter in
models by oalling at the
which he
manual‘training
said he ‘would lose

room today as follows:
Mr. 1 Tuttle’s
time in reading them. As a matter of
Spain contains just about ns much truth faot, Lori Beuoonsfleld rarely acknowl- class.at ten o’clock, Miss BragfTdn’s class
no thncfi tliut Viuvo ni>or>or1nrl
If_i
at one o clock, Miss Allen’s
clasp at three
edged a volume from a stranger. Mr.
o’olook.
none at all.
Doubtless when asked bythe Gladstone
frankly liked people to give
Mr. Ornie W. Neal and family of DeerUnited States several of.them stand ready him
books, and he generally took the
to use their goodoiJioes for the ending of trouble to tell them so. If it was not a lng will shortly move to Westbrook. Mr.
Neal was formerly for many years a
the war, but none is likely to act except
letter, it was a postcard, that the happy
upon onr request.
author got generally to the great gain of resident of this city.
Lieut. Leonard Holston an instructor
the publisher.
at Chester,
The marines landed at Guantanamo
Penn., in a military school,
“For Mr. Gladstone was a name to sell
has returned to his home in this oity for
havo been there now nearly two
weeks, by, especially—let the irony be noted—in
the summer.
and the conditions that have surrounded the case of Action. Ho
gave ‘John IngleNotices reading as follows have been
them have not been
health promotlve. sant’ a gay lot of
sales, if a short one;
posted in the post offices of the East and
Yet it is said there is no siokness at all 1 Mdlle lie’ is still
indebted for his introWest Ends:
Recruits wanted for ComThe health of the men on duction for new
among tbem.
friends; in the author of
the fleet too is generally good, notwith- ‘Robert
pany
M, see recruiting officer Private W.
Elsmere,’ as 60 years earlier in W
Webb at W. P. Hodson’s, Main street.
standing the intense heat and the narrow the author of ‘Ellen
Middleton,,’ he disquarters in which they are compelled to covered ‘the true preacher in tte guise of Office hours 9 to 11 a. m.; 1 to 3 and 6 to
sleep. These facts seem to show that a novelist, and in the vestments of the fs- 7 P- m. Recruits leave Westbrook Thurswo have not so much to
fear from the malo sex’ and he had a hail-fellow-well- day morning for examination at LewistOD.
Cuban climate as we have been accus- met for Hall
Caine’s ‘Christian.’ Many
The Sjaccarappa and Westbrook Klerks
tomed to suppose.
of the literary opinions of Mr. Gladstone
are to
play a bail game this afternoon at
ran to the length of
magazine articles, or, 3.30 on
The subscription for the new bonds exthe Scotch Hill grounds.
like his approbation of Dean Hooke’s
ceed all expectations. The whole loan
S. Arenovsky of Westbrook has the conmemoir, were offered in lectures. Such
certainly and perhaps more ‘will be covtract for furnishing the Westbrook car
pronouncements have their place in volered by subscriptions of $5( 0 or less. It
conductors and motormen with uniforms.
umes.” 'Ihe writer then proceeds
to
would be a mistake, however, to assume
Mr. Arenovsky is now in Boston on a
mention one of these “pronouncements”
that all these small subscriptions repreIn the shape of an elaborate critique, Id business trip.
sent .small investors.
John Ball, Brown street, left yesterday
Many of them the Quarterly Heview, in 1845, of “The
banks and people
of large Life of the Rev. Joseph Blanco White,” morning with an exourslon party for
represent
wealth, who though they do not figure who is ohleAy remembered by a sonnet Port Neuf, Canada.
on “Right,” whioh
praised leon the
A group
applications will gather in large yond all measure, Coleridge
picture of tho photographs
in which critique he
quantities of the bonds. There is already ranked Shelley among those “opponents taken by Poisson the Westbrook photographer of the graduating class of the W.
a small premium on the
bonds, and it is of the Christian faith who do not disguise H.
S., is on exhibition in the window of
the bitterness of the fruits which they
confidently expected that by fall they will have
U. Beniot & Co. ’s store at Westbrook.
from the poisoned seed of
reaped
Mr. John Byrne, chief engineer of the
go to 105 if not higher.
their false imaginations.
fire department and
family,'are moving
Generally infallible, Mr. Gladstone ooGen. Shatter’s
expedition arrived ofl oaslonally revised his first impressions,
and notably so in the case of Lord TenThere la more Catarrh In this section of the
Santiago Monday, safe and sound, and
he country than all other diseases put together,
nyson's
with very little sickness among the men. wrote an “Maud,” concerning which
unfavorable notice in the Quar- and until the last few years was supposed to he
incurable. For a great many years dootors proIt is estimated that it will require three terly Hsview in lh55, and 23
years after- nounced It a local disease, and prescribed local
dayB at least to land the men and sup- ward his retraction of the views therein remedies, and by constantly falling to cure with
expressed in the following letter, which local treatment, pronounced it incurable. Sciplies, under fa rly favorable conditions. soothed its
supersensitive author: “I can ence has proven catarrh to be a constitutional
The establishment of direct cable
com- now see, and I at once confess that a feel- disease, and. therefore, requires constitutional
munication with Admiral Sampson at ing which had reference to the growth of treatment, liali's Catarrh Cure^ manufactured
ny F. J, Cheney & Co., Toleuo, Ohio, Is tho ouly
Guantanamo will enable the government the warjspirit in the outer world at the constitutional cure on the market,
it is taken
date of that article, di-located my frame
in doses from lo drops to a toaspooninternally
to keep in close touch with the
move- of mind, and disabled me
from dealing lul. At acts directly on the blood and niueous
and
the troops. Here- even tolerably with the work as a work surfaces of the system. They offer one hundred
ments of the fleet
tofore most of the early news from Cuba of imagination. Whether it is to be de- dollars for any case it fails to cure. Send for
circulars and testimonials. Address,
sired that a poem should
require from
has come through Spanish sources and
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,
common men a good deal of effort in orHall s Family Pills are the best.
has been colored more or less to suit their der to conoprehDed it; whether all that
Sold by Druggists, 76c.

N. M. PERKINS & CO.,
HARDWARE DEALERS, 8 Free St.

THE LATEST.

MUSICAL

jeiodtf

PRODUCTIONS

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

all times to be found in our stock.
orders hv mail or telephone will receive
prompt attention.
Our discounts to the profession are the most
favorable to be obtained and everything will
be done to make it an advantage and a pleasure
to deal with us.
W« alto carry a Full
Assortment Qf
STRINGED INSTRUMENTS and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE of every descripare at

All

tion.

Stelnert & Sons

M.

T. C.

Co.

McGOULDRIC, Manager.

Tel. SI8-2.

517 Congress St.

apisM.W&Ftt

Granite Block

Pavement—City of Dealing.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
will he received by the Committee on Streets until two o'clock p. m. of
Tuesday, June 28,1898. and then publicly opened and repd at the City Building,for excavating,
furnishing all material, and toying about 8000
square yards of Granite Block Pavement and
for setting about 3000 lineal feet of Granite
Curbing. A certified check of S500 must accompany eaoh bid and a bond will be required

PROPOSALS

of the stiop.ofisfnl hfrirtftr
Ttlanlr anAPifip.a.t.inns
and all necessary Information may be obtained
at the office of tbe City Engineer, and the Committee reserve the right to reject any or all

bids.

Commissioners’ Notice.
June 14, A. D. 1898.
We, the undersigned, having been duly ap
pointed by the Honorable Henry C. Peabody,
Judge of Probate within and for said County,
Commissioners to receive and decide upon the
claims of the creditors of Christopner Way,
late of Portland in said County, deceased
whose estate has been represented insolvent,
hereby give publio notice agreeably to the order of the said Judge of Probate, that bij
months from and after the twenty-third day ol
May, a. I). 1888, have been allowed to said
creditors to present and prove their claims, and
that we will attend to the duty assigned us ai
tbe office of Albert E. Neal, 85 Exchange
Street In said Portland, at three ol the clock ?r
the aft-rnoon of each of the following days, tc
wit: July 7, September 8, and November 17

-OF THE-

PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY
June 17, 1898.
WILLIAM G. DAVIS. President.
JAMES P. BAXTER. Vice President
HARRY BUTLER, Secretary.

Portland,

TRUSTEES—William G.
Baxter, A. H. Walker, Chas.

Davis, James P.
F. Libby, William
w. Hrown, David W. Snow, Augustus It.
Wright, Sidney W. Thaxter, Franklin R. Barrett, Walter G. Davis, Frederick Robie, Chas.
O. Bancroft,
Alpheus G. Rogers, Weston F.
Mllliken, Harry Butler.

Organized March 31, 1893.
LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock. $100,000.00
100,000.00
Surplus.

Undivided profits.13.126.42
Demand deposits.
805,880.85
96,110.83
Certificates of deposit.■t.
1,091.25
Deposits lor coupons.
Trust funds.

Sinking funds

CLaIeN<?EW? PEABODY, } Commissioners.
Jdl®

SEWERS;

$1,456,772.60

Sealed proposals for building a sower or
Ocean street will be received by the Committee

on Sewers until
June 22, 1898, al
7-30 o’elodk p. tn., and theu publicly opened ai
tbe City Counoil room.
A certified check of *300 will be
required
with each bid and a bond will be required from

Wednesday,

tbe successful bidder.
Blank proposals find all neoessary lnforma
lion may be obtained at the office ot the City
Engineer, and file committee reserve the righl
bidsWALTER FICKETT. )
C0mmi‘t6e °D SaWer8‘

ALB1
TelS

£1,456,772.60
F. E. TIMBERLAKE.

je22dtfBank Examiner.

BONDS.
Maine Central R.

4s.

R.,
Portland Water Co.,
Merrimack

4s.

N. H.,

4s.
4s.

Saco,
Biddeford,
Prices

j

...

TO HIS TRADE.

tained

4s.

on

I^^E

come
“

to

us

Put It in attractive form and

maka tho

«

yrioo

!

V
Private Warren W. Webb in charge of
!
the recruiting office for United States
! results.
|
volunteers at Westbrook commenced the
work of recruiting yesterday morning.
THE THURSTON
PRINT,
The result of the first day’s enlistments
<
|
PORTLAND,
ME.
show the following names:
John W.
Rowe, Aaron W. Stevens, Harry H.
Blake, Malcolm M. Waddell, Ransford
Foster, Marshall H. Merrill, George W.
Smith, Andrew B. Jordan, Mark B. McWilliam’s Kidney PUjs i
Kenney, Irwin L. MoKenney, Frank X. * j Has no
equal in diseases of the
Billadeau, Frederick Conner, Alfred H. ( * Kidneys and Urinary Organs. Have <
Larrabee. All of tbe recruits with the
*
, you neglected your Kidneys? Have
exception of the Messrs, Me Kenney are * you overworked your nervous sys- <
Westbrook young men, they being from
and caused trouble with your
Sebago Lake. The recruiting office will
Kidneys and Bladder? Have you*
this
nine
o’clock
R0.
morning.
open at
pains in the loins, side, back, groins
limiting Officer Webb is confident of 'reand bladder? Have you a flabby apcruiting enough men in a few days to fill
pearance of the face, especially!
up the ranks of the old company M, to
under the eyes ?
Too frequent de- (
the requisite number.
sire pass urine ? William’s Kidney
of
About twenty-five members
the
Pills will impart new life to the dis- (
graduating class of the Westbrook High
eased organs, tone up the system,
school went to Jlaranooook yesterday oil
and make a new man of you. By
their farewell outing. Dinner was served
mail 50 cents per box.
at the restaurant on the grounds and the
I
a
in
pleasant manner. A Williams Mfg. Co.. Props., Cleveland, O.,
day was spent
to
Portland
late in
the
They returned
afternoon and last evening went to Peaks
For sale by J. E. Goold & Co.
Island, where they attended the Gem
theatre, returning to Westbrook on the

j

\

All Entertainments Are Free to Patrons of the Cars.

THE GEM THEATRE, PEAKS ISLAND.
The Handsomest Summer Theatre in America.
Commencing

|

f

item

kvfnxng, JUNE 20tli, and every evening for the balance of the
Matlaceg Tuegday, T hunt day and Saturday

MONDAY

week, with

BYRON

MR..

DOUGLAS

and his excellent Stock Company will present

the great Society Play

ARISTOCRACY.

The production will be given with entirely New Scenery and Magnificent Costumes.
Evening Performance at 8 o’clock. Matinees at 2.45 o’clock. Casco Bay Steamers leave Cus.
tom House Wliarf at 2.15 for Matinees and 7.30 for Evening Performances.
Bound Trip Tickets
with coupon admitting to Theatre, 26 oents.
Reserved Seats, 10 and 20 cents. Boxes, six chairs
in each box, 30 cents each chair.
Admission without Casco Bay Coupon, 20 cents.
Sale of Reserved Seats at Casco Bay Steamboat Office, Custom House Wharf.

McGULLUM’S THEATRE, CAPE COTTAGE.
UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF BARTLEY MoCULLUM.

Week commencing Monday June 20tli with Matinees Daily beginning Tuesday at
2.30 p. m., the management will present The Delightful Society Drama,
Written by

OLD, OLD STORY.

Walter C.

Bellows and Benj. Roeber for Daniel Froliman’s
Famous Lyceum Theatre Stock Company.
Reserved seats on sale at Stelnert & Son’s, 517 Congress St.
Round Trip Tickets with Coupon Admitting to Theatre Only SO eta
Best reserved seats with coupon only 10 and 20 cents.
Take Cape Cottage cars and ask for
Matinees at 2.30 p. m. Evening ats. 15 p. m.
coupon ticket.

186 Middle St.. Portland, Me.
dtt
Jj27

AUCTION SAL.JJS.

THB=^:

F. O.

Casco National Bank
-OF-

UNITED

PORTLAND,

STATES

%

Received

:

__

on

DEPOSITS.

Drafts drawn on National Provfnolal
Bank
of England, London, in largo or
small amounts, for sale at current rates.
Current Accounts received on favorable
terms.

Correspondence solicited from IndividBanks and others
uals, Corporations,
desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking business
of any description through this

by

Bank.

MERCANTILE TRUST CO.,

STEPHEN R. SMALL. President
MARSHALL R. GODINS.
,
feb7dtt

EOW. E. LELAKD & CO.,
Now York and Bolton
Stock Exchange,

Salesroom M

BUILDING, BOSTON.

WOODBURY

&

MOULTON,

A Fill Assortment of Lehigh and FrteBurnlng Coils tor Domestic Use.
Pocahontas (Semi-Bituminous) and
Georges Creek Cumberlaad Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam and
forge use.
Genuine Lykens Valley Franklin,
English and American CanneL

Above Coals Constantly On Hand.

BA8E BALL

BANKERS,

TENNIS GOODS.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,

Stocks and Bonds Bought and Sold
in all Markets.

IflHitCANiTILE

Trust

Company,
Building,
MAINE.

A Fine Assortment

LETTERS OF CREDIT,

HAMMOCKS

FOREIGN DRAFTS.
dtl

ioW.

Lowest Prices.

At

On our Second Floor we have

WAStl

21

ioo-S

....

....AND...

AND

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

ALUM
tr

7bCgmmefclil & 70Eichangijts,

C0PPERST0GKS Cor. Middle & Exchange Sts.
COTTON FUTURES.

C. W.

COAL.

Member!

2 EXCHANGE

Exchange Street.

OFFIOE:

dtf

PORTLAND, ME.

Auctioneers and Cemuissiou Merchant*

Cashier- TBLEPBONE

Building,

First National Bank
jel8

DOLLARS.

CO.

iiILL S HUIIEI

SURPLUS

MILLION

TIME

BONDS.

Subscriptions

MASNE,

Interest Paid

$200,000,000

3

ONE

LOAN.

WAR

AND

BAILEY &

F. O. BAIUHT
mvb*

Incorporated 1824.
CAPITAL

in

great variety.

LORING, inT MW

$90,000

Jeiaeodtl

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

THIRTY YEAR 4 PER GENT

Notice.

Special

BONDS

On and after May 11th the
fare will be FIVE CENTS to
OP THE
$100,000.00
Capital Stock,
and from Forest City Eandlng,
Stockholders’ Liability, $100,000.00
Peaks’ Island.
STANDISH WATER &
Steamers leave Custom House
Receives active business or private accounts
Wharf.
CONSTRUCTION
subject to cheek upon the most favorable terms.
In
another
See time
table
Interest paid on daily balances. Issues Certicates of Deposit drawing interest from date of
column.
DUE
1928.
deposit to date of withdrawal.
C. W. T. GODING,
Loans made on approved collaterals and commercial paper discounted.
This company supplies Deering, WestGen. Manager
mylldtf
Letters or Credit furnished and drafts drawn
brook, Gorham and Standish, and the
on the principal European cities.
above bonds are
—

rgasonabls." ;

In an& cases the work la
always
satisfactory and brings —osllanl

Have Already Won Their Way to Popular Favor.
They Will Give Free Open Air Concerts
Dally at 2.15, 4.30 and 7.30 p. m.

FINANCIAL,

SWAN & lARRETT,

PORTLAND,

with copy and say

The Fadette Ladies’ Ochestra

application.

First National Bank

frequently here customer!

Were Great Favorites Last Season. Comprising Vocalists, Dancers, Comedians, Musicians and
Specialists of a nigh order. The entertainment this year is New, Bright and Refreshing.

—

may

EVERY...]
MAN

JUNE 20.

J. W. Goman’s Ideal Minstrels

THE

County,

_dtd

into the Harris house on ;the
“so-called
flat.”
Mr. Byrne la the local superintendent of the Portland Water company
and will have an office In the lower part
of the house.

The pilgrimage of the East and West
End Whist clubs will be held this evening
at Riverton.

GIT7JF

PEERING

of

\a/eek
wlf

Riverton
PARK,

■

Notice to Contractor*.

Je21dtd

ing.

12,530.14
327,427.01

corporations.

RESOURCES.
Demand loans. $124,080.31
Time loans.
164,535.21
Stocks and bonds.
598,002.50
Trust investments.
12,381.14
Sinking fund investments. 319,695.65
Furniture and fixtures.
2,227 35
1,865.36
Expense aecount.•• ■.
Cash oil deposit.
218,404.59
Cash on hand.
13,600,39

dlaw3wW

HANSON S. OLAY, ) Committee
on
JABEZ M. LANE.
I
WALTER FICKETT,) Streets.

Eagle Royal Arch chapter No. 11, entervisiting brothers from Portalnd on
Monday evening. The Royal Aroh degree
was conferred during the evening.
Light
refreshments were served during the even-

for

Cumberland, 33.

1898.

_AMmmim.

STATEMENT OF THE CONmTION

HAMMOCKS,

E

WESTBROOK.

Dnwmnm

-

always
Comfort
powder.
always

Richard Henry Stoddard’s Department in the New York Mail and

equivocally

FINANCIAL

so
full moral
equilibrium, which issister
the
marked a characteristic of
disworks are questions open, p rhaps.to
oasslon. But I have neither done justice
in the text to its rich and copious beauties of detail nor to its great lyrical and
metrical power; and, what is worse, 1
have failed to comprehend rightly the relation between particular passages in the
This is, I
poem and its general scope.
conceive, not to 6et forth any ooherent
strain, but to use for poetioal ends all the
moods and phases allowable under the
laws of the art in a speoial form of charaoter, which is impassioned, fluctuating
and ill-grounded.
The
design, which
seems to resemble that of the Ecclesiastes
confined in
in another sphere, is arduous; but Mr.
redness and tenderness of skin.’’
Winona V.
Tennyson’s power of execution is proba11 vii 1 e, Pa.: “I have an
bly nowhere greuter.
use
skin, and
Mr. Gladstone was, or thought he was,
Powder on my face in preference to any
I
other
more sure in his judgment in regard to
it feels so
feet with it after
sprinkle
Lord Tennyson’s Queen Mary, which he
Have used it for all my
and would not be
comforting.
claim,
you
things
in
the
eulogized
following extravagant
it is ‘solid comfort.’ ”
without it in
terms, writing from 11 Carlton House
nursery, or at home
Terrace,JuneJ30, 1475: “My|dear Tennyson, it was most kind in you to send me
In the nursery and
of
the sickroom
ihe boob, and I wish I had or could have
Nurses have proven
anything to cap it with that would not
seem like n mocking echo.
All Druggists. 85 and 50c.
However, I
Sample box free. COMFORT POWDER CO., Hartford, Ct.
am going
a
volume of m.v
to reprint
recent tracts, and I shall perhaps mate
bold to send them to you. Perhaps we
may appear in the ‘Index’ together. I
cannot but bo glad that, in turning to
historic times, you have struok a note for
the nation. For my own personal share,
I have found
my interest in your work on
this occasion enhanced and cumulated by
the novelty of form and
by having to enjoy a careful historic study. It must have
cost you great pains to
qualify for such
an
assemblage of portraits, of whom live
or six at least, are of
personages whose
names never can be effaced from our annor
do I know that Mary, Philip
nals,
(in England), Gardiner or Cr nmer hate
ever yet been fully drawn.
The two hat
are 3*111 in a considerable
degree mys •
rlestome! Was Cranmer a great we. k
man? Do great and weak contradict ai n
Include ono another f He was oertaii y
weak. I think, in the everlasting flnet,,
tion of his opinions, for surely fluctuate n
of opinion had much to do with the s.x
recantations.
Elizabeth, on the other
hand, was to my mind one of the grout
of
the period (who were extheologians
ceedingly few) as well as the greatest
among women rulers. I think you may
not dislike the following sentence from
Jeremy Collier upon Cranmer at the
stake: ‘Beseemed to repel the force of
flames, and to overlook the torture by
strength of thought.’ My judgment is
...
worthless, but I congratulate you on the
poem, on tee study amt on tne grace ana
ease with which yon move in new habiliments.”
A collection of these letters of Mr. Gladstone would make an entertaining chapter in the Curiosities of Criticism, they Is a preparation of the Drug by which Its
are addressed to so many persons, mostly
Injurious effects are removed, while the valof no great note, and in relation to uable medeoinal properties are retained. It 3
$1.80 each
themes so widely different from one an- possesses all the sedative anodyne and anti“
4
2.20 “
ond
no
matter
how
that
no
man,
other,
spasmodio powers of Opium, but produces no
old and grand he may have believed him“
2.80 “
sickness of the stomach, no vomiting, no eos 6
self to be, could possibly have been comno headache.
In
acute nervous distiveness,
them
all
petent to disouss
The Ohio is a TRIPLE MOIntelligently.
Fiction, biography, theology, history, orders it Is an Invaluable remedy, and is recom- TION Freezer and
guaranteed to
Carlyle, Marie Bashkirtseff, Dante, Ho- mended by the best physicians.
mer—all was grist that came to Mr. Gladgive satisfaction. We are headstone’s mill, especially In the shape of
for
37* PEARL 8T„ NEW YORK.
presentation copies, the value of whloh is
Jnel,W&Sat,tfnrm
generally in adverse ratio to their abundance.
Passionately iond of reading, he
DOORS,
was passionately fond of writing, but,
with all his practice and all his scholar&c.
ship, he never succeeded in convincing
his best readers that he was a man of let♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
ters in the 6trict sense of the word, in the
sense that Ruskin and Carlyle
were,
with all their vagaries and manner isms.

(From

no

__MISCELLANEOUS

—

CO.,

Choice liivesemif.t Securities

Bought

and Sold.

OFFICE KS.

WM. M. SHARKS,

GUARANTEED
by Portland Water Co.

HENRY P. COX,

President.

HU l SON U. SAUNDERS,
CHESTER H. PEASE,
SETH L. LARRaBEE,

Treasurer.

Book, Card

—FOR SALE BY—
Secretary.
Attorney.

DIRECTORS.
SETH

L.

LAKRABEE,

W. H.

MILLIKEN,
FREDERICK N. DOW,
JAMES F. HAWKES,
THOMAS P. SHAW.
DR. S. C. CiOKDAN,
JOHN E. BURNHAM,
AMMI WHITNEY,
A. II.

WRIGHT,
EDWAKI) IS. WINSLOW,
juns

HENRY P. COX,
A. S. HINDS,
EDWARD MOORE,
HUTSON B. SAUNDERS,
DR. E. E. HOLT,
ADAM P. LEIGHTON.
HENRY F. MERRILL,
ELISHA W. CONLEY,
GEO. IV. YORK,
JOHN' I\ LISCOMB.

MVVFtf

AND-

H. M. PAYSON &C0„
Ban.ls.ers.
S2 Exchange St..

feb28_

PRINTER,

JOB

PRINTERS'

Portland,

Me.

dtl

97 1-3

EXCHANGE,

Exchange St.. Portland

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.

NORTON & HULL

All orders
attended to.

b£ mail

er

telephone promptly
sept22eoutf

■

Hundreds of lives saved evorv year by
having Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil in the
house just when it is needed.
Cures
croup, heals burns, outs, wounds of
every sort.

Williams Indian Pile
a sure cure
for PULES. It absorbs
k tumors, stops Itching.
GIVES RELIEF. fiOc.
fsnd 81. At Druggists.

Insurance Agents,
Have

I Ointment Is

For sale by ,T. & Goold A Co,
junad&w?

8TEPHEN BERRY,

Mad, Job and aid

Mu)defy

No- 37 Plum Street

temporarily

removed to

22 EXCHANGE ST.,
Directly Opposite

their old office

TEfc|PHONE

NO‘

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.
After May 20th, 1898, no more permits to
briug cows or other cattle into this State from
Massachusetts, or other New England Slates,
under the pretense that they arc for beef or to
be turned to pasture, will bo Issued by our
board until further notice.
Animals for breeding purposes that have
been properly tested and approved, will be admitted as heretofore. By order of the Cattle
Commissioners.
FLAVIOUS O. BEAL,
Treasurer,
GEO. II. BAILEY,
Vetertnarjaiv
hi
ma?24

-ViaW AliVERTISKMICNTS.

OPENING OF CAPE

COTTAGE CASINO

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

|

YESTERDAY.
Portland,

it

way
dressed

is

i
Week.

ar*d

comfort

days;

these

you cannot
the hints

by

the

advertising

Infants
partment.

our

Outfits

to the

being

Almost doublsd in volume

of

and variety of stock.
proved in
lighting

de-

cloth-

Dainty
dresses,

prices.

ages.
slips and

dresses for

larger children; carriage coats of

Semi-Porcelain English Dinner
Sets, prettily decorated, under

matter of general interest and of the way, had o ar e of the construction
congratulation on all sides that on such a of the building. The large party, numberteantiful and historic spot as the Cape ing quite 200, lost no time in alighting

Ion of B. D. Barnett.
An hour or more was

at the tables
and
pleasantly so, for sallies of wity,
Cottage grounds there should have been from the cars and after a warm welcome bright and sparkling conversation served
erected a building so imposing in ap- by tho officers’of the
company, spent a to “aid digestion” and to invest the ocof the Casino, and few minutes in an inspection of the ap- casion with that atomsphere of ease and
psaranoe as that
which in its purposes and objects cannot pointments of the new resort and then
sociability whioh are the crowning feafail to meet the long needed wants of the quietly wended their
way to the feast tures of all well ordered clambakes.
In
people of Portland and the city’s increas- which had been prepared ;for,. them along brief, the clambake was decidedly a
great
ing guests during the summer period.
the ocean’s shore.
success, enjoyed by everyone present end
It is not surprising then that the openunder
Here,
canopies were neatly can but serve to make ever memorable the
ing of the Casino which was looked for- spread 18 tables, with 16 plates each, at day which witnessed the
opening of the
ward to with eager expectation, was the which the
guests promptly took seats and Cape’s latest resort—the Casino.
oocasion of a function yesterday which were served with a
typical old-fashioned
Among those seen at the tables were:
called out so many of our prominent Maine
clambake, to the music of the Mayor Randall, Aldermen Rounds, Lamcitizens who upon invitation of the Portbreaking surf and the tuneful airs of son, Bow and Mannix, Counoilmen Mo*
land <& Cape Elizabeth Railway
company Chandler’s band.
Laughlin, Huston, Rosenberg, Driscoll,
gathered in
Monument
There was no ceremony or formal set and Chase, City Clerk Dyer,
Squaro and
City Marboarded four or more electric cars which
speeches, but an informally about the shal Sylvest3r, Chief Eldridge, City Meswere to
transport them to the Cape whole affair which was delightfully re- senger Macgowan, John Calvin
Stevens,
shore.
freshing. It was a delicious bake, every J. B. Chase, Zenasj.Thompson, S. R.
After a delightfully pleasant run of ingredient of which was cooked to suit
Small, R H. MoDonald, Geo. \V. Norton,
about 30 mi nutes the leading car, carry- the most fastidious
epicurean taste end ex-Alderman Kehoe, Judge G. W. Gould,
ing Chandler’s band, which discoursed such was the expressed opinion of those ex-Gov. Robie,
Judge Webb, U. S. Clerk
pleasing music on the way, turned the whose good judgment in such matters A. H. Davis, Postmaster G. G.
Swott,
loop circling the new theatre, and just as admits of no question.
It reflected the Hon. E. C. Reynolds, Thomas
Cushing,
it reached the Casino a salute in honor greatest credit on Mr. Dana G.
Robinson, Col. P. N. Dow, Col. H. S. Osgood, O.
of the Invited guests was tired from a who had charge of the
culinary matters. B. Whitten, Hon. Albion Little, Hon.
estab- Not only was it well cooked, but also ex- W. P.
one-gun battery which had been
Milliken, O. R. Wish, J. A. Mclished on on adjoining knoll by Mr. Ed. peditiously served
with
a
body of 25 Gowan, Carroll W.
Morrill, A. W.
Rogers, son of Spencer Rogers wno, by waitresses under the immediate supervis- Coombs, County Commissioner

spent

1

Allen,

Stephen C. Perry, 'John i\ Hobbs, F. V.
Carney, Dr. Alfred King, K, W. Swosay,
Dr. Henry P. Merrill, Hon. Stephan
Scammon, W. F. Morse, ff. 3®. wood,
W. H. How, E. C. Swett, Dr. E. E. Holt,
Prof.
Lee, ex-Alderman Moore, Dr.
C. C. Hunt, E. E. Heckbert, John Reardon of Boston, Fred Spear, Spencer Rog-

And many other Bargain Sets
up to $25.00.

and

muslin, frilled and berib-

Decorated Plates, English Ware,
9c
7o,
5c,

or

ers, W. L. Bradford. B. W. Snow, Clement Staples, Col. F. R. Fay, James Cunningham, G. Fred Murch, David S. Ray,
C. J. McDonald, Levi L. Cummings, T.
E. McDonald, Dr. Rogers, E. C. Yerrill,
A. R. Cole, W. R. Anthoine.
Besides the above there were present
officers of the regular army from Portland
Head and other military posts in the vicinity, also a goodly representation from

Bartley McCullum’s dramatic

company.

At the oonolusion of the clam bake and
after lingering for awhile at the Casino
the party proceeded to the new theatre
the grounds

and witnessed to their
great enjoyment a matinee performance
of the “Oid, Old Sto y,” by Mr. McCullum’s stock oompany, after which the
boa ded the special cars
awaiting them
and returned to the city
wholly satisfied
that
the day had been most
on

agreeably

spent.

all

at

Bath bowls

china,

velvet leaves -woven
in the silk. It haf
two panels
each side, of Jblaok velvet
with cream colored lace appliqued. Th<
panels are fringed at the bottom with s
black and gold fringe. The waist is black

THE GEM.

play

and makes It one of the most interesting dramas yet offerod to the amusement loving public of this city.
Although
the plot is not new, the piay is remarkable for its original treatment. The Old,
Old Story is a play that no one should
miss seeing and deserves crowded houses.
One hundred and fifty tickets have been

Aristooracy drew two good houses yesThe pieoe 6eems „to have caught
terday.
velvet, trimmed with red and
gold
the people. The audienoes are very enthusilk with oream oolored Jncc
elastio over the play and there are cur- changeable
The
dresses
worn by tht
tain calls and double encores at the end trimimngs.
other ladies are also very handsome and reserved
of every act. Mr. Eberle, tho stage manby the Union Mutual Life Insurmust be seen to be appreciated.
Aristo- ance company of Porltand who will enterager of the Gem, is a veteran in the prowill be played the rest of the week. tain their
fession. He has spent the test part of 40 craoy
agents and office force at this
Matinees
will be given Thursday and
behind
the
popular resort next Friday afternoon.
years
footlights, having
can be
seoured at the Sunday afternoon Chandler's band asworked up from a call boy to his present Satudray. Seats
Casco bay ticket offioe.
Box parties at sisted
by a quartette and soloist, will give
position of stage manager. Every play
the Gem is the popular thing with
society a grand concert in the theatre from 3 to
Gem has his personal
put on at the
5 o’clock.
A small admission
will be
•upervision. Nowhere outside of the best people.
churged and a fine programme is being
News York theatres wills youjsee^better
RIVERTON PARK.
Most of the members of the
arranged.
stage settings as there are in Aristocracy
Mrs. Nichols and her young ladies are pew
were
orchestra
formerly of The
at the Gem. When the ourtain goes
up
the audiences are carried away by the
beautiful stage piotures that are presented
to them.

finding

plaoe

in the hearts of the
In the first place
people of Portland.
they are ladies of most pleasing appearance.
That was in their favor to start
Aristooracy is a great play; it is no
with, then they play with a finish that
wonder that it had a great run at the
places them easily in the front rank oi
New York theatres. Of course every lady
orchestra musicians, whether women 01
will be anzious to see the j.elegant dress
men
players be taken as the subject foi
•s worn this week
by the ladies of the
These two attributes have
comparison.
oompany. Miss Kowan wears a different attracted the
favorable notice of
every
dress in enoh aot.
The first is a lovely
man and woman who has been in attendhouse dress of pink muslin with black
ance at their concerts during the past ten
velvet trimming.
Thejsecond dress is a days, since their arrival here. This favormagnificent ball dress of corn-colored
able impression has been spread, both by
silk, trimmed with buttercups and black
the papers, whioh have invariably spoken
birds. The third dress is black satin covwcu ui tueii
uuu
jjcuurmauuu
uy tile
ered with lace. Miss Proctor
displays two people as well, who are unstinted in their
more of hex elegant
gowns.
The first is
That settles their standing it
a
very handsome changeable silk, light praise.
Portland for this summer, for being abb
green and white; the flowers ,on the front
to abundantly please their auditors is the
are heavily spangled.
It has' wide points
key to success, and that key they possess
of spangled laoe and front of blue
satin, to an admirable degree.
brf edd with roses of different
colors.
This week an excellent
minstrel perThe
ttam of the skirt is blue
rnching, formance is added to the entertaimnenl
ed
4 \ ith black velvet.
The waist is
being given by the Eadettes. Theminstre;
o
with flowers made of
spangles.
is first oiass in every respect. Eaci
T>
teves
are puffed
blue satin and troup
has been greeted by a largt
w
-ace.
4
The silk of which the dress performance
audience and has created unbounded enis m-de cost $k5 a yard, and the dress
There is nothing finer in th<
thusaism.
finished cost §40t>.
when
The second
minstrel lino than Mr. Hall and Mr.
dress is a bottle green silk with blank
Sully as end men. They are naturally
wittty, bright, and their laughs are oftei
as genuine as that of their auditors.
They
like fun as well as anybody, and next tc

"luncheon ]

a warm

enjoying

laugh themselves they like tc
produce it on others. It takes but a hint
lo start a fund
of stories from
these
gentlemen, whose long professional experience has brought many funny happenNeither corned
„beef nor roast ? ings under their observation.
Riverton
beef, but much § will see its
biggest houses in its history
'more delicious v j
than
either. A
| this week, if the present enthusiasm
pre- i
palatable
keeps up.
pared luncheon for clubs, ?
hotels, restaurants, famiSlcCULLUM’S THEATRE.
\ lies,
tourists, travelers, |
picnics, yachting and all 2f
“The Old, Old Story,” that
Manage
outings.
SOLD BY ALL GROCERS. I McCullum and his splendid ooinpany arc
a

f

beef booklet
ON REQUEST.

luncheon

presenting

mailed

ARMOUR PACKING CO.,
KANSAS CITY, MO., U. S. A.

A

at his delightfully cosy theathis week, is a charming
comedy
drama and two large audiences
tre

5 enjoyed its

yesterday
beautifully pathetic story and

the many
chaste and refined
comedy
that relieve the seriousness of the

scenes

THE

DEMOCRATIC

Attorney*

CONVENTIONS.

William

Lyons and Warren
Vinton to Preside.

The Democratic committees
have finally selected the chairmen for the
oonnty
and district conventions to
be
held in
Portland tomorrow. The
county convention, in the forenoon, will be

presided
by Warren Vinton, Esq., of
Gray,
and in the afternoon at the
district convention William Lyons,
Esq., of Westbrook, will preside.
The leaders have not
yet made up their

of

towels,

soap,

safety
broadest

possible

assort-

You’ll need dishes to
fit out the summer cot-

tage,
to be
nor

fragile

broken

the

in

a

day;

cheap vulgar

do-

kinds
covered
with colored decorations.

Japanese
odds

ware

the

best

is

sick—such as medicines, farinaceous
foods, cooling drinks, condensed milk,
etc. Next, hospital supplies, sheets, pillow
slips, bandages, old sheets, table oloths,
napkins, towels and old white rags genersurgeons for
ally, used by
dressing
hospital shirts and pajamas,
of
each
chairman
Tho
committee is
hereby requested to report progress of
work in her department, at the meeting
on Friday morning next.
A meeting of the executive board wiil
take place at the room opposite room 11
Brown’s block, on Friday morning at ten
Caroline A.
o’clock.
Fallow, secretary
V. A. association.

Energy all gone ?

Headache ?
Simply a case

Stomach out of order ?
of torpid liver. Burdock Blood Bitters will
make a new man or woman of you.

places

of amusement today.
A BRICK.

A.

Craig

was

Dining
en,

uildren’s
of

plastering

on

$6.89

83c

use.

89c, 98c,

at

our

to

$7.98
UNIFORMED BODIES RESPOND.

Favorable

Replies.

Complete
At

with

Hangers,

Dover Egg Beater,

The above are

handfuls
there for

only half

snatched

a

few

here

and

POINTED

On

LAWN

tral Bap-

Cen-

PETTICOATS. gain Table
today you
line of Ladies’ Printed
color Lawn Petticoats,
Umbrella (double) Iluffle, cut
see a

Linen

Freezers, 2, 8, 4, 6,

very

P'eminent
subscriptions.
bankers say that it is probable that in
this city three or four hundred thousand
dollars’ worth of bonds will be taken up, MLLE.

full, graceful hang.

Price

J. R. LIBBY CO.

just authorized by the
government. Some of the brokers are also

69c

J. R. LIBBY CO.

receiving

five hundred

thousand

FLOBIDINI’S

MARRIAGES.

ENTERTAIN-

MENTS.

dol-

In

Ellsworth, June 13, Henry V/. Garland and

The second of the series of entertain- Miss Celta Merrill.
In Rumford Falls. June 15, Fred J. Burnell
ment now being given at Gongrss
hall, and Mabel A. Kimball.
In Calais. June 14, Wm. H Dunbar of Boston
was a marked
success in every
way. and Miss Katherine
Copelaud.
Never in the experience of her
company
of artists have
they appeared to more
DEATHS.

delightful advantage than on Monday
Mile.
Floridini was in her
evening.
In this city, June 21, Herbert II. Allen, M.D.
usual
good voioe, and proved to her of Scarboro, aged 30 years. 3 months, 7 days.
[Funeral services Tnuraday at 2.30 p. ra., a
hearers that shells’ a veritable nightinCongregational.*t church. Black Point. Sc-*r

gale.

i) or-"

I
(|

|

I
§

|

Sale opens

money back.

1

advertising.

p. s.

8 qt.

I

£
great bargain.
Every article is gnaran- i
teed to be satisfactory or fa

WEDNESDAY

J. R. LIBBY GO.

may

i

A

The above at 9 cents.

Ico Cream

Knives,

$2.79 per 1-2 doz.

Enameline, large, Cuspidors, painted,
Lemon Squeezers,
Child’s Wash
boards,
Grip-rat-trap.

25c to C9c

l

Sterling Tea Spoons,
|

Pails with cover,
Jcllv Plates,
Soap Dishes,
Dippers with handles.
Picture Wire, 25
Bread Knives,
Abska Stove
yards,
Nutmeg Savers,
lifters,
Ice Picks,
Sad Iron Handles.
Oil Can. 4 quart, Child's Brooms,

Clothes Horses, four sizes,

l

doz.,

We have over 500 pieces
of Sterling Silver,
9251000 fine.
We make a
straight 25 per cent reductiou ou every article and we
have a splendid stock to
select from.

ESAT1EL WARE.
Stew Pans with cover, Pudding Pans,
Bread Pans,
Cuspidors,
Ladles,
Wash Dish,

5c

Knives,

1-2

Sterling Silver.

9 CENT COUNTER.

Wire Dish-drain, 5 and 10c.
Pillow Sham Holder, 35c kind, 10c.

1-2

We have a lot of broken
Tea Sets, such as Tea and
Coffee Pots, Cream Pitchers, Sugar Bowles, Spoon
Holders and Butter Dishes.
These goods will be sold at
cost to close them out.

The above at 5 cents.

Oil Stoves, 39c and upward.
Clothes Wringers, 1.39 to $3.89

set,

$1.79

And hundreds of others

Weeding Hooks, Enameliue,
Lamp Chimneys, Trowels, Sprinklers
Shelf Paper, 10c yd.
Spiders.
W disk Brooms.
Dust Pans,
House
Handy
Brush, with handle,
Wire Sponge Hacks.

spring hinges

per

fancy pieces, the latest patterns and very pretty.

5 CENT COUNTER.

$24.69

Spoons,

set, 12
$ | ,59

99c to $ 1.50

Fail with cover, % quart.
Milk Pans. 2, 3. 4, 5 quart.
Gravy Strainer,
Soap Savers,
Apple Corers,
Pot Chains,
Table Spoons,
Wire Tea Stands.
Handy House Brush.
J ho above at 4 cents.

and hook.

per cent bonds

perhaps

Pie

Cocoanuj Grater,
Hat Hacks.
Fruit Knives,
•Wire Soap Stands,

Extension Window Screens, 10c
Screen Doors,
75o and 99c

July Committee Encouraged by

I

(handles)
Tunnels,
large.

Having Whitney wheel fastenrubber tire, patent brake,
jointed umbrella rod, upholstered in Bedford cord, Jute,

per

j

Gravy Ladles, 50 to 75c i
Soup and Oyster Ladles,
$ 1.50 to 2.50
Berry Spoons,
99c to $ 1.69

Stew Pans

Coat

i

89c

$1.49

Dishes,

Copper

I

$1.39

Wash

kind

I

per set, 1-2

Spoons,

Medium

4 CENT COUNTER.

for

S
K
i

Desert Knives, 1-2 doz.,

All the above at 2 cents.

room, kitch-

All

doz,

j

V

Spoons
doz.,

Table
inch,

Parlor

few of the

a

doz.,

Pie Plates.
Screw Drivers.
Tea Spoons
Pot Covers.
Nutmeg Graters, Cake Cutters,
Doughnut Cutters, Tunnels,
Stocking Darner, Cake Turner,
with handle.
wood handle.
Wood mix Spoons. Stove Shovels,
Tooth picks, wood. Zinc Scrapers.

&c.

Fourth of

Dishes. 7 and 8

are

Tea

Desert

Pint Dippers,
Tea Strainers,

BABY COACHES.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

1

2 CENT COUNTER.

$1.25

piazza and

SALE. I
OAOOOOOOOot

Here

Covered Sugar Dish,
Covered Butter Dishes,
Vases, 4 sizes,
Footed Fruit Bowls,
Water Dottle, blown glass.
Spoon Holders.

prices.

cheap.

lars.
At present the subscriptions come
the in rather slowly, from the faot that they
must be for small
In order to
amounts.
ground floor in the Baxter block on Exmake sure that the
change street, and stepped out on to the
subscriptions will be
sidewalk for a moment.
As he did so a accepted it is necessary that they be for a
brick fell from the fourth story staging sum not over $500.
Here in Portland it
and struck him on the top of his
stiff is probable that a large amount would be
subscribed
for
A scalp wound was
hat.
at
made four
onoe, if the smaller subInches
If it had not been for his scriptions did not have the
long.
preference over
the larger ones,
hut he would have been killed.
Joseph

Derry

$1.00

the

For

CHAIRS

up^v^v^Pwi^p

ririces:

Footed Cake Dishes,

er,

and

STRUCK BY

$1.25,
$1.50,
$1.75,

.AAA

v w

companies.

GLASS.

1.69 to $2.49.

by

KEBEKAHS ENTERTAIN.
THE NEW GOVERNMENT LOAN,
Naomi lodge of Rebekahs entertaining
the lodge from Fryeburg yesterday mornAll the National banks of Portland are
ing, the two lodges to the number of receiving subscriptions for the new three

about sixty boarded the steamer Pilgrim
and went to Peaks island. A shore dinner
was served and the party did not return
until lata in the afternoon. They visited
Riverton last night and will take in other

Tumblers have advanced from 2
to 5 cenls per dozen.
Wo matter,
you get these at even less than the
old price.

3 sizes.

Hammocks 39c, 59c,

$1.25, 1.49,

Congress

Biddeford’

Tumblers, cut edges, each 2c
Tumblers, plain, heavy, each
3c
Tumblers, blown glass, per
dozen,
39c

10c COODS.

now

AAA AAAAAA
vw V w *f *rf v

1 have over Two Thousand pieces of Silverware
that I shall sell at lower
prices than ever before for
first class goods in this city.
The goods are made by
Win.
ltogers, (Simpson,
Hall & Miller), Rogers &
Bro., Pairpolnt & Towie

CLASS WARE.

Painted (hoop) Tubs, 85c pair.
Croquet Sets, 63c to $1.89.

for

It is
country homes.
durable
strong, pretty,
and

»

“

sort

mestic
The

19o

Wood Hay Hakes, long handle,
14 teeth,
10c

10c.

leaves,

4

ft.,

“

the Fourth of July committee's
honor two years meeting last evening, favorable responses
orchestra and are under the
Jefferson
cares
to run again the
ago,
nomination were received from quite a number of inleadership of Mr. Frod Given. Reserved will
go to him without question.
sale at Steinert & Son’s, 517
seats on
But vitations that had been extended to local
Congress street for the entire engagement. Mr. Staples is said to have no desire to
bodies
to participate in the
organized
Matinees will be given daily at 2.3 0p.m.; figure
in the
approaching oampaign. street parades.
evenings at 8.15. Theatre, cars leave the Possibly
Mayor Samuel L. Lord of Saco,
Monument sq uare ut 2 o’clock, afterThe Uniformed rank, Knights of Pywhom the Democrats of
noons, and 7.30 evenings, running direct
that city have thias, has promised to turn out 125 men,
to the theatre via Broadway in 30 minutes. been talking of as a
good candidate for Canton Ridgely, Patriarchs Militant,
governor, might he induced to
NOTES.
aooept the the Veteran Firemen’s association and
nomination.
McCullum’s theatre is now provided
the Hibernians will turn out with full
Two more candidates for
with a capital orchestra of
six pieces,
offices ranks. The Sons of Veterans will be on
county
furnished by Chandler's band.
have come into the field.
Mr. Donald hand with 42 men in line.
There will be
A new play is to be brought out at the Fuller of Portland is
likely to receive the seven barges filled with school ohildren.
Gera theatre next Monday night and the Democratic
nomination for senator Mr There has teen an
to bring a number of
author expects
encouraging response
critics from New York with him to see Ernest G. True of New Gloucester would from merchants who are to take
part in
ike to go on to the
the piece.
ticket as a candidate the trades division.
for register of deeds, and
as no other can.
The Royal Scots of Canada have sent
VOLUNTEER AID ASSOCIATION.
amate Hus been
mentioned for the place word that they unanimously voted to
The good work goeB on at headquarters the nomination
will
probab.y go to him accept the invitation. There are 85 men
Room 11, Brown’s block, with increasing by acclamation.
in the company and they will be accomfull
meeting on T ucsactivity as another
panied by a band.
THE FLOWER MISSION.
day morning fully attested; and thanks
It is the committee desire that all who
to the courtesy of the Thomas
P. Beals
The Flower Mission
will resume its are to participate in the parade of horrithe
who
room
with
supplied
company,
work next
Saturday. Mrs. A. A. Nioker- ble meet in the city counoil chamber at
chairs.
Every member was comfortable son will be
superintendent suooeeding 7 o’clock this evening.
while the busy lingers llew.
Mrs. A. B. Cole who
resigned the office
Miss Mary S. McCobb was appointed
at tlie annual
To the woman who lias co make every
The rooms at 35
meeting.
to take charge of the placing subscription Oak
street will be open Satur day from 9 penny count, Williams’ Root Beer is a
those
boxes other than
already designated, a. m. to 13 m.
Any contributions of boon. There is nothing more healthful
The women of
advertising same, etc.
flowers will be greatfully rooeived by the or delicious for summer use, while the
tho association know exactly what they
snperi ntendent.
cost of making it at home is but 2 cents
wish 10 do.
First, to obtain money for
a
needs
of
quart.
the soldiers who
the immediate
aro

S

Price was

the

SILVERWARE

like

♦♦♦*«•♦♦♦♦♦♦

Solid Oak finish, shaped legs.
3 leaves,
$5.69
6ft.,

'JJest Fibre Tubs,

not

09c

i

kinds.

ment of

best known.

pieces,

bles.

powders,

Congress St.
n

Bra

Extension Dining; Ta*

pure

over

minds whom to nominate for
If Hon. Edward W.
Staples of
who was tendered that

Regular price 25c, now

$2.00 and 2.SO.

543

asked.

Largo Clothes Baskets,

Japanese, Decorated Cups and

pins—everything
baby, and the

for the

retailing

this cut,

Dresden

sponges,

usual

Price for the set,

50

Saucers.

counter.

one

5

and

Cups

Porcelain

White
Saucers,

complete outfit here and

all
MUSIC AND DRAMA.

the

get

can

Value

cases—

Another 112 piece Set of SemiPorcelain English Diuner Ware,
stock patterns, we can replace
broken pieces. Former price $18.00,
$13.69
this sale price

Decorated Butter Dishes, round
*0
and square,
Decorated Sauce Dishes, round
3o
and square,
Decorated Cups and Sauoers,
Plates to match, price per dozen.
$1.08

boned-—you

many

at

.as eaoli.

III.

silk hand knitted.
Baskets all trimmed

a

HATS,

TRIMMED

Furni-

glazed, wall gold tracing, 112
pieces to set.
Regular price $13.39, cut to $10.69

pink and blue and white.
Thin cloaks, all colors
and white; muslin caps,
bonnets
and
sunhats,
shoes, socks of fine wors-

and lined with lace

CHILDREN'S

MRS- POTT’S Sad Irons,
nickle plated,

Regular price $8.00, this sale
$5.39
price,
ID

Camp

price

is the full retail

ever

Dinner Sets ol handsome decorated English ware, semi-porcelain, under glazed, 112 pieces to
the set.

I.

line of sizes for all

It is

Hardly

DINNER TABLE THINGS.

inexpensive,—a complete

ted

the

half

easily laundered,

Pretty gingham

at—in

ture,

simply

texture

—

Wednesday, June 22,

Piazza,

room,

and

Carden

soft in color, del-

icate in

and

contains

It

Dining

en,

variety.
dimity

little

Im-

WILL SELL

about every article cf Kitch- fresh from the workroom*,

contribaby’s well

endless

made,

to

here, and in such

is

an

S Basement Department Enlarged in Space,

ventilating.

Everything in a
ing way that can
bute

1

to miss

helps conveyed

you

J. E. PALMER
—

baby’s

afford

Jubilee

Housefurnishing

has

much to do with
warm

WEW ADTKETIMMST8.

Juus 22, 1898.

aAHE
the

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

I

MORNING
and continues

until

June

I

30tb.

SWONUMENTSQ.
Open evenings.

Jn tills city, June 21. Margaret A., widow oZ
ffrcj late Hiram Hamilton, aged 73 years.
[Funeral services Friday at 2 p. m.. at the
residence of her son, D. A. Hamilton, No. 16
May street.
In Willard, June 21. Mrs. Freeman Willard,
aged 54 years. 8 months. 13 days.
[Funeral Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
In Milo, June 10, Cushing L. Mitchell, aged
85 years; 11 til. Mrs. Mary Mooers, aged 74 yrs.
In Guilford, June 11, Mrs. Bertha Connor.
In Btddeford, June 16, Feter Ache, aged 16yrs
In Chicago. June lo, Samuel Ii. Fuller, formerly of Bangor, aged 68.
In Norway, June 9, Mrs. Hattie O. R.
Crosby,
aged 66 years.
In Boston, June 13. William H. Kilb” formerly of Fa«jf.r»ort..

78

Year

NOT DONE (N A JIFFY.

by reading from the book itself. While
still talking he raised the bearskin flap of
his saddle bags, drew out
It Takes Time to Equip an Army tor Ser
the brown
papr paokage carefully untied the string,
Vice in the Field.
unfolded the paper
with the decorous
■m
____
gravity of a priest handling the holy
of
the
alter
and
San
without
things
Francisco
(From
then,
Call.)
looking at what he held in his hand exIt is related of Von Moltke that, wher claimed
triumphantly, “Wo will £now see
aw.'.kcned in the deaji of night With tht wlmt Bacon says!”
The court, bur, jury and spectators were
unouncement that France bad declarer
convulsed with laughter before .lack-on
war against Germany, he remarked;
saw the trick that had been
played or;
Look in my cabinet, file A, draw 23; him. Of (course he
was
furious. He
snatohed a pen and on the blank leaf of a
end off the telegram
find,”
ypj|
law book wrote a peremptory challenge,
Then he turned over and went to sleep
which he delivered then and there. He
again.
asked for no apology—nothing but blood
would do. He commanded Avery
An army Is like ajsnakei it has great
to
h ngth of body and a small head.
The select a friend and arrange for the meetat
onoe.
ing
head is the fighting part, and one; ol its
Avery made no answer to this peremmost important duties is to protect the
torv demand, thinking his peppery antagflgh as
body, which consists of wagon trains and onist would laugh rather than
he grew cooler. But he did not know the
lines orf supplies; for if the body is inman.
Jackson
hotter
instead
young
grew
jured the bead becomes powerless.
of cooler. Next morning he sent this note
In time of war. or in preparing an which was "full of
bad
spelling. My
North Carolina friend had seen the origiarmy to take the field, a vast amount ol
nal and in copying it had corrected the
supplies, forage and equipment must be orthography; but these ’are the exaot
constantly on hand or in easy reaoh. Words:
While the provisioning of a company,
“August 12, 17K8.
sir:
When
a
maps’ feelings and
battallion or regiment of 1,000 men iE
character are Injured he ought to seek a
perhaps not a difficult task, the asupply- speedy redress. You received a few lines
ing of a meal for 100,000 men is a fai from me yesterday, and undoubtedly you
different matter; and it is absolutely es- Understand roe. My character you have
and further, (you have insulted
sential that transportation from the base injured,
me in the
presence of the court and a
of supplies should at all times be unin- large audienoe. I
therefore call upon
a
and
no
as
to
Foi
you,
subject
delays.
gentleman, to give me satisfacterrupted
tion
for
And
I further
the
call
same.
this reason the Government would asupon you to give me an answer immedisume aontrol of such railroads and vesately without equivocation, and I hope
sels as might be necessary, and they you can do without dinner until the
be
run
as
an
temporarily
adjunct business is done, for it is 3 consistent with
woqld
the character of a gentleman
when he
of the army, private business being perinjures another to make a speedy rtpaiamitted only so far as it did not conflict tion. Therefore, I hope you will not
fail in meeting me this day. -From your
with military necessities.
“ANDREW JACKSON.
If war should be suddenly declared, and obt st.,
“P. S.—This evening after court adit bepame necessary to pat an army is
journs.”
condition to taks the Held, the General ip
Avery concluded to accept this challege,
command, upon an order from the Secre- and so in the dusk ot the summer evening
of
at
onoe
would
recruit
the the duel came off in a hollow north
of
tary
War,
regular military establishment np to its Jonesboro, in the presence of the same
full limit of efficiency.
crowd that had laughed at Jaokson’s preThese men, together with the volun- dicament. When the word was
given
teers who bad been requisitioned from Jackson fired quickly, and his ball flicked
the Governors of the various States, or Avery’s ear, scratching it slightly.
had been raised by direct enlistment,
Now was Averv’s chance to chancre the
would be assembled at some convenient later history ot his country, but his
be
where
into
would
formed
Puritan blood asserted Itself. He fired in
they
point,
regiments, brigades and divisions under the air, then advanced and offered Jaokofficers of sufficient rank in the regular son his hand, which was accepted.
army. Most of the volunteers, when they
reached tbe rendezvous, would be found
MORE RIDING THAN EVER.
to be iiuperfeotly clothed and shod, and
also in many oases entirely ignorant of
Increased by
the
the simplest features of the life of a The Horse’s Favor
soldier in the neia. xnese men must be
Bicycle.
taught to know what is expected of them
on the march and in camp and what they
must do to preserve their health.
(New York Sun.)
With an army In the field hardly one
The horse is not dead yet. When the
day In thirty is given to fighting. The
other twenty-nine days of waiting must wheel spun into such favor a few years
be lived through in order that everything
ago, people prophesied that riding horses
may be in readiness for the day of work. would soon have
nothing to do but stand
It is not the one day of fighting which
turns the hair of an officer gray, but the in stall and kiok their heels in idleness.
twenty-nine days of anxiety for his men, For a year or two that was pretty much
the supply of their food and clothes and
all that most of them did do. But at
the
maintenance of health and good
spirits among them. Men do not fight present there is a decided reaction, and
well in battles on empty stomachs, and the horse is prancing more gayly and
yet the ordinary soldier rarely takes oare more numerously than be ever did.
of the provisions which are issued to him
Managers of the riding academies say
for forced marches. He eats them ail at
onoe or throws then} away on account of that they have never had so prosperous a
their weight, and at the end of a long winter as the one just past. The
proday’s march he is hungry, with nothing
of a well known riding school
to appease his hunger.
Then comes the prietor
trouble. He does not reason; he grumbles near Central Park says that his books
and expects to be supplied with more.
show a business of (20,000 in excess of
In outfitting an army other things must the
He
states
with
previous year.
be looked to besides the men. Horses anc
mules for carting, artillery and transport pleasure that collections are so easy that
service have to be S' ppHfid aijd trained. he feels as if he were in a rose-colored
A cavalry horse differs in weight otic dream and might wake up to find that
character from one which is to serve witi
had turned to fairy gold. As
The artillery, and as much {knowledge is t$ls money
required in choosing animals for mifitarj for tt).e wheel, he blesses it devoutly and
servloe as in selecting men.
says it Is at the root of all his good forMedical officers also have to be commistune.
sioned and
instructed in the peouliar
“The bicycle was a blessipg In disduties,whloh will devolve upon them, and
supplies of drugs, mediojnes, hospital guise as far as we were concerned,
he
and
equipment
,tents must be arranged said. “I’ll admit that it was disgused
ior. Where
and
new
unseasoned
many
at first.
But I never joined the chorus
men are gathered there is sure to be more
or less call for the
services of a doctor. of the calamity howlers. I predicted from
All that pertains to the medical depart- the start that the horse would stand the
i -t, and so ne has.”
ment of the arjuy is under the charge of
“How has the wheel helped ypuf’
the Surgeon-General
The drugs are all
This way: People went crazy over it
supplied by contract
Thousands
and hundreds of thousands
Soldiers expect t6 be paid, no matter
how much they are fired by patriotism, of people who had never taken out-of-door
so the
Paymaster-General and the offi oars exercise learned to ride a wheel, and
of his department must,
hours every day In the open alt;,
through requisia man or a woman finds out that a
tion Jon the Treasurer of
the United
thing it is to have exercise in the
States, see that the private s oldier receives
Ms $13 every month.
open air, that settles tine thing. The habIn short, every department and every it once formed, Jon aren't going to coop
officer fulfils certain duties, and It is qh that man or that woman up for the rest
the prompt and accurate adjustment of of his dayp.
“The Wheel, as I say, taught this habit
all the wheels erf the complicated machine
that it goes and performs the duties for to thousands of peqpie, ever so many
which it was created.
wealthy people. Then everybody took to
tfc» bloyals. The world wheeled. Some
men and women didn’t want to be in the
ANDREW JACKSON'S FIRST DUEL.
orowd, so they decided to give up wheeling except once In a while. But what
they oquldn’t do was to make Up their
Hii Life Spared by the 31 agaanimlty ol
minds to give up out-of-doors exercise
His Antagonist on the Field.
and consequently
people who would
never otherwise have learned to ride a
horse have taken it up now.
(From the Youths’ Companion.)
“Of course so late in the season things
None of Gen. Jackson’s
biographers are quiet here at the academy. People
have
gone to the country and taken their
the details of his first duel, and he

S

give

himself never eared to speak of the matter in later years, but some years
ago a
granddaughter of CoL Waitstlll Avery
told me the full story.
Waitstlll Avery was a Massachusetts
man who went to North Carolina, carrying with him a letter of, recommendation
from no less a personage than Jonathan

Edwards.
and

He

soon

acquired reputation

influence,

and in time became Attorney-General of the state. It was his custom to take students of law into his
family, who became tutors of his children.

In 1781, when Andrew Jackson was but
17 yeais oW, and ambitious to become a
lawyer, he applied for this situation. The
tradition lis that he was refused
because
a daughter of Avery’s took a
dislike to
his appearance.
Young Jackson next applied to
McCoy, a lawyer in Salisbury,

Spruce

N. C.,
in whose office he was fitted for the bar,
and he shortly made his appea ranee
in
the oourts. When Jackson was 21 years
of ago he and Avery met in the trial of
a case at Jonesboro, T’enn.
It was Jackson’s habit to carry in his
saddle-tags a copy of “Bacon’s Abridg-

ment,” and

make

frequent appeals to
This precious book was
always carefully done up in coarse brown
used
before
grocers
popai', such as
the neat paper bags of the
present day
The unwrapping of this
were invented.
much-prized volume before a court was a
function
as
solemn
very
performed liy
Jackson.
Now, A very had by this time dropped
whatever of Puritan sedateness had commanded him to Jonathan Edwards, and
vras uncommonly
fend of a joke. Be
procured a piece of baron just the size of
the book, and while Jackson was addressing tiro court he slipped out the volume
from its wrapping and substituted
the
bacon.
At length Jackson had occasion to
appeal to Eord Bacon. It was an important
case and he Would not trust to his memory. He would confound his
opponent
to

uurseB wien

mem.

aut

during

tne

win-

mal wooden cages andj petted to thei
hearts content, blit still moping and mel
anoholy for the loveliest land that eve
the 6nn shone on.
That was what Co
lumbus said of Cuba when he carried th

THE PARROTS OF CUBA.
They

Are

Intelligent,

Talkative and

it in his cases.

(From

the

Companionable*
Edible.

Chicago Times-Herald.)

A company of prisoners from Cuba recently arrived in this city, coming un-

and all

aro

for war.

prisoners neither speak

And these

our difficult lanunderstand it, their native
speech being the Spanish vernacular.
They are the latest and perhaps the last
importation of Cuban parrots, and they
reached New York under many diffioulites, but they.are nowin the homes of
Lake Michigan, reiased from their dis-

guage

nor

FOR
Eatries

So rev,
b©

Xh-t

lighted ladies of Seville.
In Cuba when thit lovely land
Saw Tacon reigning in his glory.

race

^

pleasure

of

■

as

nuraan

prisoners might

be under the oand of exile. They biti
savagely and huTl Spanish anathemas at
all who approach them, and whether the]
are rebels or patriots cannot be determinec
from their actions. But a few words o
Spanish spoken by a visitor produced t
wonderful change, as well as a babel o:
discordant jargon.
They chattered as i:
In their native forests, and their bright
wicked eyes smirked
with satisfactoi
and they crooned to themselves, like thi
uncanny folk they are, with diabolica
effect.
These birds reoall the fact that thi
Spanish sailor has an abnormal love foi
parrots, and is nearly always accompanied by one of those trick birds whet
he sails the Spanish main or adventures
into distant ports, where he finds himself compelled to part with his harlequir
friend in exchange for gold to pay his
score.
He is sorry, but not so sorry ai
the parrot, whom he had petted ant
and
taught
whose homesickness lasts long
after the master she loved has forgott-ei
her.
A poet wrote a pathetic ballad of sucl
a case.
In a strange country the luneli
parrot was adopted by kind people, whe

h

1

Knt

tu.,

__1

be induced tu speak a single word—
years ot its enforced exile i :
an
unbroken silence. As i;
grew old its melancholy increased, anc
left to itself it brooded over its past lift
until one day a stranger passing its cag<
The
gave it a elaDce of recognition.
tells the climax:
never

during the
preserved

Some Americans visiting Cubu a fevs
years ago were much shocked while dining at a fashionable festaurant to heai
an
order given for “two Cubans or
toast.” They felt relieved on learning
that Cuban parrots were the delioacy ordered. It is known now that the birds
have been an article of diet for somt
time, the 10,000 parrots thai were formerly sent to the United States In tire
season being now sacrificed to feed hungry families deprived of other souroes oi
food.
The great popularity of the Cuhan parrot in this country has been traced to the
fact that they coma to us with unoccupied brains, the few words the young
birds have learned being easily obliterated to make room for a new vocabulary.
The Cubans themselves have as much
reverence for the bird that talks as the
old Homans had in the days of Nero,
when its uncanny utterances were regarded as oracles.
WIT AND WISDOM.

Tyson

that the horses were
trained and were in no

wet

not

Ro?er.

II

been

■

condition for

^elow^ud^e

FlJiry

win

managers made
up their
minds at the start that they would have
to lose money on tho opening

meeting

but they decided that they would be satisfied if the total losses did not exceed $1000.
They extended the limit of keeping the

The

nine stake events lor the
Rigby
meeting the first week in August are to
be supplemented by six class
events, tho
The olasses arc:
purses to be $1000 each.
2.11 and 2.29 trot, 2.10, 8.13, 2.15 and
2.20 pace.

PORTLAND MAN?
A man who called himself Albeit Main
of this city was in the distriot court
i,n
A

Greenfield, Mu33-. Saturday charged

Lo'”!1,

^
SUMMER

yc'*

Bo'atof Apt5ade°blirAflltebuish.

Yulk-

RESORTS.

wood

agency pays rent, sells 3000 papers weeklv
selling on account of sudden death. CAREY
EMERY, real estate and business broker. 34
School street, Boston.
n>-l
ur

I^OR

Si

nrar-

fl

Bdttaora.Oj

one

T'orfy

words ht Ported under this head
week for 25 cents. ca*h iu advance.

one

Eckj-oooooooo-ooo-o-ooooo
Inn,§

refurnished, JS98.

Ideal resort o
tnent and transient guests. Sea- 9
Lawn and fores?. Electric o

6
5;
CtOO-C-^-O-OOOOOOO000-0000-OC0006
dtf

]»-0_
CtUMMER BOARDERS WANTED—by

man

t5 and wife. Pleasant locality, good air anil
Terms reasonable.
water.
Address A. E.
HANSCOM, Box 88, Par Mills. Me.
22-1

SUMMER RESORT-“Wadswortli,
■TUNE
A Hall.
The Wadsworth Homestead will be
again open during the summer of 18»8: any one
a
quiet, restful spot, in which to
wishing
spend a few weeks or months, will do well to
the
address
proprietor, JOHN B. PIKE,
Hliam, Me._
je20-4
few summer boarders for July
and August.
Good grove near at hand
Good airy rooms, plenty of good milk, etc one
of the pleasantest places in Maine.
Address
Box 88, Stundish, Me.
17_2

WANTED—A

_

rriEACHERS, Clerks, anyono seeking a pleasA ant place to spend vacation should address
B. M. PHILLIPS. Oxford, Me, Good board,
prices reasonable: referenoes,n-l
OR good country board In a fine locality for
fishing, gunning, rowing, fine views, pleasant drives and plenty of shade trees.
Broad
piazza, A auiet place tor rest and comfort.
Address, J. B. and F. W. PLUMMER, RayMft.

ip.KL-l

T^JDTICE TO CAMPERS—Anv parties wishing
TS^aSp^vS^SL?slai1^ will please apply tc
^OUNTPOftT, Long Island, Port
Maine.

vr> *

land,

20-l

bay Woman’s Literary tTnion7~ai
Capo Cottage Casino, June 26tli, 1S9S.
Ihe dinner tickets can be obtained of tlij
President at No. 97 Emery street, and of the
Treasurer, at No. 349 Cumberland street.
The last day for
the purchase
of these
XUELD

z.

tickets is Wednesday, June 22nd until 9
p
m.
Ihere will be no postponement on account of unfavoarble
weather.
18-1

Pupil

of London, Eng., School ofiCookmg will give lessons in ladies’
own
or daily assistance, for
entertainments and parlies.
Also make children’s
ana remodel ladies’ dresses at
their homes
o,1' here. Moderate charges.
M., ELM
HOUSE, Leering.
18-1

A

]*|°NEY

"*

??ftes

TO LOAN—$20,000 on first
of real estate.
Apply to
l7t> 1-2 Middle street.

GARDlNElt,

name does not appear in the
directory and it is probable that he is
somebody else under another name.

STILL

ALARMS.

Teacher wanted to instruct a young miss In
geometry arid Batin dhring the summer
vacation. Address PROGRESS, Genl. delivery,
Portland, Me.
22-2

A

\\EANTED—Girls
ll

to

run

our

sewing

ma-

KING MANUFACTURING
chines.
CO., Manfrs. of ladles muslin underwear, No.
148 Middle
22-1
jit._

Yesterday morning the Chemical and
Hose 5 were called to the corner of South
WANTED—Immediately,
fora small family
*v
and Pleasant streets for a lively
llttie
housekeeper capable of Supervising servants and all details of hovaeuoht; address,
blaze. It seems that the lathing had been
stating previous experience, 6, Press office.
nailed right on to the ohimney funnel, as
16-1

LOANED on first and second mort*
gages, real estate life insurance polibonds and good collateral senotes,
cies,
curity. Notes discounted; rate of interesl
five per cent a year and
upwards, according
to security. W. P.
CARR, room 5, second
floor, Oxford building, 185 Middle street.

MONEY
jell-4

extinguished with but little damago,
Monday night, when the Portland Club
was holding its reception to the nominees
of the Repnbliean County
convention,
was

dense smoke oailed One’s men
to the
clubhouse. They found that either the
ohimney was cold when the fire was made
or else there bad been an accumulation of
soot that had stopped the
draft. The
a

Horrified Old Lady—Oh, my man, think
of your mother—think of your mother I
Burglar (sternly)—No use, lady, I wai
brought up in an tnoubator I—Boston
Globe
CASTORIA
Bears the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher,
In use for more than thirty years, and
The

Kind You Have Always Bought.

CASTORIA
Bears the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher,
In use for more than thirty years, and
The Kind You Have Always Bought.
CASTORIA
Bears the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.
In use for more than thirty years, and

Webster, ’99,
prize stories

well illustrat ed.

arre

given,

one

The two

“Marjorie’s

Burglars,” by

Mi6s Franoes A. Woodward
that took the first prize,
and another
“The Lady,” by Miss Grace C. Chapman,
that took second prize.

Uuring

trouble was quickly remedied.

WEDDING RINGS.

One hundred of them to select from. At
styles, all weights, all prices in 10, 14 and is
Kt. Gold.
Largest and best stock of ring.
In the
city. A thousand of them. McKENNEY
the Jeweler, Monument Square.
juneldtf

invest $3008 in a
prise and take mortgage as

commercial entersecurity; interest
particulars
Inquire of N. S.
J.IJ.e.r,
or,
GARDINER, 176V2 Middle

street._22-t

dessert,
WANTED—Best
v
for flavor,
*

no

Jellycon;
equal; with four

which Is Burnham’s

fine; for economy,has

packages get Dewev
souvenir
battle of Manila, at W. L.
WILSON spoon,
& Co.’s. Samples free; trade supplied by jobbers generally.
21-1

SS A THOUSAND RINGS

_

cast oft ladies’, gents,
WANTED—I
I pay
than any
of

is to be held at the Auditorium on Friday
The boys will
be
escorted from oamp to the oity by the
drum corps of Shepley camp, and a sauad
of privates.
Sapper will be served at the

ALLAN LINE

evening, June 24.

Auditorium at 8.45 followed by a complementary hall.
Mayor Randall has beeu
invited and is expected to attend.
The
reception and danco is to be

participated

in by members of the Ladies’ Aid and
Shepley Camp, and invited guests.
A
committee from Shepley Camp has been
to
assist
the
Ladies’ Aid in
appointed
currying out the arrangements.
PARK STREET SCHOOL.

Yesterday

the authors of the circular in
reference to the Park street schoolhouse
mailed to six or seven hundred residents
of the district the circular, setting forth
the facts which they
have ascertained.
The envelope containing the circular also
enclosed a blank petition to the city gov-

ernment, asking them to take measures
to provide for
a new
the ereotion of
sohoolhouse at once.
Yesterday the supervisor of the Park
street school closed the second grade room
whose regular teaoher is Miss Waterhouse.
She has, however, been absent of late,
and her place has been filled by Miss Mills
of the Training school.
The children in
this room are many of them sick and unable to continue in school, hence it has

the coming year there will bo a
new plan tried in order to divide the work
on the
Ruequet more satisfactorily. The been thought advisable to discontinue the
editor-in-chief with an assistant editorm-ohief will have general management of room for the rest of the term.
the
literary part ot the paper, and the
PORTLAND SIGNAL CORPS.
business manager of tho
business part,
there will further be a class notes
A telegram was received here yesterday
editor,
an ezoWe
editor, editors for cadets and
Chris E. Johnson, dated at
athletics, etc., and eaoh will have entire morning from
Charge of his department. Tho follow ing Washington, in which he announces that
is the board
for the coming year, so far the Portland Signal Corps wiil leave for

Tampa today-

Ketoham of Pike City, CaL,
Mr.
mv bi-other's late sicksays: “During
Notes—M*ry
ness from sciatic rheumatism, CliamborExchanges—Brenda Sinkinson.
iain’s Pain Balm was the only remedy
Business Manager—P. F. Clark.
that gave him <$Jiy relief.”
Many others
secretary—J. L. Thompson.
Athletics—F. Murphy.
have testified to the prompt relief from
this
Cadets—K. Smith.
liniment affords, For
pain which
sale by D. W. Ileseftine & Co., 387 ConNo need to fear sudden attacks of gress St. Edward W.
Stevens, No. 107
cholera infantum,
dysentery, diarrhoea, Portland St., King P. Raymond, Cumsummer complaint, if
Wm.
Mills,
berland
Dr.
you have
Oxnard, 921 Con^r
Fowler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry in gress St, H. P. S.
Goold, Congress
the medicine chest.
Square Hotel.
P.

From
Liverpool
12 Way19 May.
20 May.
2 June.
9 June.
16 June.

v

California,

28 May
4 June
11 June
18 June
25 June
30 June

NunilUiau.

Laurentian,

Parisian.
Carthaginian,

Cmtonaan,

and

SIR.

children’s

purchaser

more

Send letters to
GROOT, 78 Middle St.

or

MRS.

in

De

17-1

CADDLE HORSE WANT CD-A good saddle
horse weighing 1100 to 1200 tbs.
Any one
having such, please write to P. O. box 059, city;
giving color, ag$, weight and price, stating
where

horse

can

be seen.

iiXikr

one

From
Montreal

Steamship

clothing.

the citv.

I6-1

uaajuc.1/.

Forty words inserted under this

_ROYAL MAIL STK4MKR3.
Montreal and Quebec to Liverpool.

head

week for 25 cents, cash In advance.

IV ANTED—A man and wife at Old Orchard
Tf
for the summer. Man to take care of
woman for general
housework. Address Lock Box 421, Portland.
2i-l

garden, lawn, etc., and

WANTED—Canvasser

--------

Ice Saloons and Staterooms are in tha centval psu-t, whore least motion is felt. Eleotncity is used lor lighting the Ships throughout. the ugiits being at tee command of ttts
passengers at any hour pf the night.
Music
Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promenade
he Saloons and Staterooms are heated
deck,
by steam.
Rates of passage $52.60 tolSTO.GO.
A reduction is Wade on Round Trip Tickets
Second Cabin—To Liverpool London and
Londonderry, $84,00 and $36.25; return,
*
$66.75 and $69.00,
Steerage—To Liverpool, London, Glasgow,
or
Bellas!
Londonderry, Including every roQUlsitei lor the voyage $22.5(1 and $23.60.
for tickets or further information apply to
«*>
StT, Ji B.
KEATING. 61V$ Exchange st.. ASHTON’S
TICKET AGEFCY. 931 1-2 Congrtss St H
& A. ALLAN. Montreal, 62 State SL. Boston
and 1 India SL, Portland.
Ily31dtr

Congress0

"ifliiiFiiET
MONTREAL Mi
Steamer
Labrador
Vancouver
Scotsman
Yorkshire
llomiulou

QUEBEC

to

From Montreal
25,
July 2,
9,
19,

Juno

23,

9
9
9
9
9

a.m.
a. m.
a. m.
a. m.
a. m.

llt'ERPOOL.
From Quebec

June26,

e.
July 2, 6.
9. «.
16, c.
23, g.

p. ra.
p, m,
p. m
p. m.
p. m.

boston
TO

Li VIC 1'. POOL

VIA.

From

Liverpool.
Steamer.
S. S. (’anau*,
June 16.S. S. Canada.

May In

WAITED.
Two

makers. Apply lo
H. C. BAXTER & BR©.,
can

Brunswick, Me.

je21dlw

_Boston.

.Tune

2,

June 30,

RATES OF 1’ASSAGE.

7.30 a.
5.30 p.

m.
m.

HPO LET—Bright,

airv. furnished

rnnms-

win.

hlghestr

ritv
corner lot containing over 7600
feet of land, fruit
trees of various kinds, house of
13
rooms, arranged for two t .milles; stable iirtt

finlihud

Inquire of HENRY S.TKICKEY,

^____

lS Exchange
21-1

OR SALE or
pi
J
between

to let 011 Cumberland street
High and State, brick house of 11
rooms and hath, steam neat, slate roof every
thing in first class condition.
For particular*
and key Inquire of HENRY S.TKICKEY
121

Exchange

SL

21-1

SALE—A five horse power vertical
steam engine. STEPHEN BERRY, Print37
Plum
Street.
er,
211

FOR

ATTENTION!
For
cheap; Two’98 model. $75.00 wheels. One
racer, 22 inch frame, 84 gear.
One roadster, 25 Inch frame, 77 gear. Six months’ guarantee; no better trade in New England.
Enquire H. TOW LE, No. 40 Exchange St.
21-1

WHEELMEN
”

road

Cart
I1 ORnotSALE-Road
used thirty days,

for pair of horses,
sell less than half
new
three
price;
carts, seats two persons, less
than faclory price; three second-hand carts at
most any price. BRADLEY & SMALL. 35
Preble St.20-1
■

___21-2
~

— A

RU

wiicmcm
uousisung 019
rooms and bath, has gas,
Sebago water
good cemented cellar and modern improvements ; finejy located on New Gray street
Inquire of A. C. LIBBY & uo., 42 1-2

|
A

Exchange
21-1

_

F°R

RENT—House
Cor.

No.

Exchange

Lincoln

2fi
and

St.,

TanR SlIV-Hmuo

A

repair,

new

large

nf

11

vnr.—.A

furnace, cemented

ceils!,

lot and four extra lots adjoining 5000
feet each; electrics pass, located on a beatiful street, Three minutes from
Woodford*
post office and in full view of Portland.
Price §3500.
W. H. WALDRON CO.,
180
Middle street.
18-1

SALE—PeaRs Island cottage ot eight
FORrooms,
well furnished and in perfet

Federal St.

re-

TENEMENT—A desirable lower tenement of
a
six rooms at 49 Green
street; price 817
per month. Inquire of J. C. WOODMAN, 93
Exchange street.
20-1

pair for all the year round, one of the most
sightly locations within three minutes of
Forest

City Landing,

water

from mineral

spring, the cottage cost $1200; must be sold.
Price
$750.
W. H. WALDRON CO.,
180
Middle street.
lg-1

mo LET—The elegant 7 room flat. No. 04
a
Gleenwood avenue, Woodfords, has open IVOR SALE—Farm—A farm of 40
acres, 5
plumbing, electric lights and bells, steam heat, A miles from Portland, 2 story house, with
open lire places, etc., very sunny and
ell, shed and shop attached, two barns and
sightly.
A. B. JORDAN, 478 1-2
Congress St._vo-i
stable; large orchard ot apple and pear
trees; situated at the mouth of the PresumpLET—Furnished
cottage, containing scot river, between
Foreside road and
six rooms

TO

situated at Oak Lawn,
Trefethen’s Landing, Peaks Island.
JOHN F
PROCTOR, Centennial Block.
18-1

Middle road, so-called. For further particulars inquire
of li. J. or F. W. MERRILL,
Falmouth Corner, Me.
18-1

LET—Furnisned
cottage, containing
SALE—A good tea and coffee route, with
TO six
rooms, situated
Underwood FOE
team complete, in Massachusetts.
Owner
Springs, Falmouth Foreside.
Rent
near

able to right parties.
Centennial Block.
LET—Two

reason-

JOHN F. PROCTOR,
18-1

rents of 5 rooms each,
and clean, 73
Parris
street, very convenient tor workmen employed, on or near P. & K. railroad. Price
moderate. Inquire of HENRY S. TRICKEY,
121 Exchange street.
18-1

TOeverything

new
new

LET—A convenient and well
arranged
stairs rent of eight rooms and bath,
sleeping rooms; all In good repair,
central for business,
good neighborhood,
sunny exposure, No. 116 Oxford street.
inquire ol HENRY 3. TRICKEY, 121 Exchange
street.
18-1

TO
up
five

leave the state; will sacrifice for $300 if
sold within
a week;
answer
immediately.
Room 12, Swett’s Hotel, Portland. Me.
17-1

has to

TjiOR SALE—By

orders from the factory,
three express wagons at less than wholeBodies
or ten feet long, threeeight
prices.
feet-four wide, or seven feet by three-feet li ve.
BRADLEY & SMALL, 35 Preble St.
17-1
a

sale

Salk—a fine breed Newfoundland dog,
FORweighs
140 lbs., handsome, intelligent and

good watch

of

dog. eighteen months old.
Inquire
JOHN W. D1 ER, 235 Commercial St. 17-1

Xi OR SALE—The only
separate entrance,
three flat block in Portland, situated on St.
z
Lawrence St., near Congress St., and has every
modern convenience such as steam
LET—On Peaks Island, furnished cot- set tubs, open fireplaces, hard wood heat, gas,
floors, open
tage of six rooms, open
fire piece, plumbing, 7000 feet of land, lot is
55x125, sepaplenty of water, nicely situated, convenient rate back and front entrances, separate cellars
to steamboat landing. Price very low. In- and
heaters, separate walks and yards. Rents
quire of HENRY 3. TRICKEY, 121 Exchange for $840 per year and pays 12
per cent interest.
street
18_f
Pnptred throughout, and handsomely finished
$4000 can remain at 5 per cent
U?.
LET—Cottages on Long Island, all fur- DAI.TON & CO., 4781-2 Congress St.
rpo
a
nlshed, terms very reasonable; also rooms
jeisdtf
to let.
Enquire E. PONCE, Granite Spring
XiOR SALE—On Forest Avenue, Deering (car
Hotel, Long Island. Now ready for business.
a
8
every minutes), a new house of 9 rooms.
17-1
This is a modern house in every particular ami
has hot water heat, slate sink, porcelain hath
TO LET—All furnished, a 7-room cottage at tub, -nickel plumbing, laundry, electric
a
lights
Old Orchard with stone cellar, spring and bells,
oak, cypress aud southern pine finish,
water, beautiful lawu and a stable for two oak and lurch
floors, open fireplace, built by
horses.
References exchanged. For particu- architect’s plans, cemented
cellar, sidewalks,
lars call on MR. O’BRIEN, 417 Congress street
papered throughout, a magnificent suburban
ijq
residence for a reasonable price. Half of purPortland._
chase price can remain at 5 per cent interest.
TO LET—Lower rent 182 Grant St., near
DALTON & CO., 478 1-2 Congress at jel6dtf
A
Weymouth St, 7 rooms, extra good; price
$12. Inquire at house.'
ie-i
It OK SALE—One of the new three flat houses
A
on Park St, which rented so
quickly at
RENT—We have a very large list of 845.00.
Tj'OR
man can see that this is an A 1 inA
houses and rents for sale and to let iu all vestmentAny
at $4000.
We
would
for
exchange
parts of Portland and vicinity. We also make other
property. MARKS & EARLE CO.
a specialty ot collecting
rents, and general eare
lft-1
of property.
Particulars real estate office
Just National Batik Building, FREDERICK S. XjiOR SALE—The new three flat house No. 113
Sherman St. has everything desirable, in*
set tub, steam heat, electric door openCUMMER COTTAGES of 5 and G rooms, fully eluding
ers, speaking tubes, etc. Up to date in every
lurnished for housekeeping at Davis’
respect and already let'for $60 to desirable tennear
Island,
Wlsoassfct. Close to salt water nants. MARKS & EARLE CO.16-1
excellent boating, fishing, driving, fresh milk’
eggs, vegetables and fish obtainable. For par- T'iOR SALE OR TO LET—The furnished cotticulars address T. C. AMORY, North Fdgetage at Gt. Diamond Island known as the
cornb, Maiue.
J5-"
Lyford Cottage; seven rooms and bath: at the
head of the wharf. MARKS & EARLE CO.

TO

_

_

VAILL.__16-1

aw

1';—Alsu

sumo

nine

usea

at

1JOK BENT—Entire floor over Haskell &
Jones clothing store, steam heat and use ol
elevator included. Inquire of Haskell & Jones,
470 Congress St., Monument
Square.
je9-4
ISO LET—lteut 125 Franklin
street, between
Cumberland and Congress.
Sun all day.
in first-class
repair; hot and cold water, nice
bath room and steam heat.
Will let to small

_16-1

SALE—Building lots at Oakdale. The
FOR
Deering Land company offers for sale
favorable

°n
on

terms desirable building lots
William, Pitt and Fessenden streets, Oakdale.
Apply to CHAS. C. ADAMS. Treasurer, 31 Exchange street, Portland.
je6tlocte ow*

SALE OR TO LET—The dwelling house
FORformerly
owned and occupied by Henry
Trefethen, situated

on Island Avenue, Peaks
nine furnished rooms, all in
first class condition; the house is finely located
on high ground, with tine view of the harbor,
2S.t£
has a slated root and cemented cellar, there is
LET—Furnished or unfurnished upper about five acres of land connected with the
T° tenement
at 257 state street.
Possession house, which will be sold with the house, or a
if i>arties prefer; also several cotgiven at once. Apply on premises.
mayl9dtf less quantity
tage lots ou Island Avenue, and two shore lots,
witn shore privileges, all of which will be sold
at rare bargains If applied for soon.
WAKTEO—SITUATION t.
Apply to
GKO. TREFETHEN, Assignee. 192 Commercial 8t., Portland.
iny3i-4
Forty words Stsertcd wader

Island, containing

family._

cna

weak for 25 cents. eash in

this head

advance.

“watches

on installments.

LOST—Between

turn to 201
reward.

CUMBERLAND ST. and receive
Gt*

Fri| OST—The person who took the bicycle
day af ternoon, between five and six o’clock,

from the front of Lane’s shoe store, on c ongress St., will return the same to 36 Lincoln St.,
no questions will be asked as
was seen by
18-1
one who knows him.
WANTED—MAILK

H ELP.

Monument Square.
cumbrance,
wants home in quiet family
_marl9dtr
city ur country, pleasant homo appreaiated’
SALE Valuable real estate consisting
oan
do carpenter
wages;
of over 4 1-2 acres land, 11-2 story house
understands boatin'*. Adwith L and large barn connected; located at
dre«s Ii. A., care of Portland l'ress.
18-1
1192 Congress street on line of electrics to
Stroudwater. Apply to J. M. J OR DAN, 4911-2
Scotch girl wants situation to
Oongross street.
do second work. Address A, this
office.
SALE-New house on Pitt street, pak18-1
___
dale; contains 7 rooms and bath, hot and
wired ior electric lights, concold
by a woman 30 years ne ts water,
W ANTED—Situation
with sewer, has large l0;’.?bd will be
old, speaking French and English for sokl on
to CHARGES
C.
easy terms. Apply
any kind of work in the city, besides washing
street, 1 ortland.
would do sewing by the day at residence. Ad- ADAMS, No. 31 Exchange
_3d-4
dress MBS. A. S, 9 Munroe St., Portland Me
SALE—Farm in Bethel. Maine, 120acres
'17A
KJOR
^
2
i-2
story house, shed and two
good land,
situation by a young French barns, all iu good condition, good orchard, and
WANTED—A
as tablo girl of chamber maid
and waier; also about
lady
wood
best
well
*;
supplied with
references given; would prefer to be near Pond 200,000
ieet of pine timber. About two miles
Love, Cape Elizabeth. Address Miss a S
from Bethel village, and known as the Edward
Belmont House, Pond Cove, Cape Elizabeth' A. Capen farm; wilt be spld on favorable terms
or may be exchanged tor Portland property.
16-1
'Jlg-_
MISS SARAII BIDEN. No. 135 Oxford St,,
W A R T E IF
maro-ti
Portland, Me.
Situation by a young man who understands
to
and
is
willing
work.
bookkeeping
Two
years experience.
Graduate of Gray’s Portland Business College. Good references furThis is the prettiest Spoon ever put on the
nished. Address CHAS. F. ALLEN. Skotv- market.
Call and see it. MeKJENNBY. the
hegan, Maine.
Jet3d2w*
mariadti
Jeweler, Monument Sq uare.
more than high
Hiici farm
work;

I'OR

CAPABLE

I?lOR

■

\VANTED—General agent for Portland and
vicinity; good position for man who
knows his business anu has executive ability.

G ve experience and references. Boston VerCab-n, $52.59 and upwards. Return micide
Co., 44 Bedford street, Boston, Mass.
$100 and upwards according to steamer and ac5-3-SSlt
commodation.
second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, Londonderry and Queenstotvn, $34 to $42.50. Return $66.75 to
$78.40, according to steamer
fVIARRY ME, KELLS,
and accommodation.
Steerage, to Liverpool, London, London- And I will buy you such a pretty Ring at
s.
Mclvenney
A thousand solid gold Rings.
derry, GJfjWow. Quoenetov.il and Bclfast$22.50 to S25A01 according to steamer.
Diamonds, Opal-Pearls, Rubies, Emeralds and
B.
J.
other
to
all
T.
precious
Apply
P. McGOWAN,
KEATING,
stones. Engagement and
(..
J. J. JKNsEN,
ASHTON, Portland, or Wedding Rings a specialty. Largest stock in
DAVID TORRANCE & CO., Gen. Agents, city. McKENNRY, The Jeweler, Monument
Montreal.
ie2dtf
mar22dtf
Square.
First

on

WANTED—Places lor girls. Proprietors of
Waltham and Elgin Watches. A largo stock
hotels or boarding houses can find ex- of new model Watches will be sold on
LOST AND FOUND.
easy payperienced and reliable help waiting to
All
All Styles.
go to ments at reasonable prices.
the islands or beach
writing to MKS.G M Prices. McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument
TC^OUND—Picked up adrift, near Richmond’s GiMDDEN, Augusta, by
Me.
marisdtf
22-1
Square.
Island. Cape Elizabeth, a 13 ft. dory. Owner can have the same by proving property and
SALE—A thirty acre farm situated in
T HAYE !iwo German girls, one is a good TL'OR
paying charges. F. C. JORDAN, Cape Elizacook, ithe other a second girl, who wish "
the centre village of Brownfield, Me., well
21-1
beth, Me.
positions in a first class jinvate family; has divided into tillage, wood and pastiring lots;
Inst class city
reference; will go out of town buildings nearly new, twelve Kood roonn in
Dr. ToplifTs office and Appiy
immediately to my office. 399 1-2 Con- house, large stable near the house, ruuning
Evergreen Cemetery, a package con- gress street.
MBS.
N. H. PAL ME K,
water in house and stable.
Will be sold at a
size
21-1
22,
taining two pairs of black corsets,
ELI B. BEAN,
if applied for soon.
twenty-two, will the finder please leave the Mr AN TED—By an American woman, a posi- bargain
Me.may25-4
BrownfieId,
same at C8AMPAN & WYMAN’S Drug Store,
tton as housekeeper
where
the
work
18-1
Woodfords, Maine.
would he light mid the home pleasant
Address
MASNSPRSWC3, 75c.
L. H. L., No. Mindhant. Me.
20 2
on
OxThe best American Mainsprings, made by the
T OST—On Saturday afternoon either
Jbi ford or Cumberland streets, or in the vicinWarranted
ANTED—An
American man of some Elgin and Waltham companies.
W
McKENNEY, the Jeweler
V
ity of Lincoln Park, a ladies’ diamond pin. Remeans, passed middle age, with no in- for one year.

QUEENSTOWN.

From

“•

exceedingly low prices, l B flrt Conn CorIV ANTED—Lady or gentleman as local rep- net. 1 B flat Standard, second hand Mandolins,
T'
and Guitars at bargains.
Banjos
resentative.
Guaranteed salary $600
Superior
22-1
strings, etc. HAWES, 414 Congress St. 15-2
per year.

Steamers sail from Montreal at 9 a. m., conimmediately; salary
and expenses from start paid weekly,
nectihg with Grand Trunk trains leaving Port$10 outfit free, best references required.
land the previous evening.
Choice of territory if apply at once.
LauTeutlan carries cabin paseenge ,-s only.
Lake
Carthaginian carries Second cabin passengers Ontario Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. my26-4

only.

LKT-Desirable rent of six rooms, shed,
bath room, pantry, windows
to
fitted
saades and screens; on
line of Westbrook
electrics; rent low, with or without stable.
Call at 39 Olenwood ave., Woodfords.
22-1

___20-1

To select from.
Diamonds, Opals, Pearls
Rubys and all other precious stones. Engagement and Wedding Rings a specialty.
Largest
■WANTED—Capable
gift for general house- stock in the city. McKENNEY, the Jeweler
s'
work t mnSt have references.
Apply 101 Monument Square.
mansdtf
St.
Danforth
|6-1
'best dessert, Burnham’s
efftoent cook, and a second wANTEH—The
VV ANTED—An
• *
Jelhcon; for quality no equal, fine flavor;
girl, id a private family in suburbs, referis
to
use
ences required; address
economy
it, made in a minute, without
giving name and residence,Y1. W. M., office of Dally Press, Portland. sugar; note free demonstration at w. L. Wilson & Co’s. At wholesale by Jobbing Grocers.
16-1
__20-1
\Kf ANTED—An experienced general house
Tf
work girl to
go to Old Orchard, per- T OAN WANTED—of $3,000 on first class
manent situation, pleasant location and only AJ farm property a few miles from Portland;
three In family. For further Information call must desirable location in Cumberland county.
at *0DVi
Congress Itreet, over Eastman Value of property double amount of loan reBrothers' store, up two flights.
16-1
quired. Address REAL ESTATE, Room 15,
Oxford Building, Portlanj.17-1
am now ready to buy all kinds
_WANTED—AGENTS.

LADIES’ AID TO ENTERTAIN CON- WANTED—Strong New Yofk corporation,
"
ten years old; surplus half a million; sellNECTICUT Bora
ing superior Investment contracts based on
York
New
City real estate, wants tew first class
The Ladies’ Aid connected with Shepley agentskln this
city and state. Biberal commissTons:
later if merited, H. T. WATERCamp, S. of V., are to tender a reception HOUSEsalary
& CO., First NattflBarik fildg., Portand danoe to the members of
the Con- land, Mo.
ie-i
necticut battalion U. S,
soldiers now
AW
located at Portland Hoad. The recep tlon _WE
BTgAJlSHIfi

mOLET-An .old established drug store, the
A
finest and best location at the Beach on the
near to the Pier and Depot.
Business
last .year §4000.
Apply to E. J. DAY, Old
Orchard Beach, Me.
22-1

21-1

si'uated
F°is?^I,‘,E,rPr0!)<;rty
iJlnd in the western Dart of th«

avenue

STOCKMAN,

__

is not infrequently the case, and a
hot
fire set the lathing in a blaze. The fire

JiAX\Ll!i LO.

advance.

rr-0 LET—Furnished room's, bath room on
A
same floor. No. 11 MYRTLE
ST., opposite
City Hall.
22-1

S.

16-1

with

Main’s

cents, cash in

rro LET—Third floor of building 553 1-2 ConJ
gress St., corner of Oak, four connecting
rooms; also rear room on fourth floor, extremely desrahle location, prices reasonable:
house 181 OxfordSt., two tenements, will be to let
about July 3rd.
F. L. JERRIS, 396 Congress
SE22-1

mort

N.

persons m want of trunks
1} AYMOSD sJ'RINgHBo USE—Select hoard, WANTED—All
”
and bags to call on E. D.
assault on Mrs. F. M. Munson of that Ak (near Roland tiptlng) on line of Maine Cen- K3
REYNOLDS,
Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
tral railroad. Good boating and fishing. Send
town. Main was selling some preparation for circular.
Address C. E. SMALL, North grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and
can
therefore
give bottom prices.
for destroying moths, and called at
thaJ Raymond, Me,may4tf
s rePatr®d.
Open evenings. We frame
Munson house to sell a bottle of the prepIDE COTTAGE is situated In the _il-o
BROOKS
picturesque little village of Kearsarge,
aration to
Mrs. Munson. Being in a
about ten minutes' drive from North Conway.
Pay the highost cash prices
state of intoxication Main became
Four
too Tost and telegraph offices located near.
I®1, household goods or store fixtures o!
any
or
description
mails
receive
are
on
the same at our auet
Boston
sale
dally papers
daily.
familiar. He pleaded guilty to the charge
at the postcffice.
Pleasant walks and drives. wVJS ,for 3ale on commission. GOSS &
and Wf« fined $13 for the offense, which Pure spring water, fresh vegetables and milk. WlLbON, Auctioneers. 18 Free St.
19-3
For circular, etc., address L. C. BARNES,
was paifi by,hia brother-in-law from PortIL
N.
13-3
Kearsarge,
WANTED.
land, who,was hastily summoned Friday.
Mrs. M. E. Howison of Shelburne Falls
WASTED..PBM4LE HELP,
Forty word* Inserted under this head
was present to see about a board
on© week for 25 cent*. cash in
bill of
aavano©.
Foriy wards inserted wider Ibis head
¥12 that Main had left unpaid. This was owe
week for BS cents, eiuih in sdraoM.
settled and he was allowed to depart. AlWANTED—Active or silent, whc
pARTNER
would

bert

week for

homes,

_

An Unavailing Appeal.

and lot, 99 Oxford street,
seven rooms; sell at
Also 1 ice cream machine, will
freeze 5 gallons at a time; also six Ice cream
fancy moulds.
Apply WM. B. BARNE1T,
Hair Dresser. Morrill’s Corner, Peering, 22-1

bargain.

VOIl SALE—A fine opening; a milllinery
"
store situated on B. & M. It. R. few miles
front Portland, has the principal business in
SALE—In Falmouth at auction June 22, that line, village of 3000 population, full stock
189S, at 2 o’clock p. ra. on the premises 30 anu patronage the year through, failing health
of owner reason for
acres of grass, about 25 tons; 3 1-2 miles from
selling. N. S. GA l.'lilPortland, near Siaples’ Point Bridge, known as NER, 176 12 Middle St.
21-1
the J. Win. Merrill held.
1G-1
WOE SALE—Oh Deerlng Highlands, a cozy
house of six rooms, connected with sewer
TO LET.
ana beoago, lot contains 4500
square feet, near
electrics costly new houses all around, one of
“6 *’est htcauous in Woortfords.
MARKS &
Forty words inserted tinder t.hi» head

miscpxlanegus.

Forty words inserted under tliis head
one week for 85 cents, in udvunce.

mflnri

Soap wraPPcr t0

*1“ ™ •S^TSl^S55?2S2SiiSIffl£S2i£?^^s0*,s““^^:

so

properly

H

®°1llVZW«ereiinthreeC0nVenlentSi2£3fOTthe‘°»et.bathandlaundIy.

f&M 1st £ S|

Rigby

WAS HE

Inserted under this head
week for 25 cent*, cash in advance.

SA1.1'- New 3flat house; each
tenement
has 5 rooms and bath, hot arid cold water
coal room, clothes reeland electric bells two
line
location on Mur.joy iliilfront doors;
close to cars and paying 10 per cent, net iron!
first cla*s tenants. W. H. \VALDKO.\ & CO
180 Middle
street._ 22-1

J|

Pure—White—Floating.
T!i® Sssp ef' the ^g^tssryB

racing.
The

SALE.

Forty wind.

a

same

complaint, that the spring had

today. There has been some talk of holding a race meeting the second week in
July, to follow the Old Orchard races,
but nothing definite has been deoided.

if.

Prog-

FORlotSALE—House
20X80; house with

Oration,
will be declared off.
This action was necessary on
account of
the limited number of entries
received
Only about forty entries were received
for the seventeen eases, the
largest num
her in any one olass being seven. In
some
events there-were no entries and
in others
only two or three. In order lor the riicss
to pay fer themselves, there should
have
been sixteen entries in every event
Not one of the live classes set
apart exclusively for Maine horses came anywhere
In fact, tho books show
near filling.
that
only five Maine horses.were entered. From
all over New
England came the

He hailed the bird in Spanish speech,
The bird in Spanish speech replied,
Flew round its cage with joyous soreeohThen dropped and died.

nf

“Wash delicate ginghams in tepid Fairy Soap suds rinse well in
tepid water, anddry in the shade/"-Mrs. Sarah

H

11816

poll

mnnh

the

as

FOR

racing a
seeing an

entries open, and expressed a willingness
to shorten the programme to two days in
case they could get
a
reasonable
list of
entries in six or eight classes, but even
that number of events could not be filled.
Though it was decided yesterday that it
would be impossible to hold the
meeting,
the managers did not go through the form
of declaring the races off, but will do so

niailfl

well

n,fiUUni'?ers

Cuba wlil probably be thi ,
last consignment made for many a lonj ;
day, and the pretty birds with their ret
breasts and brilliant green plumage ant
white-topped heads are as savage ant

unhappy

misanthropic

as

on*

ing of the seasons’ sport ut ;m
meeting which was to bo
next week, and for which the
These latest arrivals from the beautifu [ had been making elaborate

and

FOll

SALE.

1‘MPERIAL BICYCLES,

wu

Declared Off.

The lovers of horse
have the

challenged through our line of battle- as chosen:
ships, passing our coast guards unmolestEditor-in-chief—N. W. Edson.
Assistant Editor-in-chief—Eleanor L.
ed, and reaching the interior of the counWright.
try without harm, albeit the sentiments
Class
Merrill.
of each

NO R|GBY

first consignment of Cuban parrots bad :
to Europe, introducing them to the de

tr and the early spring we were simply
The Kind You Have Always Bought.
rushed. As for next fall, I have so many
engagements that if everybody oame back
at the same time I wouldn’t have enough
Safely Offered.
stalls for the horses. It is astonishing
"That tramp said he would willingly
how many children are learning to ride.
The greatest increase is in that direotion. work if we had any work in his line.”
‘‘What is his Une?”
Children’s ponies were never in such demand.
“Shingling church steeples.”—Chicago
“In past seasons I havo often had to Record.
taken horses in pay for board bills.
This
year only one horse was turned in on me ‘‘0 how full of briars is this
working day
in that way. I had to
—As You Like It. Act. I, Scene 3.
engage nine riding worked.”
masters, more than I have ever had beAvoid all you can of them and Pond’s Extract
fore. People of all ages hav2 been learnwill soon cure effects of others.
ing even old ladies huve been taking lessons.
Another reason for the return to
THE RACQUET.
the horse is that stout people, who ride to
The last number of the P. H. S. paper,
reduce flesh found that the wheel is not
so effectual as a horse.
Then, too, a good “The Racquet,” is out. This vaiediotory
many physicians prescribe a wheel and number is
very attractive, with its neat
prascribe a horse.”
“The trotting horse is still the most oover, and its interesting contents. There
is a capital article on Bowdoin College by
popular?”

“Oh, yes. The Kentucky-gaited horse
lsn t in demand here in New York except
for semi-invalids wbo need something
Down in Kentucky it’s different.
easy.
They ride for hours there, so they ueed
an easy gait.
Here in New York people
want the horse which
gives them the best
exercise in a short time.”

:

BATTLESHIP MAINE SOUVENIR SPOONS

DEERING.

were

no oars

Exercises e,f Senior Class
of Higli School.

Nineteen. Young Mon and Women Take
Leave of tbo City’s lustitutiou of

I.earning.
The graduating exercises of the Senior
of the Deering High school were
held yesterday afternoon at 2 o’clock at
the Woodfords Congregational church.

class

largely

attended and

The

exercises

were

exceedingly interesting.

were

because of the

Tuesday's

olass and
juniors
church to the strains of

ROOF BLAZK.

a

arm

The house is situated on the road
to Cumberland mills in the vicinity of
Riverton, and is a mile and a half from
he Gre alarm box and about a mile from
a hydrant.
The flro caught from a de-

Quotations

of

Staple Products in the

Leading Markets.

fective chimney

near the roof.
Mr. Johnat work in the field nearby hoeing when his wife notified him of the fire.
Mr. Johnson, with the assistance of neigh-

son was

graduating

bors and soveral pails of water succeeded
in nearly extinguishing the blaze, but
it suddenly revived and got beyond them
and a messenger was sent to ring the

New Yerk Stock

ana

Money Market

YORK, June 21.
easy l(pei% per
cent;

Money on call was
last loan 1%: prime mercantile paper 3%@4
per cent, ^sterling Exchange weak, with actual
business in bankers bills at 4 86Vi@4 86Va for
83*4 lor sixty days; posidemand and

—*&4

edv'.ies at

..

FRESH AND SWEET

..

_

oa

32%

dn.lue.

in^i-ld'lormnn«
T.lVHRpnm

Cent.
38%

July.

31ar&otv

Teiecrtipli.'.
2l- 1898.—Cmisoia closed at
anQ 111Vl for woount.
~1' 1898—Cotton market
midImg at3 7-16d; sales
300 bales tor specula-

AmerieiUne
8.000 bales "lSnu?!?

13 lowertion

amiMV0nf°ll><1>PB

Opt nine.................
OATS.

Opening.24%
24
July.

J9

91,6

ntooli MarK«-

dopfd
.
Maine ( entraj...
Union Pacific. »»•••• 23

Union:Pacific pfd..

..274
American
Sugar, common..........1-30%

Sugar, Dtd..0.

113

Mcss.’pfd.
do common
..."**'"**** ,,.

8%

Flint & Fere Marq...

'{notations stooirs nn<l ®°“< s
3y Telegraph.
The folloiug ware to-dav’s closing quotations
of Bonds
June 21.
Jure 20
New 4s, reg
124
124
do coup,
12*
124
J09ya
New; -’a res.109V4
i\ew
4’s coup.. 110%
111
106%
Denver Si it. G. 1st.106%
73%
Krie gen 4s. SS^S
68%
Mo.KanJ& Texas 2ds. 62%
Kansas Pacific consols.loo
114
Oregon nay. lsts.116

New Yuris

Cayes.
Colorado.New York. .LlverDOOl.. June
Obdairi.New York. .Hull.June
York. .Kotterdam. June
Bretntrno.New
New York. .Havre-June
Carthaebu.,.
Montreal..
.Liverpool. .June
Alexandria®
^orlc'.London.... June
Miunew'LsPo'"^e"
New
York..
Loudon.. ..June
Chester
York. .So’amDton.June
Ethiopia.New
.New
York.
.Glasgow .June
Or i em,
Holstein.New York. .Manaos.&c.-June
.Now
York.
Jeremte,&c June
Tnlooa
I at.rart™.Now York..Montevideo,!une
.Liverpool...June
Haleeaiefa-Montreal
Yor>t- .Pern’buco .June
Pcnn.vh-New
Vailla--New York. .Hamburg June
Travo

22
24
26

26
26
25
26
25
26
25
25
25
25
25

26

25
25
York. .Bremen
.June 28
New York. .Liverpool..June 29
.New York. .Antwerp...June 29
--Boston.Livrepool..June 30
3™arok- -New York.. Hamburg. .June 30
.Montreal.. .Liverpool.. Juno SO
state Nebraska New
York. Liverpool...July 1
.Montreal.. .Liverpool....July 2
ln
“lnce..New York. .Azores.July 2
York..Kosario.July 2
York. .Maranham..July 6
Numldlau
.Montreal.. .Liverpool,..July 7
llllary.New York. .Para. &c.. .July 16

Teiifnaia1.New
■

ifi,™

■

-^nenuver...
nn?i
fa„,ua.New
Jr,ataric.New
...

MINIATUKKALMANAC.JUNE

Sun rises..„
«i
a,
sim sets_;y; 7 25 Hlgh water
Moon rises...!!

22.
n <in

o.oolHeight.6*0—

MARINE

100
00

N’ErW'S

FORT OF PORTLAND.

quotations of stocks:
13

J2</s
Atchison pfd. 32%
Central Pacino. 13%
Ches. <s unto. 22Vs
Chicago st Alton...163
Atchison.

32%
18%

|22%
158

ufd

do

Burlington S Qqlncyl04%
DelawaroS Hhdaon CanalCo.107
Delaware, l.ackawana & West 16 4
Denver 4f Klo Grande. 12

104%
107

Chicago*

164

12%
lays

Ene.new..
•ro 1st ureter
86y„

35%

103%

Illinois Central.103%
Lake itrie& West.. 15
Lake
Lonis & Nash. 62%

15

Shore.189y»

Manhattan Elevated

TUESDAY. June 21.

| June 21, June 20.

■tea

juu7.iuau

■

[Imhrln

The following were the closia? quotations ol stocks atRoston:
Mexican Central ..
5?»,3
Atchison,.Too. s;santa;Fe. R. now. Jj/f

Closing

fop.

-LaGualra..June
Hy DumoiV""v
wJorK'
°13'
New
York. Anx
Juno

Opening.
Closing.

Cen

of steamships.

from

Abydos

Closing.

Boston

8AILING days

Sept.

,oa*-

NE W

...

Porlland & Rumford Falls R’y.

Sept.

'*v3

.

(By Telegraph.-

■

is
the
house
using
FELS-NAPTHA soap
ail things washable
cleanable. Harmless to
everything but dirt.

European

July.

July.

avenue.

Commercial bills
t5<*4*6%,
4 83.
the
entered
Silver certificates 68%®69.
musio front the orchestra. The juniors
Bar Silver 6814.
filed into the reserved seats at the front
Mexican dollars 45%
and the seniors ocoupied chairs on the
Government Bonds firm.
The
responded
department
Seated with the pupils were alarm.
platform.
State bonds dull.
was usePrincipal J. M. Hill, and Messrs. E. P. promptly, but found that hose
Railroad bonds irregular.
to carresort
less
and
therefore
had
to
C.
Dr.
W.
B
Geo.
Wilson,
Foster,
Grose,
Hides.
Dr. S. A. Paokard and D. W. Hawkes of rying water from a ditch as the contents
The
The following quotations represent the paythe school oonunitte, and the assistant of the well were soon exhausted.
beavers and in a ing prices in this market:
worked like
the school, Miss Charlotte firomen
teache' of
Cow and ox hides.7%c p* lb
was extinguished.
short
time
the
fire
Bulls and stags...ti%c
Miss
Charlotte
Miss
Montogmery,
Towle,
Ocait skins, trimmed,.. Cc
Myrtieo (Jhenery and Mile. Cusin. The Mr. W. H. Frank a member of Hose 3
do
untrimmed... 9C
only decora'ions were about the platform, while passing along tho pails of water Lamb skius.50 to 80c each
which was decked with evergreen.
The to the men on the root, was struck on
Retail Grocers' Ntisjur iffnr.m,
exercises opened with prayer by Kev. E. the lip by one of the pails dropped by a
He received a bad cut on his
Portland market—cut loaf 7: confetion ea y
P Wilson, followed by music by Chand- fireman.
pulvtrised 6c* powered,
^rauulaLeu
The house is valued at about $1000
ler’s orchestra.
The remainder of the lip.
coffee crushed 6c: yellow ■_
%
and was Insured for $700 with H. A.
exercises were as follows:
Harmon of Portland. The loss will probimports.
Salutatory,
Meteghan River. NS. Schr Windsor—69,140
ably amount to about §100.
Wyman Morse Fitz.
ft lumber to J H Hamlin & son.
The chief engineer directed the family
Essay—A Difference.
Susie Elwell Hayes.
not to build another Cretin the house
Freights.
Oration—The American People as a
The following are recent charters;
until tho chimneys were repuired. Both
Nation,
Bark
Gaiatea, Boston to Buenos Ayres, lumchimneys of the house were full of holes
Charles Francis Barrett.
ber $11.
Recitation—Dies Irae,
Cclauo where the mortar has dropped out from
Bark
Alice Reed. Weymouth Bridge to BueAva Leighton.
time to time.
nos Ayres, lumber $11 25. Rosario $12 25.
‘Essay—Our Birds and Their Songs,
Katherine Louise Foley.
Bark Edmund Pninney, Portland to Bahia
MAINE TOWNS.
Essay—Esse Non Videri,
Blauca, lumber $18.
Mary Loretto McCafferty.
Bark Arthur C. Wade, New York to Elo JanOration—The New England Primer,
items of interest Gathered by Cories eiro. lumber $11.
Elbridge Augustus Johnson
Bark Grace Lynwood, Philadelphia to Portpondento of the Press.
Reoitation—Extract from Athalie, Racine
land, coal G5c.
Aiice Barton Fnrnham, Jenuifred Miller
Schr Luis G. Rabel, same, 70c.
Noble, Marjorie Elizabeth Durgin.
STAN DISH.
Schr City of Augusta. Pliiladelohia to Boston.
‘Oration—The Present War,
Staudisb, June 21—The Sunday sohool coal ti 7 Vi c.
John Howard Adams.
concert at Chicopee has been postponed
Recitation—The Fireman’s Prayer,
Sclir Ada J. Campbell. Philadelphia to PortVUIUOU
until one week from next Sunday night. land, pipe @2 and loaded.
Josephine Helen Proctor.
The concert at South Standish wil I take
Schr Nellie F. Sawyer, New York to Boston,
Song—Fleeing Hays,
Bailey
chalk, p. t.
Florence Gertrude St. John.
place Sunday night.
Schr Sarah & Ellen,Perth Amboy to Portland,
Ontion—Modern College Education,
Mr. Clarence Coilison and family, of
Fred Cbesley Randall.
Boston, have opened their house here for clay. p. t.
Recitation—The Soul of the Violin,
Schr Sarah Eaton.South Amboy to Calalg.ralls
Merrill the summer.
1.36.
Louise Hill.
Mr. Reginald Higgins, of Boston, is in
Schr Grace Webster, Bangor to New York,
‘Oration—The
Evolution
of
the
town.
ice 46 c.
Bicycle,
The graduating class of the High school
Schr Grace Webster, Hoboken to Castlne, coa
Walter Randall Jacobs.
attended the graduation at Potter Acade- 60c.
Essay—The Keystone of the Arch,
Saidee Louise Burnham.
The members of the class
my last week.
Recitation—The Plea of Achilles,
had their pictures taken last Saturday.
I'ortlaud Wholesale Marker.
Homer
Mr. Frank J. Berry, the Chicago horse
Ethel Gilbert Chaffey.
PORTLAND. June 21.
Oration—The American Flag,
dealer, gave a dinner to a large party of
Trading is only moderately active, and sales
John Larrabee Jones.
relatives last Thursday. In the afternoon are generally confined to immediate wants, and
Valedictory—Quo Vadis,
P our is still the
tho public listened to an
address on but few changes reported.
Elsie Louise Boody.
most important feature, with pricess consideraMusic—Class Song.
Chicago by Mr. Berry.
lower than a week ago; Spring IWheat
Awarding of Diplomas.
Miss Sadie Chase and Miss Winnifred bly
patents are selling all the way from 6 60 to $6
Benediction.
Tompson graduated from the Normal a barrel, but the Flour situation has
Improved a
school last week. Miss Chase
had the
*Exoued.
prophecy and Miss Tompson the history. little in tone since yesterday on report of the
The valedictorian in her address to tho Alarge number from this place attended settlement of the oasli wheat pool, which has
caused a sharp rally in July wheat, closing tograduation.
students, as did also Rev. E. P. Wilson the
There will be a good blueberry crop this day with a gain of
2Vi@2Vic; Sept advanced
is his remarks prior
to presenting the
year.
Corn and Oats unchanged here,
1V4 to is/se.
diplomas, referred to the loss of the laMany farmers have planted cucumbers but a trifle lower at
Chicago, the same being
mented Principal Crosby and exhorted this year.
true of hog products. Groceries steady with all
the pupils to emulate bis virtues.
RAYMOND.
kinds of Tea more flrmly held, and seling at the
)
The ushers at the exercises were Philip
East
Raymond, June 21—Children’s advance. Tobacco steady and higher. Sugar
H. Harris, Floyd Robbins, Alfred Jordan, Sunday was observed yesterday, although fairly active but unchanged. Molasses quiet.
Carroll Montgomery, Forest Baker, Ar- the rainy weather kept most of the audi- Mackerel steady, and sever I good fares have
ence
The pulpit was ably iilled by been
recently landed at Gloucester, mastly
thur Buckn m.
Tte following young the away.
pastor.
small 3s. Dry iish quiet and steady. Beans are
ladies assisted as ushers:
Alice Jackson,
Schools in town
close
next Friday,
about 6c lower. Old Potatoes weak and lower.
Catharine
Harris, Margaret
Norton, June 24, after a session of nine weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Strout are visit- Hay easy and prices barely maintained. Coal
Jessie
Austin, Clara Leighton, Jennie ing their daughter, Mrs. Addle C.
Neal, is still held at $8 a ton with no indications of
Marston.
at Brunswick.
lower figures this season.
Cordage shows a
Miss Angie Jordan is slowly improving. further rise of % o. Oakum has been
Of the graduating class Messrs. Eladvanced
and
John
Howard
Vic. Fresh beef firmer fairly active and firm
bridge A. Johnson
GRAY.
to enter the University of
—sides at 7,§Sc
'-dams
are
lb, hinds at B®lOVic, fores
Smith is at
Miss Ivy
home from
Maine, Orono; Fred C. Randall and John Presque Isle, where she has been teaching at6Vi@3c, rounds and flanks 8®8Vic, loins at
1 l@16c, rumps and loins 10S12c, backs at 7@
the Massachusetts he past year.
Larrabee Jones
go
Mr. A. P. M. Andrews 'attended com- 7Vic, rattles 4Vi@5c, lambs 8@10c; mutton 7cl
School of Technology, Boston; and Miss
mencement exercises at Kents
Hill the Lobsters scarce at 18c
pound for boiled and
Mary L. MeCafferty to the Gorham Nor- week past
11c for live.
mal school.
F. W. Stlmson’s orohestra will furnish
The following are todys' wholesale Drices of
music at the reunion of the 17th U. S. Provisions. Grocanos.cw
Infantry, which occurs August 18th, at
Floor.
Grain
Deerlng lodge, F. and A. M., No. 183, this place,
Corn oar
Sinerfiue S
41K142
Marion
Miss
who
has
60
been
grades.4
2684
do
Smith,
low
bag
lota .... 44
teachentertained
of Woodfords,
visiting Ma- g
at Stoneham, Mass., is at home on Soring Wneat basMeal Dag lots
ing
®42
sons from Westbrook, Portland and South
ers.ciana st45034 76 Oau. ear lots
her vacation.
85©36
Oats, bag lots
Portland at Ionic hall, Woodfords, last
ici 3s
Mr. Hawkea and wife of Mechanio Falls, Patent Spring
6 5035 75 Cotton SeesWneat..
The occasion was an officials passed Sunday with Mr. R. C. Hall,
evening.
car lets. 00 00®28 00
uicn. str’gii.
Mr. Albert Bohnsen bad to resign his
bag lots 0000&24 00
visit from D. D. G. M. Harian P. Babb
roller.... 6 2o®o 60
position in New York city on account of
clearldo.. .6 16js5 35 Saoked Br'r
of Westbrook. The M. M. degree was sickness. He has been couilned to his
car low. 16 60,816 00
tl.ouis st'K
bed
5 26i6 60
baa lotalB oo®17 no
conferred on several candidates during at his father’s for the past six weeks. We roller...
slear do. .5 15&6 So 311ddhng;*0000®17 00
the evening. Supper was served at the understand he is slnwlv reenverincr
bag ots. .*Oo®17 00
"nt’r wheal
Mr. Herman Hall, who has boon
in
close of the Initiatory work.
patents.. 6 36 S6 60 Mixed feed.... 3750
Baltimore attending the Dental school, is
Finn.
Coffee.
Before Judge Hopkins yestedray room- at borne.
oomufa yssvv;
AA^S-Lo
Mr. W. G. Latimer has purchase! the Cou—Large
Java&ilocha do26®28
ing, Daniel Abbott for intoxication was
Sucre ... .4 501x475
Sdoltsaaea.
fined $3 and costs.
On payment of fine property of the late Mrs. Ferguson
small do.. 2 0083 25 Porto Paco.26®so
Mr. Len Tripp has enlisted in the heavy
.2 25®8 50 Barbados*.
follock
and costs he was discharged. B. F. Nor..26@26
artillery.
Haddock.. .1 7502 00 Fancy.&2®35
ris of East Peering, on an old assault
Mr. Bert Tripp has secured work with 1' ake.2 0002 25
Tew.
the Portland Kailroad Co.
Herring, box
case, was fined $5 and costs and on payAmoys.23@30
Children’s Sunday will bo observed at
8gl4c Congous.. .... .264X50
Healed...«
ment the case was dismissed.
Mackerel.oi
Japan.... ....30835
the Congregational church June 26th.
Snore la*22 000*26 Formoso...3CM66
Mr. J. F. Chute is building an addition
Misses Howard and Ingalls of Bridgton
Bbure 28 *10 000*13
Sugar*
of
Miss
were
Carrie
Hall
to his carriage
the
house on Spring street,
guests
week
6465
Large as 312016 oo StandardGran
past
Ex chne quality
Produce
6 465
W'oodfords.
The annual fair of the Gray Park Asso- Cane cranberries
Exuac....’
6 DO
Workmen are blasting at the head of ciation will be held
^ crate.. 3 60®3 60 Yellow Extra c....4%
August 30, 31 and
0 00
Maine.
Seed
Pleasant
1.
The
are
on
the
Stevens
Plains
avclasses
following
street,
Sept
and
Pea
3 66@3 76
600.1 65lTlmothy.
for those days:
enue and Pleasant street,
Tuesday, Aug. 30 YellowBeans.l
preparatory to purses
nyes.l 85461 boiOlover.West, BViiiati
—Green horse. Trot or pace. Purse $50. Cal
N. Y. 9X4tgJ.o
Pea.... 1 6501 75 do
laying a brick sidewalk.
Four year olds. Trot or pace. Purse $50. Potars. nus
eoaoO Alsike,
ut^iova
Ihe oar on the 10.30 'special
trip of the Wednesday, Aug. 31—Three minute class. Now Potatoes $303 SOilted lop,
16.017
Riverton road Monday night was derailed Trot or pace.
Purse $100. 2.30 class. swee[sJersey326®3 75
Rrovlslen*.
ffl
PorkTrot or pace. Purse
$150.
near the Bailey
Thursday, do NoriolK 0 00
orossing on the WiDdham
!4 oo
1—2.38 trot, 2.40 pace. Purse $100. do Vineland,4 5004500 heavy
Sept.
niediuml3 00ffil3 60
road. It was some over an hour before
Onions. Ber 0 00®-'
2.22 trot, 2.24 pace. Purse $200. Entries
short cut aDd
3 0003 25
dojEgyp’n
the oar was replaced on the rails.
The close Mo nday, Aug. 22d and should ha Chickens....
clear
ll@13
Turkovs, Wes. 13015 Beef—llghtlO 2501075
mishap, coming as it did, made no differ- addressed to Jas. T. Hancock, Supt.
Northern oo... .1601?
heavy,.. 11 60® 12 oo
ence as
regards the transportation Jof
WINDHAM.
BniestaVliOS 6 75®
Fowls,.
tes aun
card,
Apples.
passengers as nearly all of the people had
Windham Center, June 21—Mr. and
apnl’sS 60®4 50) V4 bbl.Dure 7 ®7Ya
been carried from the park so that there Mrs. Frank Hansun of Biddeford, spent Eating
do common *2®SO0l do eom'nd. 5X4008,8
Saturday and Sunday at the Center, as the
Baldwins 3 60SP4 00
nans.comod 0X406X6
guests of Mr. aud Mrs. George Hanson.
palls, pure 77/» 4C3
E»ap*rla
10®11X6C
Mr. Arthur Hawkes spent Sunday at
Lemana.
purolll
8% ®S%
6 ouSB CO Buis,,,,
McBsiua
his home here.
9
®9Ys
onooWra
The High school will give
an
enter- California
Oil.
Orsscss.
tainment at their school building next
o 00®C 00 Kerosenel20t»
Florida
8V2
Saturday evening. A very interesting Calitorma, 3 60®4 00 Llgoma. 8Vs
programme is being prepared. Ad issoD do Heetllngs 2 500300
Ceutouulal. 4
on 15 cents. The
Pratt’3 Astral ..loYa
kegt.
proceeds will be used in
©12 In half bbls lc extra
Eastern extra..
for.the organ recently purchased.
or paying
®12
Raisins.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hullett and two F reati Western..
Musctl.50 lb bxs5®CYa
children, also Mrs. Sarah Hallett are vis- Held.
London lay’rll 7502OC
Huttssr.
iting at Mr. Winslow Hawkes’.
Coal,
Creamery.tncy..181819
Mr. John S. Jacobs of Boston, is at the UUth.uge vruit. ®18
Rotail—delivered.
Cumberland 00004 25
Contre for a few days.
Choice.
Chestnut...,
Cheese.
06 00
The sohools "in
Windham close
FEES & CO., l'UILA.
this
Of Grocers.
Frauklhc...
8 00
N. Y, ict'rv 9 ®10
week.
Lehigh....
®600
Vermont... 9 felO
l’e*.
4 60
bage..... 10Ys §11
LIGHTHOUSE LAW SUIT.
Grain ^notations.
A suit brought by the Allantown Iron
In Effect May 2, 1898.
BOARD OR TftA. >4
CHICAGO
of
company
Pennsylvania against Gerber
departures.
Monday’s quotations.
&
a
Co.,
New York firm, now pending
From Union Station
6.30 A. M. and 1.10 I’. M.
WHiEA'Efor Poland, Mechanic Falls, Buckfield. Can- in the New
York courts, relates to the
Juiy.
Sept.
ton, Dlxneld. Kumford Falls and Bemis.
7l3/i
of the Spring Point ledge
Closing..
HO3/*
building
light6.30 a. m. i.io and 6.15 D. in.
F’rorn Union
72
..
Opening....
G7%
house.
The
Station lor Mechanic F'alls and Intermediate
Pennsylvania company had
CORN
stations.
the contract for the iron ^work and subJuly.
Sept.
Through cars between Portland, Kumford let
32
Opening...
327/a
it; to the New York firm. A delay in Closing.......
F'alls and Bemis.
32%
358,4
Connections at Bemis for all points in tlie sinking the casing for the foundation of
OATS.
the
a
caused
lighthouse
breaking away
Raugeley Lakes.
of ihe cement, and incurring considerable
J diySept
Tisroiij^ii Tickets on Sale.
loss.
23%
The suit is Drought to decide the Opening.
90%
.......
Closing..
24Vi
gLVr
of
for
question
the acciresponsibility
II. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Manager,
PORK,
dent.
a
Messrs.
G.
W.
Nat
o
Taylor,
GoodPortland, Maine.
will
and I rank Boss have been SumFJuly.
Superintendent,
Opening.
9 57
]e!8 dtf
moned as witnesses.
Kumford Falls. Maine.
Closing. ......
957
The

notations.

..7££

0 osmig.

of

fire from box 25 at 6.25
last evening called the Deering fire department to a blaze in the roof of the
story and a half house owned and occupied by Mr. Stephen Johnson on Warren
The

a

wheat.

A

Graduating

to be delated

blockade.

1«9V»
52%

104%

.104%

i>amrai......

*73

*v4.

Michigan Central.108%
Minn & St Louis. 27%
Minn & 8t (Louis bf. 90
Missouri Pacifio. 36
Mew 3ersev: Central
93%
Mew YorkCentral. 116
New York,Chicago* 8t Louis 13
do of
65
Northern Pacifio com. 28
jwi
do
do
pfd. 68%
Northwestern.124%
170
ao^ pfd.
Ont * Western. 15
Beading... 18%
Roeklslann.100%
St Paul. 99
do bfrt.
148%
St PaulLf*:omaha. 76
do
vrfd.149
St Paul. Minn. * Mann.141
Texas Pacific. 11%
Union Paolflo pfd.58%
..7%
Wahash....
do prfd. 18%

Arrived.
Steamer Cumberland.Thompson, St John, NB

via

Kastport for

uuoio uuo auu jvxauu

Porgy

steamer

104
27%
90

34%
83

116V*
13
63

28%
68%
125%
171
16

19%
lOSYa
99%

143%
76
149
141

11%
59
7
19
131
96
186

Boston Si Mains.161
New York&New England ptd, 96
Old Colony.188
Adams Express.101
American Exoress.127
s. Exoress. 40

100
127
40

97%

Peoples Gas.. 96%
*iW 48
Homestuke,

49
3

Ontario. 8
Pacifio Mail. 28%
Puiman Palace.190%
Sugar common.131
Western Union.... 91%

28%
187%
132%

1%

Southern By pfd.
Union Pacific.

Boston.

Steamer Percy V, How, Phipsburg via Cundy
Harbor.
Tug Wrestler, with barge Gilberton, Boston.
Sch Minetta, Grant, Lynn.
Sell A Hooper. Caleord, Calais for Boston.
Sch Ida Hudson, Bishop, Boston.
Sell Mary Louise, Alley. Bangor lor New York
Sell Lizzie Lee, Deer Isle for Boston.
Sch Ella May, Crape, Rockport for Boston,
Sch Bessie Gross, Deer Isle for Bostou.
Sch Windsor Packet, German, Meteghan
River, Ns. lumber to J II Hamlin & Son.

M N Itieh & Co.
Sch Surprise, Mitchell.

Boothbay—Randall &
McAllister.
SAILED—Schs Cumberland, Clara E Randall,
and J Manchester Haynes; barge Western
Belle, in tow of tug Juno, Bangor.
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

ROC K PORT. June 21—Ar, sells Msry Snow.
New York; Ripley, Banks, Boston; Annie Kimball, Blastow Deer Isle.
SACO, June 21—Ar, sch John Snow, New
York.

John Booth, Long Cove for Newark.
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

Ar at Queenstown June 19, ship Henrietta,
Seeman, Portland, Oregon.
Sid fm Hlogo, Japan, .Tune 15, ship John R
Kelley, Chapman, New York.
Ar at Liverpool 21st, steamer Yorkshire (Br),
Montreal.
Memoranda.

Boston Produoe Market.

BOSTON. June 21. 1898—The following are
to-day’s quotations of Provisions, etc.:
FLOP*.

Spring patents. 4 76S6 35Spring, oiearlaua straight 4 16 a 6 00
Winter patents. 4 0086 E5
Winter, ele&ri&ndtstralght, 4 004 86
Extra and Seconds 00.
Fins and Supers —.
Chicago Live stock Market.
(By Telegraph.)
CHICAGO. June 21. 1898.—Cattle—receipts
3,0(10; fair demand: choice steers 4 9J®6 26;

medium 4 30&4 66% : beef steers 4 00 5 4 45 ;
Stockers and feeders at 6 00(586 <iO; cows and
heifers 8 S0@4 80; Texas steers 4 oo@4 76.
Hoes—receipts 26.000: active; fair to choice
S 96-0.4 06; packers at 3 30413 92%; butchers
at 3 3554 00; light 3 €6 a 3 96; pigs at 2 7
8 90.
Sheep—receipts 10.000; aotivo at 8 25(56 25;
clipped lambs 4 60@5 S0| spring lambs 6 00®
0 76.

Markets.
(By Telegranni
June 21. 1898.
NEW YORK—The Flour market—receipts
21.799 bbls; exports 14.260 bbis; sales 9 000
packages: market stead er bnt not active.
Flour quotations—city mills patents —; winter
patents 4 7o»u 00: city mills clears
; win tor
straits 4 40®4 60; Minn, patents at 4 90(55 80:
winter extras 3 60®4 00« Minn bakers at 4 26
«4 60; winter low grades 2 90(a8 00
Rye more active ;No2 Western 46 f 0 b afloat.
Wheat—receipts 176,760 bush; exports 243Domestic

—

oj.i7 uubu.

oaiua

uubu

ouu.uw

iuturea

and

200,000 spot i spot firm •, No 2 Had 86c at fob
afloat.
Corn—receipt* 68.100 busb; exports 64 461
bush; sales 205,000 bush futures; 3500 bush
spot; spot active; No 2 at 38 t o b afloat.
Oats—receipts 211,000 bush: exports 10 203
bush spot; spotsteady; No 2 at
bush; sales
28V. c; No 3 at 29% c; No 2 white B2o; track
white —c.
Beef easy: lamily —; city extra India Mess
—

Lard quiet: Western steam —.
Pork easy: old mess—: short clear—.
Butter steady; Western creamy at 13%®17factory do at J Kajl-V* o; Elgins 17c: state dairy
12%:«lec;docrem 13%sl6»Ac.
Chee3e steady—state large white 6s/«®63,4c:
small do 7; do colored 7@7%o.
Eggs steady; State and Penn 12 A1 a% Western tresh 12®12%c.
Petroleum dull. asB

Kosln steady.
Spirits XurnDentlne steady.
ltice steady.
CHICAGO—Cash auotatlons;
Flour dull, neglected.
wheat—No 3 spring wbeatjat 66®68o; No 3
do at 62:a72c: No 2 Ited at 7oc. Corn—No 2 at
32‘4w32yac: No 2 yellow 32ya@33c.
Oats—
No 2 at 25c; No 2 white at 28,«j28yac; No 3
White 27c; No 2 rye 41o; No 2 Barley 32®35:
>io l Flaxseed 1IOV2 ; prime Timothy seed at
2 (56; Moss pork at 9 66@9 0.
Lard S » 70iO
@6 SO; short rib sides 6 36@5 do.
Dry salted
meats—shoulders at 4% (©5; short clear 3ides at
5 »5'j«;6 06.
Butter firm; eremry I4®16c: dairy at 11%®
l3Vac.
Eggs firm; fresh at loyac. Cheesecream —c.

Machlas, June 21—Sch M B Oakes, which
sailed on the 20th lor Boston, sprung a leak
when 10 miles off Petit Manan, snd was compelled to put hack, arriving here at 1 o’clock
this afternoon with four feet of water in her

V2i\v ORLKA NS—The
easy; middling 6c.

to-day

6

18-18*.

was

Cotton market tc-aay

MOBILE—The Cotton market to-day
nominal: middling 6%c.
saVan n ah—The ootton market to-day

quiet; middling

Youog and H & J Blenderman.
NS.
Passed—Schs Wm Piokerlng. from New York,
bound east; Morris & Cliff, Rockland for New
York; M J Soley. do.
WASHINGTON—Ar 20th. schs Charles Noble
Simmons, Babbitt, Kennebec; William 1' Hood,
Davis, do.
Foreign Port*.
Sid fm Rio Janeiro May 3l.barquelNormandy,
for Portland.
Ar at Louisburg, CB. June 19, sell Frank X

Stinson, Hodgdon.

Boston.

Sid fm Barbados June 9, achSallle I’On.West,
Ship Island.
Ar at Parrsboro, NS, June 10, sch Alaska,
Libby, Machlas.
In port at Port Spain, Trinidad, June 9, bqe
Lillian, Delano, for New York (ar May 29).
Passed St Helena previous to May 31, ship
Wm U Smith, Brown, Manila for New York;
before June I, barque Sachem, Nickels, Singapore for Boston.
Cid at Mo’ treal June 20, steamer Sardinian
(Br), Vipond, Glasgow.
Ar at Hillsboro, N B, June
17, sch Oliver 8
Barrett, Erwin, Boston.
Spoken.
12, off Key
jjJune
from Sabine

West Bar, soh Tofa, Wilson,
Pass, May 27, for Perth Amboy.
May 30, lat 1 B, Ion 48 W. sen Major Pickands,
n ade. from Montevideo for New York.
——.

RAILROADS.
--

w

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT OOL Maine Coast
The 363 Isiuiitl lioutc.

,

m.

Keturn for Portland-Leave Orr’s Island, via

landings,

•hove

•ortiand,

6.80 a, m., 1.00 p.m.
9.00 a. m., 3.15 p. m.
SUNDAYS.

landings,

On and after MONDAY, June2oth, 1898, trains
will leave as follows:

juneistf

Str. “Frank .Tone§.”
Beginning Saturday, April ;:0th,1898, will leave
Portland Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4a m
ill arrival of train leaving Boston at 7
p. ra for
Rockland, Bar Harbor. Machiasport and internediate landings. Keturning leave Machiastort on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. m
ar•iving in Portland 0 a. m T"esdavs and’Fri-

lays.
Passenger

and freight rates the lowest serthe best.
GEO. F. EVYNS
marl5dtfGeneral Manager,

riee

PhdadeTpida?0rei'e®

L Warren, Waldoboro

was

vanag?.FNew Yordk2°tlll8ch,raU

was

FfumnghamLN?wAHaternB°th’

for

sturSis’ Ka-

SCUEH We,Ter-

Weaver?'lIojTl?Now1 Haven?S°n’

Bau«OTi E H

ami

Wharf, Portland, TuesSaturdays, atf.Soa.m.;

oplmin Beach, 9.45 a. m.; Bath, 12.80 p. IB. I
Uooihbay Harbor, 2.00 p. m. Arriving at
IViscasset about 3.30 p. IB.
Keturnlng—Leave Wiseasset Mondays, Wedlesdays and Fridays at 7.00 a. m.; Booth hay
larbor, 8.30 a. m.; Bath, 10.80 a. m.; PopIII.
iu,u Beach, 11.30 a.
Arriving at 1’,. tand about 2.00 p. m.
PARK : Bath to Eoothbay Harbor, 2G et*.
Will touch at Five Ialanda Tuesdays and
jaturdays Going East, and Mondays and Friiays Going West. Weather permitting.
O. C- OLIY Eli, President.
CHAS. K. LEWIS, Treasurer.
jun8 dii

iO

The
iridgton, Harrison and Waterford.
amous daily excursion route
through the
Vinding Songo and Sebago’s chain of Lakes.

In and after June 13th to make close
convections with steamer for above places, take
d. C. R. R. (Mountain Div.( train for Sebajo Lake, leaving Union Station daily at 8.45
t. m.
Returning, steamer leaves Harrison
:.00 p. m., North Bridgion. 2.15 p. m., Bridgoiv 2.45 p. m., Naples 3.30 p. m.
Connecting
it Lake Station with train for Portland ana
ioston.
Information and tickets obtained
it Union btation.

C. L. GOODRIDGE, Mgr.

ra PEAKS ISLAND FOR 5 CTS.
Str. Island
(€a|it II.

JE.

J1AINE STEAMSHIP CO.

Belle,

New York Direct Line,

Towoseud.)

-QNG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.

Commencing Wednesday. May 11,1898, steamwill leave east end Portland Pier tor Bay
fiew landing.
WEEK DAYS.
6.50, 7.00, 8.00, 10.16 a. m., 12.00 in.. 2.00, 8.00,
i '.00, 6.15, 7.25. *11.00 p. m.
Keturning leave Bay View landing 6.20, 7.20,
1-25, 10.40 a.m., 12.25,2.26, 3.23, 5.25, 6.30,10.30 p.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
Steamships alternatively leave Franklin

ir

SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland Pier 8.00, 9.00, 10.15 a. m,.
3.00.
5.00 p. m.
111., 2.00,
JOHN TEMPLE, Manager.
inaylldtf

2.00

IVliarf Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
Hie Horatio Hall at 0 p. m., the Manhattan at
> p. in. for New York direct.
Returning, leave
['ier 38, E, R„ Tuesdays, Thursdays and Baturlays at 5 p. m.
These steamers are superbly fitted and furfished for passenger travel and afford the most
ronvenient and comfortable route
between
Portland and New York.
Fare: one way, $6.00; round trip, $8.00.
Goods carried are insured against WAlt
RIsK, under tne terms of the Company’s Open
Policy, without additional charge to shipper.
J. F. LISCOMB.General Agent.
THOS. M. BARTLETT. Agt
ocwdtf

International
■■■

Steamship Co.

FOR i_:

■

iastport, Lubec, Calais, St. Jo 'o, N,B.,Halttan.

N.S-

parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
avorite route to Campobello and St Andrews.
St.B.
md all
Prince

Summer Arrangement.
steamer
after Monday. May 9th.
Portland on Mondays. Wednesdays
md F'ridays at 5.30 p. m.
Returning leave St John and Eastport same
On and
vlll leave

lays.
o

Through tickets Issued and baggage cheeked
destination. |y Freight received up to 4.00

; >. m.

For Tickets and staterooms apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
other information, at Company's Office,
tailroad Wharf, foot of State street,
J. B. COYLE, Gen. Man.
H. P.O. HERSEY Agent
marlSdtf

: or

STEAMBOAT CO.

In effect June 5. 1838,
Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath,

Rockland,
Augusta. Watervllle. Skowhegan. Lisbon Falls,
Lewiston via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor and

Daily

trip (Sundays excepted) between
Portland and Cape Small Point
On ana after April 4th. 1898.

round

Buoksport
m.

Mechank)

Stntion Foot of Preble St.
On and after Monday, Oct 4, 1897, Passentr.,
’longer

trains wiU Leave Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction Nashua.
Windham and Epping at 7.30 a. m. and 1” Si
p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North it
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For
Rochester, Springvalo, Alfred, Water
boro and Saco River at 7.30 a. in., 12.30 ami

For (jorham at7.30and 9.45a.m., 12.3a
^ am
^
6.35 and 6.20 p. in.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Junction and Wocdfords at 7.30, 9.45 a. m.
12.30,3.00, 6.35 and 6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train lrom Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with "Hoosac Tunnel Route”
for the West and at Union Station, Worcester
for Providence and New York, via '‘Provlilenea
Line” for Norwich and New York, via “Norwich Line" with Boston anil Albany R. it
the West, and with the New York all rail via

“Springfield.”

Trains arrive In Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m. 130
and 5A2 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40,
and
10J50 a. m., 1.30, 4.15, 6.52 p. m.
For ticketa tor all points West and South ai>
ply to T. F. McGILLICUDDY, Ticket Agent.

8.3d

Me.

J. W. PETERS, Supt.

Dally Line, Sundays Included,

Steamer

“Percy "XT’”
CAPT. CHAS. H. HOWj
BAY STATE AND
leave Portland Pier, Portland,

THU NEW AND rALATIAL BTEAMEHS

Will
at 2.00 p.
n., for Lowell’s (Jove, Orr’» Island; Card’s Cove.
Juohog Bay, Poor's Point, East Harpswell;
ashdale, Horse Island Harbor, Water Cove,
Small Point, Scbasco, Pbippsburg and Cindy’s
Harbor.
RETURNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
3.00 a. m.; Phlppsburg, 6.15 a. ni.; Ashdale, 6.30
a. m.; Water Cove,
Small Point, 6.45 a. m.;
Poor’s Point, 7.00 a. m.; Card’s Cove, 7.15 a. in.;
Lowell’s Coye, Orr.s Island, 8.00 a. m., arrive in
Portland at 10.00 a. m.
For lurtber particulars apply to
J. H. McDONAeD, Pres, and Manager,
158 Commercial street.
Telephole 46-3.
dtf
apr4

PORTLAND,

ilternately leave Franklin Wharf. Port
and, every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving In
ieason

mints

for connection with earliest trains for

beyond.
Through tickets

for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York. etc.
Returning leave India Wharf, Boston, every
Evening at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE. Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. AgL
Sept 1. 1897.

BOSTON and PHILADELPHIA.
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.
Custom House Wharf.

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday and

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Commencing Thursday, April 28, 1898.
For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island. 5.45,
6.40, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 12.00 m., 2.15, 3.15,
5 00. 6.15, 7.30 p. m.
For Cushing’s Island, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a. m.. 2.15,
3.15, 5.00, 6.15 p. m.
and Great
For Little
Diamond
Islands.
Trefetben’s,Evergreen Landing.Peaks’ Island.
~5.3U, u.4u, ».uu, iu.ju a. m, 12.00 m, 2.uo, 4.20,
6.15. 7,30 p. m.
For Ponce s Landing. Long Island, 5.30, 8.00,
10.30 a. m, 2.00, 4.20, 6.15 p. m.
For Marriner's Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a.
m, 2.00 p.

m.

RETURN.
Leave Forest City Landing. 6.20, 7.20, 8.30. 0.30.
10.50 a. m, 1.00, 2 35.. 3.45, 5.30, 6.30, 8.20 p. m.
Leave Ponce’s Lauding. 6.05, 8.50, 11.20 a. m,
2.50, 5.10, 6.55 p. 111.
Leave Cushing's, 7.05, 8.15. 11.05 a. m„ 2.45,
3.60, 5.20, 6.40 p. 111.
Leave Little Diamond, 6.30, 7.20, 9.20 a. m,
12.00 m.. 12.25, 3.30, 5.35, 7.20, 7.50 D. ill.
Leave Great Diamond, 6.25, 7.15. 9.15, 11.55 a.
m., 12.30. 3.25. 5.30, 7.15. 7.55 p. in.
Leave Trelethen’s, 6.20, 7.10. 9.10, 11.50 a. m..
12.35, 3.20, 6.25, 7.10. 8.00 p. m.
Leave Evergreen. 6.15, 7.05, 9.05, 11.45 a. m.,
12.40, 3.15, 5.20 7.05, 8.05 p. m.
Leave

Marriner's Landing, Long Island,

11.30

a.

m.,3 00p. 111.
Saturday night only, 9.30 p. m. for all landings.
Sunday Time T*»b’e.
For Forest City Lauding. Peaks’ Island, 8.00,
9.00, 10.30 a. 111., 12.15, 2.15, 3.15. 5.00 p. m.
For Cush ng’s Island, 9.00,10.30 a. ra, 12.15, 2.15,
3.15.5.00 p. 111.
For Little and Great Diamond
Islands,
Trelethen’s and Evergreen Landings, 8.00, 9.00
10.30 a. 111, 12.15, 2.00. 4.20 p. m.
For Ponce's Landing, Long Island, 8.00, 10.30
a. ni, 2.00. 4.20 p. in.
For Marriner’s Lauding,
m, 2.00 p. m.

Long Island.

10.30

a.

C. W. T. GODING, General Manager.

apr27dtf

&_WORCESTER;

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

Portlond,
JeZSdU

!ays, Thursdays

PORTUND atlil SMALL POINT

MAINE CENTRAL R. R,

a.

STEAMER SALACIA

will leave Franklin

jne6tf

n.^touching

8.80

Wednesday, Jane
Sffc, lS9S,tl»e

mm LAKE STEAMBOAT ROUTE.
’ortlaid, Mi, Desert end Mactiias Sibt. Co Songo River, Naples, Brldgton, North

Portland & Eoothbay Steamboat Co.

PORTLAND

MaeKio Mulvey. Bangor

m.

For Auburn and Lewiston 7.00, 8.10 a. m.; 1.30,
4.00, 6.20 and 8.30 p. m.
For Gorham, Berlin, and Island Fond, 8.10 a. m.;
1.30 and 8.30 p. m.
For Montreal and Chicago, 8.10 a. m. and 8.30 iumme r Arrangements—On
and
After
p. m.
June 18th, 1898.
For Quebec, 8.10 a. m. and 8.30 p. m.
GOING WEST.
ARRIVALS.
ENTERPRISE leaves East Boothbay
|!TR.
3 for Portland Mondays at 7.15 a.
From Lewiston and Auburn, [6.40, 8.36, 11.30 a.
m., touclim.; 3.16 and 6.15 p. m.
ng at So. Bristol tChristmas Cove, Heron IsFrom Island Fond, Berlin and Gorham, 6,40 and ] and, tOcean Point, Boothbay Harbor and
11.30 a. m. and 5.45 p. m.
i iauirrel Island.
From Chicago and Montreal, 6.40 a. m. and
Wednesday, leave Damariscotta at 6 a. m. for
5.45 p. m.
Portland, touching at aoove landings.
From Quebeo, 6.40 a. m aud 5.45 p. m.
Friday, leave Pemaquid tor Portland at 6 a.
at aoove landings except DamarisSUNDAY TRAINS.
For Montreal, Quebeo, Toronto and Chicago,
GOING EAST.
8.30 p. m.
Tuesdays and Saturdays, leave Portland at 7
For Lewiston and Auburn, 8.30 a. m. and 8.30p.m.
For Gorham and Berlin, 8.30 a. m. and 8.30 p. m. 1 i» m. for Damariscotta, touching at Squirrel
sland, Boothbay Harbor, tOcean Point, Heron
ARRIVALS.
sland. tChristma3 Cove, So. Bristol and East
From Island Pond, Berlin, Gorham, Montreal Soothbay.
and West, 6.40 a. m.
Thursdays, leave Portland at 7 a. m. for PemFrom Lewiston and Auburn, 6.40 a. m.
iquid, touching at above jandings except
damariscotta.
to
runs
The 8.30 p. m. train
Montreal
through
Saturday will return from Damariscotta
dally, Sundays included. Attached to this oOn
East Boothbay.
train is a Pullman for Montreal: also a through
t Passengers conveyed by team.
Pullman for Chicago dally, Sundays included.
Tuesdays and Saturdavs'passengers for PemPullman
Palace Sleeping Cars on Night
1 iquid conveyed by ferrv from So. Bristol.
trains aud parlor cars on day trains.
ALFRED RACE, Manager.
jel7dtf
AT
DEPOT
FOOT
TICKET OFFICE,
OF
INDIA STREET.
Portland, June 20th,,1898.je22dtf

—

York6 Phtt;

3.30 p.

Leave Portland for Long Island 10.00 a. m.,
2.00, 3.30 ]>. m.
Keturn for Portlard—Leave Long Island
0.30 a. m., 12.30. 2 30, 5.00 p. m.
Fare to Harpswell and return Sundays, 350;
ither landings, 25e.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen’l Manager,
2 noon,

'ottLiuuay uigut only.

...m.o

AV,,~,1,sl: aul,la Edward

Arrive

Leave Portland for Cliff Island, Great
Ihebeaguo and Harpswell, 10.16 a. m.
Keturn for Portland, leave Harpswell via
arne

Navigation Cn,

On and after

Beginning June 19. 1898, steamers will leave
Portland Pier, Portland,daily, as follows:
For Cliff Island, Great Chebeague, Harpsrell Bailey’s and Orr’s Island. 9.30 a. in
4.15

Us,* ^Richmond,

New

STBAMKFtS.
__

D.

For Danville Jo. (Poland Springs,)
Falls. Rumford
LewFalla,
iston, Wluthrop, Oakland. Readfield. Waterhold.
A Big Schooner—The live-masted schooner vllle, Livermore Falls, Farmington and Phillips.
11.10 a. m. for Gray, New Gloucester, Danbuildiug by H M Bean at Camden, which will be
the largest vessel of her class in the world, will ville Juno., Auburn aud Lewiston.
1L20 a. m. Exprecs tor Yarmouth, Freebe owned by Capt J G Crowley of Taunton,
Brunswick, Bath. Augusts WaterMass, for whom the sen Henry w Cramp was port,
nttsfleld.
Bangor. Buoksport, Bai
built two years ago. She is designed to carry vllle.
Harbor,
cotil. and will have a capacity of 4000 tons. via B. Greenville and Aroostook County,
& A. R. R. for Houlton. Woodstock.
Originally It was intended to make the keel of St.
Stephen, and St. Andrews, via Vanceboro
the craft 260 feet long, but 14% feet nave been
and St. John.
added, so that the schooner will he 274 feet on
1.10
p.m. Mechanlo Falls. Rumford Falls.
over
all
will be 324
the keel, while her length
Danville Jc., Lewiston, Livermore Fali3,
feet. The five masts, jib and spanker booms Bemis,
Kingtield.
Farmington,
Carrabasset, Phillips
the
barque Olympic,
were brought to Boston by
and Rangeley, Wtnthrop, Oakland,
Bingham
from Seattle, and towed down to Camden. Mr.
Watervllle
and Skowhegan,
the
vessel
Bean expects to have
ready for
1.15 p. m. For Freeport,
Brunswick. Au
launching the last of October.
Bath.
gusta.
Rockland and
Boothbay.
all
stations
on
the
Knox
and
Lincoln division, Watervllle, Skowhegan, Bek
Domestic Forts.
fast, Hartland. Dover and Foxoroft, Greensch
Electa Bailey, ville, Bangor, Bar Hai bor, Oldtowu ana Mat
NEW YORK —Ar 20th,
Clav, Perth Amboy for Bangor; Rightaway, tawamkeag. and to Buoksport Saturdays only
6.10 p.
m. For Brunswick. Bath.
Kendall, Providence.
Lisbon
Gardiner,
Sid. schs May McFarland, Brunswick: Alfred
Augusta and
Fiske, Philadelphia; Sarah Eaton, Calais; S E W
8.15 p. m. For New Gloucester,
Danville
Pickering, Philadelphia.
Ar 21st. schs Harriet SBrooks,Bangor; Sallle Junction. (Poland Springs), Meohanlo Fails,
Auburn and Lewiston.
B. Perth Amboy lor Gardiner.
11.00 p. m. Night Express, every night, for
Sid, sell Golden Shear, Portland,
Brunswlok, Bath, Lewiston, Augusta, Waterit Also sill, steamer Manhattan, foY Portland.
sen
Nellie F Sawyer, vllle, Bangor, Moosehead Lake. Aroostook
BOSTON—Ar 20th,
county via Old Town, Bar Harbor, Buoksport
Weehawken.
John
and
Old, soli Agues Manning, Heyer, Kennebec St Stephen. St Andrews. 8L
AroostooK county via v anceooro.
Halifax and
and New York.
Tohn Wins H.nwoe
T
A
the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
imr towing barge Margery: schs A J Miller, not run to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
Hutchinson, Saco; S A Paine, stiinsou. Stonlng- or beyond Bangor, except to Bar Harbor
cars to St John.
tou; E X Hamor, Brown, Mt Desert; O D With- Sleeping
White Mountain Division.
ered, Pierce Perth Amboy (at Qulnoyi; W (J
Norcross, Cole, Rockport; H S Boynton, do;
M5 a. m. For Brldgton. Fabyans. Burlington
11 ary A Hall, Haskell, Jacksonville; Georve A Lancaster. No. Stratford, Colebrook, Beecher
Lowrey, Spruce Head; H Curtis, Greens Land- Falls, Quebec, St Johnsbury, Sherbrooke Moning.
treal, Chicago, St Paul and Minneapolis and
Below—Sell Lewis K Cottlngliam. bound west. all points west
Sid tug Paoli, towing barge Bala to Bootlibay
3.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake, Cornish,Fryeburg
(to load).
Bridgton. North Conway. Fabyans. Lancaster
BALTIMORE—Cid 20th, sch Henry Withing- No. Stratford,
Colebrook, Beecher Fall*
ton. Crowed, Boston.
LunenDurg, at johnsbury, Newport Sher-’
BANGOR—Ar 21st, schs Maud Snare, Lowell. brook. Montreal and Toronto.
New York; I K Stetson, Atwood, do: Albert
SUNDAY Tit A INS.
Meson. Gale, Norfolk; Eagie, Eaton, Boston;
T20 a. m. Paper train
for Brunswick. An.
Omaha, Dorr, do; Fortuna, Chase, Newport
News.
gusta, Waterville and Bangor.
12.50 p. m.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston.
Sid, schs Helens Barnes, Frovincetown;Mary
Bath. Augusta, Waterville, and Bangor.
A McCann, New York; s s Kendall, do.
11.00 p.m. Night Express with sleeping cars
BATH—Ar 2oth, schs Mary F Godfrey,Wicks,
New York; Emma C Middleton, Banks, do; for all points.
Katie G Robinson, Tibbetts,do; Marion Draper,
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
Lewis, do.
From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans. Brldgton.
BATH—Ar 21st. schs Jessie Murdock, Bos- 8.26 a. m.; Lewiston and Mechanic
Falls, 8.30
ton; Clara E Randall, Portland; J S Wiuslow, a. m.:
Waterville and Augusta. 8.35 a. m
Fernaudiua.
and Augusta daily and week days from
Bangor,
CALAIS—Ar 20th, schs Hyena, Hannah, New Rockland, 12.23 p. m.; Kingfield.
Phillips, FarmYork; Seth W Smith. Martin, do.
ington, Bemls. Rumford Falls. Lewiston, 12 30
CAMDEN—Ar 21st, schs Lester A Lewis, D.
m; Lewision and way stations 3.25 p. m.: St
Coombs, New York; Water Lily, Herrick, Ask- John. Bar Harbor.Aroostook County,Moosehead
ing grounds.
Lake and Bangor, 5.45 p.m.; Hangeley.
CAPE HENRY—Passed out 19th, sells Sam’l ton, RumfordFaUs, Lewiston, 5.65 p. m.;FarmingChicago
Dldaway, Baltimore for Boston: Woodward and Montreal and all White Mountain points
Abrahams, do for do; S P Hitchcock, do fordo; 8.10 p. m.; daily from Ear Harbor,
Bangor
Estelle PUlnney. Washington lor do: Mary Ade- Bath and Lewiston. 1.40 a. m. daily;
laide Randall, Norfolk for New London, aud St John. BarHarbor, Watorvllle and Halifax
Augusmany others.
ta. 3JjO a. m.. except Mondavs.
CARKABELLE—Ar 20th, sch Henry Clausen,
EVANS.
Vice
Pres,
and
GEO.
F.
Geu.
Man
Jr, Torrey, Key West.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. * T A
Sid 20th, sehs Laura M
FKRNAND1NA
June
Portland.
3,1803.
aprudtf
Luut, Peck, Boston; Florence Lelaud. Spoflord,
New York; Sarah Potter, Farnham. do.
GLOUCSETER—Ar 20th, sells W H Card,
Lowed, 'Tiverton, RI; ADbie Bowker, Perry,

Keoetpts—Flour. 6.000 bbls-, wlieai'19,700 Philadelphia.
HYANNIS—ArSOth, sch J Howell Leeds,
bu*h;~corn 837.800 bush: oats 231.600 bush;
rye 700 hush; barley 9.700 bush.
Philadelphia.
KEY WEST—Ar 12th, sch Edward Blake.
wheat
8,000
Shipment*—Flour 6,300 bbls;
bush; corn 166,000 bush; oats 278,700. bush; Smith, Baltimore.
Ar
bush.
rye 0,000 bush; bailey oooo
uth, barque Olive Thurlow, Hayes, Baltimore.
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat—lune at 86 1 JulJ at
Ar
15th.
sch Isaih Hart, Williams, Philadel86c; Sept at 69%c; l)ec Ol’Iic; No 1 hard at phia.
88; No 1 Northern 80.
Ar
loth,
barque AnnleReed.Welt.New York.
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first patents 4 30®
Ar 20th, sch B Frank Nealley, Davies, Port
4 60; second patents at 4 15it/.4 26; first clears
Tampa.
at 3 60®3 86; second clears 3 20«8 40.
Kid, sch Alice Archer, Givan. Apalachicola.
MACUIAS—Ar 21st, sch Bertha V, Wilson,
Boston; tug Kpriiighid, with barges NO 1 aud 2,
Cotton Markets.
from Parrsboro, NS. for Portland.
,by Telegraph.
Kid. sell Alaska, Parrsboro for New York.
JUNE 21, 1888.
NEW
Mattie J Alles.
Cotton market to-day Calais. HAVEN—Ar 20th, sell
NFW YORK—The
closed aulet; middling uplands 6%c; do gulf
NEWPORT NEWS—Sid 20th, schs George P
bales.
at 63sc'; sales 2027
Daveupoit, Boston; Lewis H Goward, Salem;
George Bailey, Providence.
oh akLESTGN—The Cotton marker to-day
NEW LONDON—Ar
6c.
was steady: Middling
20th, seq Amanda F„
Davis, Sanderstown
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was
Eandall> Allyu3 Foiut ,or
middling o’/sc.
market

Sid. sells W S
for Sand River,

■

Molasses steady.
Freights to Liverpool dull.

quiet;
MEMPHIS—Tile Cotton
quiet; middlings 6e.

land.

STEAMERS.

LEAV£.

Steamship Horatio Hall, Bragg, New York—
J F Llscomb.
Steamer Salacla, Oliver. Bath, Boothbay Harbor ami Wiacasset—C K Lewis.
Sch Cumberland, Littlejohn, New York—Consolidated Ice Co.
Sell Benj C Cromwell, MeClearn, North Boothbav, to load part cargo tor Fort Spain. Trinidad
—Chase. Leavitt & Co.
Sell S P Blackburn, Boss, Kennebec and Baltimore—F S Winslow & Co.
Sch J B Coyle, Berry, Kennebec and Philadelphia- .1 s Winslow & Co.
Sell Katie L Palmer. Palmer, Lockport, NS—

sch

—

muuci, usmug.

Wm A Wells.
Cleared.

Sid,

PERTH AMBOY—Ar 20tt), sobs Flora Con
loo. Sellers. New York; Hamburg, White, do."
PORTSMOUTH, NH-Ar 20th, schs J M Morales, Uuntoo, Kennebec for New York; Lugano,
Lewis, do for do; Alice 0 Fox, Perkins. Camden
tor Beston; Jordan L Mo t. Dyer, Rockland for
New York; J A Paine, Stimson, Stonlngton for
Boston.
ROCKLAND-Ar 21st, schs Lucy A Davis.
McKown, Louisburg, CB; Ira B Ellems, Marston, do; U S Fish Commission soh Grampus.
Sid, schs Island Cltv, Nelson, New York; Empress. Johnson, do; Hume, Hall. Boston.
Ar 21st. schs Carrie Miles,
ROCKPORT
White; New York; Arbitrator. Hslnney, Gloucesfer; Ilrenton (Br), LeBlanc, Belleveau Cove,
NS; Talisman (Br). Port Gilbert, NS.
Sid, schs Louisa Frances, Pearson, Boston;
Stony Brook, Collins. Norfolk.
STONINGTON. Ct—Ar 20th, sch Susan E
Nash. Stevens, South Amboy.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 20tb. sch Chrome,
Tinker, New York for Plymouth (and sldi.
Ar 21st. schs Samuel Hart, Thomaston for
New York (lost anchor and 15 fathoms chain):
11 Si J Blenderman, Kennebec for Philadelphia;
Samos, do for New York; Jordan L Mott, Rock-

FALMOUTH FORESIDE S. B. CO.
ami After June

On

10th, 1S98.

STEAMER MADELEIAE

leave

Will

Portland

Pier

For Great Diamond Island at 6.45, 9.00 a. m.,
12.10, 3.15 and 6.10 p. m. For Falmouth at 6.45,
For Cliebeague
9.00 a. m.. 12.1u. 3.15. 6.10 p. m.
and Cousins Islands, Priuee’s Point, Yarmouth
at » a. m. and 3.15 p. m.
RETURN—Leave Diamond Island at 7.55.
11.30 a. m.. 1.30, Cx. to p. in. Leave Falmouth at
Leave
G.00, 7.25, 11.00 a. ni. l.oo, 5.10 p. ni.
Leave
Cliebeague Island 10.15 a. m., 4.30 p. m.
Prince’s Point
Cousins 10.30 a. mM 4.45 p. m.
10.45 a. m., 5.00 p. m.

Sunday

Time Table.
Leave Portland Pier for Diamond Island, Falmouth. Cliebeague and ICousins Islands and
Prince’s Point, at o.oo a. in. and 2.00 p. ni.
Return leave Cliebeague at 10.30 a. m. and 4.15
p. m., Cousins Island at 10.45 a. m. and 4.30 p.
Leave Prince’s Point ll.OOa. m. and 4.45 p.
m.
Leave Falmouth at ll.io a. m. and 5.00 p. m.
m.
Leave Diamond Island at 11.40 a. m. and 5.30
p.

m.

FALMODT4J FORESIDK S. B. CO.

june9dtf

Saturday,

From Central Wharf. Boston. 8 p. m. From
Pine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R. and
south by connecting hues, forwarded free of
mmmission.
Round Trip $18.00.
Passage $13.00.
Meals and room Included
F'or freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
All goods shipped by
line
this
are
covered against war risk by open policies
issued to

tms

company

witnout

expense

shipper,
ME. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 89 State St* Fisks Building, Boston,
ass.
oct22dtf
o

RAILROADS,

Boston & Maine

R.

R.

In effect Oct. 4th, 1897,
Trains leave Union Station, for Scarboro
Crossing. 10.00a. m- b.15, 6.20 D.ra.; Scarbo
po Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.00 a. m.. 3.30,
5.15, 6.20; p. m.; Old Orchard. Saco, Bid*
deford, 7.00. 8.40, 10.00 a. m., 12.45, 3.3a
3.15, 6.20 p. m.; Kennebunk. 7.00. 8.40 a. m.,
12.45.3.30. 6.15 ,6.20 p. m.; Kennebunkpert,
8.40. a. in..
7.00.
12.45, 3.S0, 5.1o p. m.;
Wells Reach 7.00,8.40 a. m.. 3.30. 5.15 P. m.;
North Berwick, Somemwoith, Dover, 11 4.05,
7.00, 8.40 a, m..
12.45. 3.80, 5,15 c. m.t
Rochester, 7.00. 8.40a. m., 12.45, 3.SO p. m.j
Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.
12.46,
3.30 Tl. m.; Northern i>iv.. Lakeport. La*
con la, Plymouth, 8.40 a. m..
12.45 p. m.i
Worcester, via Somersworth. 7.00 a. m.;
Manchester.
Concord, via
Rockingham
3.30
7.00 a. ni.,
Junction,
in. j
p.
Junction, Exeter, HaverRockingham
hill. Lawrence, LowelL Boston. Ut4.06,
t8.40 a.
m.,
12.45, 3.30 p. m.
t7.00,
Arrive in Boston, 7.2o, 10.16 a m„ 12.5a
4.22. 7.25. p. m. Leave Boston for Portland. 6.69. 7,30. 8.00. 8.30 a- ni., 1.00, 4.15.
Arrive Portland,
10.13, 11.00 a.
p. mm., 12.00, 12.20, 5.00, 8.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
v

Scarboro
Beach, Pine Point, Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk. Wells
Beach, 12.65. 4.30 p. m.; North Berwick,
Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston. 4.05 a. m.. 12.55, 4.30 p. m. Arrive Boston, 7.26 a. m.. 6.28, 8.45 p. m. Leave
Boston tor Portlaud 3.45 a. m., arrive Portland 7.10

a. ni.

EASTERN PITItlOy

Way Stations, 9 a. m.; Biddeford,
Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem. Lynn,
Boston.
t2.0a t9.00 a. m.,
1.00, t6.10
o. m.
arrive in Boston, o.o7 a. m., 12.5a
m.
Leave
4.16, 9.25 p.
for
Boston,
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m., 12.30,
7.00.
Arrive Portland, 11.50 .a. m., 12.15.
p. m.
4.30. 10.20 p. m.
For

SUNDAY TRAINS.

Biddeford,

Portsmouth.

Newbury-

Salem. Lynn. Boston. 2.00 a. HL- 1.00
Arrive la Boston, 5.57 a. m.. 4.15 p. m.
Leave Beston lor Portland, 9.00 a. m„ 7.<H)
m.
Arrive in Portland, 12.25.
10. *.*
p.
p. in.
tConnects with Rail Lines for New York,
South and West.
H Daily except Monday.
Through tickets to all \oints for sale at Uulon

port,
d.

m.

Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. }». & T. A., Bottoa.
GKO. H. THOMPSON. Ticket /'rent. Fort
laiid.

THE

AUYEKTlSEMEJile TODAY.

NEW

Owen. Moore &
J. E. Libbv Co

SONS

PRESS.
New

MKW

I

gEW APVBg-SiagaUOUTO.

VETERANS.

^

1

AP,r*i»TttaeM»TTr,-

NEW

NEW ADVERTISEMENT!?.

Staff

Surgeon—Maj.

CASTORIA

Edward H.

brook.

Smith,

———————

The Kind You Have Always Bought,

BRIEF JOTTINQS.

-OF-

SILK DEPARTMENT.

LADIES’ JACKETS,
SUITS and CAPES.

Waist

The Conklin class committee on W. L.
U. field day deoorations will meet with
Mrs. Fred Kendall,
Diamond Island,

Thursday,
Soothing

Byrup,

Has
used
Fifty Years by millions of
blatters lor their children while Teething
with perfeot suooess.
It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays Pain, euros Wind
Colle, regulates the bowels, and Is the best
remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising from
teething or other causes. For sale by Druggists In every Dart of the world. Be sure and
aik for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 cts
A bottle
bsen

June S3.

pier at 9 o'olook
Is requested.

over

PERSONAL

Every

a.

member of

D. A. R. is

Gateley of Portland was in
and last evening delighted the congregation at St. Mary’s
church by a fine rendering of (Marston’s
“Ave Marla.” Mr. Gateley will be re-

yesterday

memoereu as tenor in tne

from

which

Special

Central Fire station.

Superintendent of clocks
having the dialB of the North

Barbour is
school clock
painted. This Is a much needed improvement and one that will he appreciated.
Fern Lodge Odd Ladies will elect offio

tonight.

kept on exhibition there.
The Knights Templar will leave here
by special train at 8 o’olock, Friday, to
pass the day at the Isle of Shoals. They
will march from the oommandery headand

to

disto

have been retailing from $7.50 to 32.50, in five lots, at the following prioes:

we

READ THIS.

$5.75, 7.98, 10.00, 12.50 and 15.00.

the rest of the week to assist in the
soldiers’ box.
Another flagstaff is to be added to those
on

ones

one season

ALL WOOL OUTING SUITS

re-

The Bight Rev. Bishop James A. Healy
Portland Senate of the Essenlo Order
has returned home after a brief visit at
have their election this evening.
Eaafcport, the guest of Rev. J. J. Ahern.
The old locomotive whloh Alderman
The bishop also made his annual visit to Rounds
purchased as an exhibit for the
the Passamaquoddy tribe of Indians at
Fourth of July parade is at the Portland
Pleasant Point village seven miles away
oompany’s shops, being put into condiand Friday mornlDg oelebrated mass in tion for the
show. Alderman Rounds
Sit Joseph’s Oathollo church here. Lately
suggests that after the parade the locohe confirmed 261 ohlldren in Biddeford.
mnt.ivA Via iinlrtarinri 1n nna nf tho rmrlrc
Walter J,

the other.

Boat leaves Portland
m.
A fall attendance
the

early, but for various reasons we wish to be the first
Spring Goods. We don’t want anything left over from
To accomplish this fact, we have divided all our

It is rather
pose of our

quested to be at Bosworth Post hall, Free
street, this forenoon and every afternoon

ers

the city

ADVERTISEMENTS.'

KEW

West-

Chaplain—Capt. H. I. Holt, Cashing.
Adjutant—Lieut. Eugene W, Crawford,
Skowhegan.
Advocate—Lieut.
Wm.
H.
Judge
Looney, Portland.
Inspector—Lieut. Fred E. Hooper, Bath.
Mustering Officer—Lieut. George U.
Hamilton, Buoksport; assistants, E. N.
Courson of Brunswick; H. A. Lowell of
Farmington.
2

Bears the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher,
use for more than thirty years, and

s

ADVERTISEMENTS.

GREAT MIDSUMMER

Appointments.

la

"lira Winslow

NEW

,

CoL, George E. Leighton, division commander of the Maine Sons of Veterans,
has announced the followingstafl ocffiers:

New Wants. To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
and similar advertisements will be found under
tlieir appropriate heads on page 6.

N

ADVERTISEMENTS.

■ II—

Commanding Officer Announces Hls

Co.

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
K. M. Lewsen & Co.
J. E. Palmer—2.
Milliken & Co.
«h of Jnly.
FINANCIAL.
Portland Trust Co.

OF

Grand, impressive bargains

Counter.

Our business

season and

in

this

await

department

odd lots

you this week at

Silk
has wonderfully increased this
our

Attractions

have accumulated with more than ordinary
rapidity_
hence the necessity of an immediate clearance sale at reduced prices.
\

The assortment
and all the new fads

we

Offer

f

-FOE-

1

at this sale consists of

Stripes, checks,
pieces have but a

plaids
Some of the
single waist pattern, some have two, others have more. There are in all
seventy-five or more different styles.
We have divided these into three lots
of the season.

and marked them.

75c

REMEMBER THE FACT THAT NO SUIT IN
THE STORE IS HIGHER THAN $15.00.

yd., $ 1.00., $ 1.25 yd.

THURSDAY,

JUNE 23.

Special

in

LOT NO. 1—All high grade Suits, mostly
novelties, which retailed from
$22.50 to 32.50, at only §515.00.
LOT NO. 2, at$lii.50-Thesehave been selling from $16.50 to 21.00.
Most of the suits in this lot have silk lining in jacket and skirt.
LOT NO. 3, at §510.00—In this lot you will find ail suits that sold formerly
from $12.00 to 16.00, some braid trimmed, others plain, but all are made of the best
materials.

Attractions
-FOR

—

WEDNESDAY,

SOME EXCELLENT VALUES IN THIS LOT.

JDNE 29.

A l?t of Shirtwaists made of Percale
LOT WO. 4, at $7.98—All suits formerly sold from $S.98 to $11.50.
One lot of solid leather belts, sold
This
Cambric, worth 50c and 59c, ail lot consists principally of Coverts and Cheviots, in tan, several shades of blue,
at 25c. All desirable colors.
everywhere
made this season, blouse effect detach- green and brown. Jackets all lined with silk and tailor made.
Sale price for Wednesday only, 12 l-2o.
-This
lot
consists
of
All
Wool
at
whioh
LOT
WO.
retailed
able collar, carefully laundered,
$5.75
5,
Suits,
(Two to each purchaser.)
from $0.98 to $8.50.
ONLY 25c. formerly
been
at
and
5.98 we have not put into
$5.00
Those Suits that we have
selling
There being but twelve
dozen of any separate lot, as there are but a few of them left; but what there are
you
and

obliged to sell only two
These goods will be sold
regular price the following day.

them,
a

we are

customer.

their

to can have at

$3.98.

at

quartette
quarters at 7.81.
Bear in mind that this is not a job lot or out of season goods, but a
Portland which made such a hit in the
Tea dealers begin to realize that
they choice lot of silk fabrics,
for
the
benefit
of
Columbia
every piece bought for this spring’s business. It is a
or- are now in
minstrels
the last month of the tea year
chestra.—Bath Times.
and that stocks are light and held by cleaning up sale of what Is left of different lines from this season’s
selling.
Mr. John B. Coyle of the Internationstrong people. The light shipments of
This is a grand opportunity for anyone
a Silk waist at a low
wanting
al line has gone to Washington on busi- last
season have left the market with less
ness
concerning the purchasing of the stock than usual on hand at the close of cost.
steamer St Croix by the government,
One lot of cotton covert bioycle skirts,
the season, all of whloh operates to the
r Vice-President Bates of the Union Mu38 in number, all
desirable shades,
good of the people who are fortunate
tual Life Insurance company has gone to
some circular, others divided; about a
enough to hold large supplies of tea. The
Quinoy, 111., on business for the com- market continues to show a very strong
dozen have gaiters to match.
These
pany.
undertone and there is no'selling'pressure
are worth at least $1.9S.
On Frigoods
General Manager George E. Raymond
Thousands of yards coming in—thousands of yards going out.
as it is acknowledged that the recent adday, June 24th, they will go at the unof the Consolidated Electric Light comvance has been safe and conservative, the We have made a
reputation for selling the handsomest wash Silks and we are heaid of low price,
79c
has
to
Providence
on
a
pany
gone
busiaverage being only about one-half of the bound to
keep it. Many choice and beautiful styles in the Japanese Wash
ness trip.
duty.
Her British Majesty’s ’Consul, J. B.
The Portland Ladies’ Veteran Fire- Silks—silks .that, are very servioable and make light and airy waists and
Keating, is at present on a Western trip. men’s
auxiliary will hold a meeting at dresses for summer wear.
John H. Ridge, Esq., is acting consul
Veteran Firemen’s hall, on Wednesday,
There are many grades of these silks, but we
his
absence.
during
keep only the best.
June 98, at 8 p. m.
Ex-Mayor D. J. McGiliicuddy of LewIn the City ofjjPortland’s notice to ooal
iston was in town yesterday.
One lot of roman striped underskirts,
dealers the date should
be June 35th,
Judge F. M. Drew of the Androscoggin instead of June»24th as at first
very full, double ruffle, such as are sold
printed.
county probate court was In town yestereverywhere at $1.50. Our price for the
Greenleaf lodge, F. & A. M., of Cornish
day.
above mentioned day, only
will have an excursion from Fryeburg
75c
Mr. W. H. Looney of this city has been
to Riverton Park, Saturday.
appointed by Col. Leighton of the Maine
The P. H. S. Cadets held a battalion
division, S. of V., judge advocate of his
meeting yesterday forenoon, at which
staff for the ensuing year. Mr. Looney
Major Boyd stated that Monday, July 11,
FISHERMEN IN GOOD LUCK.
send many more vessels into the
held this position under Col. Chatto sevseining
had been designated as visitors’ day to
eral years ago and under Col. Soule last
fleet.”
the camp at EarpswelL
It is probable
year and is well qualified for its duties.
the Cadets will participate in the parade Parse Farts Brought In by Portland
One lot of crash skirts, full width,
ANOTHER SQUAD OF RECRUITS.
on the morning of July 4.
from 39 to 44 inches long, well worth
DOVER RACES.
Schooners—Other Shipping News.
°
Yesterday was the first day of summer,
75e.
Steadily has the Granite State Park June 2ist.
Fifteen More Portland Men Start for
Special for Monday,
races grown in favor until now the an37 S-2c
There are 89 patients on the list of the
Schooner Maud Muller, which came in
Chickamauga to Join Maine Regiment.
nouncement that a series of races are to
two to each purchaser.)
(Only
Diet Mission at present.
holds the record of large
yesterday,
be hell, means that non
better are to
Yesterday noon a special of ten cars left catches thus far this season. 'She brought
be held in New England, and you will
over the Mountain division of the Mains
80,000 pounds of mixed iish.
A second instalment of Portland voiun
find that at Dover all the best horses in
The Juliette arrived with 10,000 pounds teers started for
Central, taking a
party of 300 tourists
the circuit are entered.
Chiokamnuga last evenbound for St. Anne, Quebec.
The occa- of haddock and cod.
ing on the New York steamer Horatio
The opening gun in the Granite State
sion was the annual pilgrimage
of the
The govorninent’steamer.Lilac is on.the Hall. Lieut.
Park was fired on Tuesday, and a very
Chaplin picked fifteen muu
French people to St. Anne
marine railway.
from among those who had passed the exformidable array of races is entered.
Twelve soldiers from Fort Slooum, N.
We shall put on sale all Children’s
The steam yacht Wapiti, Irom Saginaw, amination and started them from the
Don’t get left Id the fun.
Plan to le
Y., arrived yestedray noon from Bos- Mich., which put in here Monday night armory at 5.30 o’clock.
not many of a kind, ages 4 to
Reefers,
one
was
some
Every
there
day this week. Low rates from
ton, via the Fall River line, to recruit for| coal, left yesterday far New York. provided with rations of canned beans 12, the cheapest one worth $2.50. Some
all Boston & Maine railroad stations.
the battery at Fort Preble up to its full Her owner’s object in
bringing her down and hardtack, enough to last them till are worth $5.00 and S6.00. Divided in
from Lake Michigan, was to sell her to they reach the
strength.
two lots. We sell them at
regiment.
98c and
The protected cruiser San Francisco is the government, if possible. She is a trim
One of the fiDest sugars made in the
Corporal Quinn and Privates Mulhern SE.98. You can afford to buy one of
to arrive here this morning. craft and has lots of speed.
and CummiDgs of the
country Is the well-known Revere sugar. expected
recruiting office ac- them whether your little girl needs it or
The fishing schooner Uncle Joe, whose companied the recruits to the wharf and
The manufacturers are not m the sugar She will remain long enough to take on
not
500 tons of coal, which will be furnished crew figured in a narrow
trust and are not
escape from saw them safely on board the steamer,
confined to prices,
Randall
&
to
MoAllister.
and consumers get the benefit thereby. by
death, last winter, has been then turned them over to the keeping of
Capt. Leary, freezing
stationed here, commands the sold to New York parties.
Millikan & Co., 163 Commercial street, so long
Herbert D. Lambourne, one of the enV?_:_
A recent issue of the , Times of Argen- listed men
are the wholesale
who seemed especially well
headquarters.
Bepairs are being made on the brick tina says: “Up to the present, the effect adapted to take charge of the squad. The
FOR THEIR COMFORT.
sidewalk an d cobble stone gutter on the of the Spanish-Americau war
on the
recruits wore assigned to quarters in the
Charles S. Keene, H. S. Melcher & Co.. west side of South
River Plate shipping trade has been the lower
street.
saloon, where they deposited their
Tomlinson
Milliken,
Co., C. A. Weston
City Inspector of Clocks Barbour is detention of several United States sail- boxes of rations and then went on deok
& Co., yesterday contributed each, a six
having the dials of the clock on the ing vessels in this river. Some of them to have a last word with their friends the
pound box of B. and Lu tobacco through North sohool
building repainted, and are loaded with produce and others are other side of the gang-plank.
Major Hartnett for the comfort and solace the clock will be
partly laden, but none of them are able
There were two or three mourners for
stopped for a few days.
of the Portland battalion at
The team which was found at an early tin rvrnnoorl nn tliaip
Chickamauga.
every one of the enlisted men.
One man
hour Monday morning on the corner of presence of the Spanish destroyer Tem
among them had left behind a wife and
SUICIDE IN WISCASSET.
Brackett and Carleton streets by Officer perario in these waters. Wo do not know four children, all of whom were at the
Wisoasset, June 21.—Miss Emma F. McCormick and taken to Fernald & Saw- if the mission of that Spanish war vessel wharf to witness his
It was
departure.
Knight, the eldest daughter of C. P. yer’s livery stable, was Dr. Nickerson's. is to prevent the sailing of American
"copcig cime will) ins little hock, cut
Knight, hanged herself from a beam in
The
Maine Historical
Society will sailing vessels from this port, but it seems he didn’t seem the least affected.
His
the barn this afternoon.
She had been hold its annual business
meeting in the to us that it is time that she was employ- wife, on whom the burdens of life ai’e
wildly insane for some time and had beeD Cleveland leoture
sd for more
warlike purposes in othei
room, Bowdoin college,
likely to fall most heavily during the
watched, but in some manner she eluded Brunswick, this afternoon at 2 o'clock.
seas, or that a United States
warship •bsence of her husband, bore up bravely
the family and before she was missed had
Attached to the regular train that ar- was sent down here to clear the entracc siil the
parting signal was given and the
secured a rope which she passed over the rived from
Augusta yesterday, were three to this river from that destroyer and enteamer began to slowly mako her way
beam putting her head through the
loop carloads of troops which have been re- able the merchant vessels to set sail for out from the dock.
Then she buried
and swung off.
We s«re not in the
cently mustered into the service from their respective destinations.
If warsr face in her hands and tears
trust and are
fell like
not coBiSined to
this state. These
troops will go directly ships are meant to fight in time of war. rain.
prices.
the Temerario has no business to
through to Washington.
idle
Following is a list of names of the
Mr. Taylor had a rehearsal at City hall about the River Plate, especially as she
Herbert 1). Ham bourne, Moses
squad:
last night.
There was a fine body ot is evidently needed elsewhere.”
G. Ellis, David E. Weir, Fred L. Harris,
voices present. A number of
Among
yesterday’s arrivals were: Colman J. Clonan, Jeremiah Hang, Marsongs was
Sold by Leading Retail Grocers.
rehearsed.
steamer Windsor Packet, with tin J.
The negro melodies particu- British
Newbeit, Joseph F. Thorne, Wm.
lumber
for J. H. Hnmlen & Son;
larly pleased.
J.
J.
Haley,
tug
McQuirk, Joseph
Joseph J.
Yesterday was bright, but the day was Wrestler, towing barge! Gilberton. Tho Woods. Dudley M. Kidge, Hawrenoe M.
broken by showers. It was
Nellie
J.
Crocker
and C. M. Gilmore Googins, Thomas Aleware.
quite warm,
but grew cooler at night.
sailed. Tug Seguindeft for the Kennebec
18 tasty cooked food.
The Deering High school will
give their with the schooner Clara E. Randall in
Food that ia flavored
farewell reception at Gilbert’s hall to- sow.
with
Could
Run
night.
Fishing schooner Ella M. Doughty has

ALL SILK AND CLOTH

FRIDAY, JURE 24.

WASH SILKS.

_

SATURDAY, JUNE 25.

In six lots at the

THURSDAY, JUNE 30.

CAPES,

One lot of Silk Ties in all desirable
shades. They’are justjwhat you want to
wear with your shirtwaist.
Worth fro®

following prices:

9§c, $2.50, 3.50, 4.50, 5.75 and 7.98.

25cto35c.

ONLY I2l-2c.

(Two

to each purchaser.)
LOT WO. 1, at 98c—Cloth Capes in blaok, blue and green, some plain,
others trimmed with braid, which are worth from $1.75 to 2.25.
LOT WO. 2, at $2.50—This lot consists principally of Brocaded Satin
Capes, nicely trimmed with lace and ribbon around collar, and ribbon bows on
front and back. There are also a few long Black Cloth Capes in this lot.
LOT WO. 3, at $3.50 —In this lot you will find quite an assortment of Doth
Cloth and Silk Capes. Our Tan Cloth Capes, with plaid silk hood, which we had
such splendid success with, are included.
LOT WO. 4, at $4.50—Comprising all cloth and Silk Capes which sold
One lot of black figured Mohair Dress
formerly from $0.98 to 6.98.
Medium and large patterns,
LOT WO. 5, at $5.75—All Capes retailed previous to this sale from $7.50 to Skirts.
to 8.98.
worth at least $1.98.
Friday’s price,
LOT WO. 6, at $7.98—Comprising all higher priced Capes, including ail (only two to each purchaser),
99c.
high grade novelties in Short Silk Capes, as well as our Shawl and Golf Capes; also

FRIDAY, JJiY 1st.

Long Silk and Cloth Capes, suitable
Positively no Cape lu Our

for middle

aged

ladies.

Higher than $7.98

Estabiisliuicnt

EASTMAN BROS. & BANGROFT.

ALL HIGH GRADE LADIES’ SPRING

MONDAY, JOE 27.

an

three lots at the following

ON

JACKETS,

-AND-

prices:

$3.50,

5.50 and 7.50.

MONDAY FORENOON, JULY 4,

NO JACKET HIGHER THAN $7.50.

Though some are worth $15.00 and $16.00. We have but the better grade
jackets left, in kersey, black clay diagonal and black cheviots; ail but seven are
The seven unliued jackets that we have, are not inlined throughout with silk.
cluded in any of the three lots, but will be sold at the bargain counter, together
with some linen jackets in broken lots at 98c.

Sale

Tliarsalay,

Commences

$

TUESDAY, JUNE 28.

a.

Jane

23d,
ten days,

an., and will last for

until

SATURDAY, JULY 2nd.

Monday, JeiSy

a

We shall present every customer with
handsome patriotio souvenir.

DON’T FAIL TO SEE US.

at

4th.

On account of the low prices on all
we shall be obliged to charge yon
for the cost of alterations on garments

goods,

EVERYBODY IS INVITED.

We expect to make this the most attractive sale in the cloak history of Portpurchased at this sale in case you canRemember we handle no cheap goods, everything sold at JLewsen’s is
land.
not get fitted without any changes.
not
does
If
we
shall
warranted.
prove satisfactory
consider it a favor if
anything
us.
you would briug it back to
In connection with this Midsummer Murk Down Sale of Jackets,
Suits and Capes, wo shall have special bargains on smaller articles for each of
the 10 days while this sale lasts.
THOSE WHO |WILL CALL
On the side columns of this advertisement you will find the special attracFORENOONS
will profit greatly
tions for eaoh day.

by doing

so.

_

R.

LEW8EN

1.

No. 538

RESERE

SUGARJ

mat sm me.

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR IT,

isaizmsBBia

<1 Man’s

Wholesale

fi Weakness

i Baker
1 ®r» extracts®
s&

(£3 Will keep a man good Matured for
months, being made of the Purest it
“
"c'
quality; being put
fig up
,VaritT
inlT
full
weight two ounce bottles,
nc. panels, it never varies in
quailfi',1
tsty, care being taken in the making.
strongest Extract on the
(WX It is thedouble
the strength of other
market,
extracts. To be convinced try Baker's
Extract just once.
VOUR GROCER SELLS THEM.

WEI
Hit

fCI
HU
WEj
Hit
WEt
Hit
AH
Hit

{gj

'_^SB£8£tIS8SKS

Ali

The

Psi Upsilon
society of Bowdoin,
gave its annual reooption last
night. Mr.
fooler of The
catered.

Sherwood,

At a meeting of the committee on fire
department held last evening it was
voted to put a
drinking fountain at the
foot of Pine street and
buy a horse for
Host 11.
The Boston steam
yucht Thelma is in
the harbor.

undergoing repairs.
Gloucester despatches

Down,

Not Eat

vals
1 sre

of large cargoes

of

arri-

Ash. Mackerel
there.
One

especially plentiful
Gloucester despatch said:

“Prospects
Up to last

taken on a roseate hue.
It was.predicted this would be tho
loorest maokerel year ever experienced.
iave

week

Tired, Heavy Feeling

Je22dim

Every Morning.

“I was all run down
SOHON, ME.
and hardly able to sit up. I had a very
lame back, could eat hardly anything, and
had a tired, heavy feeling every morning.
When I had taken half a bottfp of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla I was better. I had a good
—

Gow it is said the outlook has not been
I o good in 12
This morning 16 appetite, the lameness was relieved, and
years.
rest well.
Kev. K. C. Strout of
I continued taking
Saco, will preach Gloucester vessels are at this port, Boston, I could
a. the Chestnut
street Methodist church
'.'ewport and Portland with big trips, Hood’s Sarsaparilla and after two bottles
next Sunday In
exchange with the pastor, n all there fare about 3000 barrels, $30,030 1 was all right.” Mbs. E, Wilson.
Bov. W, F. Berry.
vorth of fish. .fcThis spurt wiIl£.doubtless
Hood’s PiliscurTsick Headache. SCO."

NUMBER.

ME,
je22-25-28-jly2

4444444444* MM«H* 44444*44*4444444 *4444444*4444444

444

|

SENSE.

4

Accident or Casualty Insuranco is
founded on horse sense. By paying us a
small premium, we insure you against
losses from almost any kind of accident
that may occur to you or your em-

£

ployes.

•

j
4

£•
4

,

you

^

us

all the

3S

4

£

street.

Fancy Embroidered

|

FACE

June

Bermudas
21.—Captain Howe has

of the British steamer Wraggee, which
arrived hpre
yesterday, from Shields reports picking up a dory ou June 12 in
latitude 44 degrees north,
longitude 50 degrees and 50 minutes west.
On the bow
was
painted the name
Vidosa, while in the stern was the
number 0. There is a full rigged ship by
the name of Vidosa in the Spanish merchant service.
She was last reported at
li^zpan, Mexico, several months ago. She
that
port and Tampico for the
loaded.

and West Indian ports.
not been heard of since that
and it is supposed she was wrecked.

NEGOTIATIONS

London,
at

FOK

She
time

PEACE.

June 21.—The correspondent
Paris of the Pall Mall Gazetta telegraphs this afternoon that he learns from
an
authoritative source, in spite of
denials, that the question peace between
the United States and
Spain has been
for some days the
subject of lively correspondence betweeu the chancellors.
_

VEILS

at 69c each.

vessel Was wrecked.

Philadelphia,

—

SAMPLES,

IMPORTERS’

&~PINKHAn, 1

SSxoHeirLee

WILL SELL

Wednesday, Jane 22,

questions 4

you want to.

||

J. E. PALMER

•

X

Come In and ask

4

T
4

about T

it.

4

|

—

We would like to talk with

*

MiLUKEN & GO., DOW
163 Commercial St.

teen

announces

Headquarters

Congress St.,

PORTLAND,

nnnann

"arcs; REMEMBER THE

AFFAIRS IN SPANISH CABINET.

Madrid, June 21.—5 p. m.—The Chamber of Deputies today has had under consideration the Republican proposal to
establish general obligatory military ser
vice and to abolish substitutes.
In the Senate Senor Puigcerrer mini a
ter of iinanco, denied that the tobacco
monopoly would bo unable to pay tins
year’s rent of 9(5,000,000 pesetas,
though
he admitted that at the present, time the
is
losing money.
[ monopoly

Value 81.5* *® 2 25*

543 Congress

Street.
It

!

